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Abstract

The full potential of information visualization is often not tapped in the scientific reasoning

process. To overcome this gap, this work aims at bringing visualization closer to demands of

the analysis process for the specific domain of modeling and simulating cell biological systems.

To this end, the need for visual support is systematically explored along the work flow in

the application domain. Based on the identification of main segments of visual support that

need to be provided, this work provides novel contributions for the visualization of stochastic

simulation data. Two main visualization challenges are addressed. First challenge is the visual

integration of data into the data generating context, which is assumed to facilitate the analysis

process of complex data. A general approach for stochastic simulation data is introduced to

capture the process of data generation. It comprises four process levels: model, experiment,

multi-run simulation data, and single-run simulation data. Tailored visualization concepts are

developed for all levels. Thus, the complete simulation process can be explored rather than

single simulation data sets. Second challenge is the visualization of large and complex data

sets. Within the application domain, simulation data incorporates heterogeneous data types

and is given in temporal, spatial, and multivariate context. Such complexity is a challenging

issue in current visualization research. New visualizations are developed based on a systematic

evaluation of possible visual mappings. Multiple views, each revealing different aspects in the

data, are combined and closely linked to support the exploration of the data in all its facets. The

novel visualization concepts developed in this work have been made available in a visualization

component library, which is integrated into the application domain.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Potential von Informationsvisualisierung wird bei der Untersuchung wissenschaftlicher Fra-

gestellungen häufig nicht ausgeschöpft. Diese Arbeit verfolgt das Ziel, diese Lücke zu verkleinern,

indem die Anforderungen des Analyseprozesses stärker in der Visualisierung berücksichtigt wer-

den. Da der Analyseprozess stark anwendungsabhängig ist, richtet diese Arbeit den Blick auf

die Modellierung und Simulation zellbiologischer Systeme. In einem ersten Schritt wird der

Bedarf für visuelle Unterstützung systematisch entlang des Arbeitsablaufs im Anwendungsfeld

untersucht. Dadurch werden wesentliche Teilbereiche der visuellen Unterstützung identifiziert.

Auf dieser Grundlage werden im Rahmen der Arbeit neue Beiträge für die Visualisierung von

stochastischen Simulationsdaten entwickelt. Zwei wesentliche Visualisierungsherausforderungen

stehen im Mittelpunkt. Zuerst ist die visuelle Integration der Daten in den datengenerieren-

den Kontext zu nennen, um auf diese Weise die Analyse von Simulationsdaten zu unterstützen.

Eine neue Systematik erfasst den Prozess der Datengenerierung für stochastische Simulationsda-

ten mit vier Prozessebenen: Model, Experiment, Multi-Run-Simulationsdaten und Single-Run-

Simulationsdaten. Davon ausgehend werden maßgeschneiderte Visualisierungskonzepte für alle

Ebenen vorgestellt. Die dadurch ermöglichte Explorierung des gesamten Simulationsprozesses

geht weit über die Untersuchung einzelner Simulationsdatensätze hinaus. Die zweite Herausfor-

derung ist die Visualisierung großer und komplexer Datenmengen. Simulationsdaten im Anwen-

dungsbereich sind heterogen, da sie Zustände und Ereignisse umfassen, und sind im zeitlichen,

räumlichen und multivariaten Bezug gegeben. Die Arbeit begegnet dieser Herausforderung mit

einer systematische Analyse möglicher Visualisierungen. Die daraus neuentwickelten Konzepte

kombinieren verschiedene Sichten auf die Daten. Durch ihre enge Kopplung wird die Explo-

ration aller Datenaspekte ermöglicht. Alle vorgestellten Visualisierungskonzepte sind in einer

Visualisierungskomponentenbibliothek praktisch umgesetzt, die in die Anwendung eingebunden

ist.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Solving scientific problems involves the analysis of data. With ever increasing capabilities to

generate and store data, methods used to gain insight into data have to advance accordingly.

Visualization has been recognized as one important technology in this regard. The presentation

of data in a visual form fits in very well with the human ability to perceive and comprehend

visual information. In fact, by means of visualization, the strengths of computational processing

and human cognition are brought together. Computers are able to store and process data as

well as to generate visual representations in a very efficient manner. The human cognition is

needed in the “sense making” of data. Moreover, by interactive features, it is the human’s role

to steer data processing and the adaptation of the visual representation to current needs.

Since visualization has been established as a research field of its own, its great potentials

have been recognized and explored. This led to the development of many powerful techniques.

However, still a gap exists between the potentials of these techniques and their application in

the domains where data needs to be analyzed. Visualization is usually applied as a means

to present the results of data analysis, rather than as a means to perform this analysis. To

overcome these limitations in practical use, visualization in its role as an “enabling technology”

has to be brought closer to the demands of the data analysis process and to the demands of

users.

But the integration of visualization as a natural, reliable technology in the data analysis

process cannot be carried out universally, as the demands are domain specific. This work inves-

tigates the integration of visualization within the specific domain of modeling and simulating

cell biological systems. During the last years, the field saw a tremendous increase of interest.

While the importance of cell biological systems in understanding the basics of life has long

been recognized, new technologies to investigate cellular processes pushed the research activ-
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1. Introduction

ities in this area to a new level during the last 10 years. These developments comprise new

experimental methods to observe biological systems in higher detail as well as the increasing

capabilities to store and share data among researchers around the world. Moreover, the field

of modeling and simulation has been established as an important additional technology. New

approaches to model and simulate these systems in high detail, including stochastic effects and

spatial context, are more and more utilized to investigate cellular processes.

All these developments give the opportunity to gain a better understanding of the multi

faceted, complex processes in cells. But they also require new methods of data analysis, where

visualization can provide a valuable contribution. The integration of visualization within the

application field requires a close cooperation between developers of visualization and domain

experts. For this work, this close cooperation is provided within the research training school

dIEM oSiRiS. The project brings together researchers from biology and medicine with re-

searchers from fields of computer science like data bases, visualization, and modeling and

simulation. The conjoint research aims at the development of new computational methods,

including modeling formalisms and simulation algorithms as well as the storage, analysis, and

visualization of generated data. As a practical application within the research training school,

the role of the Wnt protein family in the development of neurons from neural stem cells is

investigated.

1.1 Challenges and Goals

Integrating visualization as a means of data analysis within an application requires to broaden

the scope of visualization from handling data sets with specific characteristics to the process

of problem solving. Although this process is application specific, the main challenges in this

regard are universal.

In general, an analysis process is a sequence of individual steps. Throughout the process, a

multitude of data sets with various characteristics needs to be evaluated under different objec-

tives. Handling such heterogeneous data is still an open challenge for visualization research.

Further, providing comprehensive visual support goes beyond the visualization of data sets.

Many of the existing visualization techniques are uncoupled from the process in which the

data was derived, to provide a larger flexibility in their use within different application fields.

Information visualization techniques perform an interactive post-processing of the data, a back-

coupling with the process of data generation is usually not provided. But complementing the

data visualization with information about the data generating process can significantly help

2



1.1. Challenges and Goals

the user in understanding the data. Otherwise, analysts have to bring together their intrinsic

knowledge about the process and the often complex visual information shown on the screen.

By the integration of information about the generating process within the visualization, the

analysts’ efforts for gathering all the necessary information for decision making are reduced.

Also, data analysts, who have not been involved in the process of data generation, get an easier

access to the data. So far, the data generating process has been accounted in the design of very

few visualization techniques and, thus, remains a challenge.

To integrate visualization within the process of data generation and data analysis, the specific

application domain has to be taken into account. In this regard, the goal of this work is to

investigate how comprehensive visual support can be provided for the modeling and simulation

of cell biological systems. As an initial scientific question in this regard, it has to be answered

what form of visual support is needed. Which data has to be analyzed throughout the process

and what is the purpose of analyzing this data? This work aims at such a systematic approach

by identifying the challenges for visualization on the basis of the work flow within the application

domain.

Based on these observations, the focus of this work can be further refined to give attention

to new challenges. In this regard, the focus of this work will be set on the development of new

visualization techniques for the analysis of simulation data. Simulation data has to be analyzed

at many stages of the work flow, including modeling, model validation, and the generation of

new hypotheses from simulation results. The advent of discrete-event based approaches that

consider stochastic effects and spatial context require new visualization methods that can handle

such complex data. Moreover, the simulation data generated in a modeling and simulation

project goes by far beyond the result of a single execution of the simulation. Usually, multiple

experiments are executed, whose simulation output has to be compared with each other and

with the experimental data from the real biological system. Further, analyzing simulation

data from stochastic simulation requires the consideration of multiple executions of the same

experiment, which produce different results due to these stochastic effects.

In this work, new visualization techniques are developed to support these different objectives

of analysis, following the main idea to integrate data visualization into the data generating

context in order to avoid an information loss in the visualization.

3



1. Introduction

1.2 Results

Following the aim to provide visual support for the modeling and simulation of cell biological

systems, this work presents genuine visualization approaches with respect to the visualization

challenges identified in Section 1.1.

In this work, as a necessary first step for the integration of visualization within the

application domain, first approaches are presented that aim specifically at the modeling and

simulation of cell biological systems.

∙ To initiate a systematic research for open visualization challenges in the application do-

main, the visualization is conceptually integrated into the work flow of modeling and

simulation, focusing specifically on cell biological systems. Along the work flow, the basic

stages of the work flow along with their main data sources, characteristics of generated

data, and analysis goals are pinpointed. Moreover, the interplay of the stages and, conse-

quently, the produced data sets throughout the work flow become apparent. Based on this

systematic approach, the integration of visualization at all stages of the data generating

process in modeling and simulation is proposed, which has been published in [UBJ+07].

A second challenge is to handle complex and heterogeneous data. In this regard, the

work proposes the following new visualization approaches.

∙ Visual support for complex simulation data from the Next Sub-Volume Method. A cur-

rent research topic in modeling and simulation is to simulate cellular processes with de-

tailed spatial context. The Next Sub-Volume Method [EE04, RKDB06] is one exemplary

simulation algorithm. The visualization of the simulation data is demanding, as it is het-

erogeneous, comprising states and events, and has to be explored in its temporal, spatial,

and multivariate context. From the systematic development of tailored views supporting

the analysis of different facets of the data, a highly interactive multiple view framework is

developed to explore the data in its entirety. Within the framework, the complexity of the

spatio-temporal context is broken down into separate views. An overview on temporal

developments is provided by the visualization of high level features over time. Identified

time points of interest are shown with spatial details in additional views. The frame-

work is unique in supporting the simultaneous visualization of events and states in their

multi-dimensional context. Specifically the concepts to handle the heterogeneity and the

spatial context of the data have been published in [UGJS09].

4



1.2. Results

∙ Visual support for complex simulation data from the Attributed Π-Calculus. In alter-

native to an explicit integration of spatial context, the Attributed Π-Calculus [JLNU08,

JLNUar] models spatial effects in an abstract way by the communication between pro-

cesses. Visualizing the resulting simulation data – a time series of reaction networks –

is an open challenge. Also here, the complexity of the data is broken into manageable

chunks, by separating the visualization over time by high level features and the detailed

visualization of single time points into different views, which are closely linked. Tailored

to reflect the complex data with dynamically changing structural relationships, the high

level features consists of graph complexity measures and attribute values. As part of

joint research, this work specifically contributes to the visualization over time. These

time points can then be analyzed in detail using a new table-based, highly interactive vi-

sualization technique for graphs, which is scalable and visualizes structural relationships

as well as attributes of both nodes and edges. The graph visualization technique was

published in [SJUS08]. The visualization concepts for the Attributed Π-Calculus have

been submitted for publication [JSS+10].

∙ Visual support for statistical analysis of subsets from simulation data. An important

analysis method for simulation data is the evaluation of statistical properties like mean,

standard deviation, or extrema. One typical situation where data analysts make use of

statistical values is the analysis of multi-run data. But the evaluation of global values

is not sufficient. In large data sets, local variations can occur, which makes it useful to

analyze and compare properties of subsets. Addressing this problem, a new visualization

has been developed to analyze statistical properties of subsets in temporal context, which

is an important aspect for simulation data. The visualization is integrated within the

visualization tool SimVis [Dol04]. Subsets are generated interactively by the user in other

coordinated views, by brushing of subsets with smooth transition from focus to context.

Resulting degrees of interest associated with data items of the subset are addressed in

both the computation and visualization of statistical properties. The new view provides

analysis of statistical properties of subsets and their comparison with each other as well as

with global values. In addition with interactive means to refine subsets on the fly in other

views, the resulting visualization supports a user-driven evaluation of local characteristics

of large and complex data sets, which has been published in [UMDS08].

In addition to handling specific data sets, the third challenge refers to the visualization of

data in the context of the data generating process. The following visualization concepts

5



1. Introduction

provide a new contribution within the field of visualization in this regard.

∙ Visual analysis of simulation data in the context of the data generating process. Simula-

tion data is always derived in the context of an underlying model and an experiment. To

capture this context of data generation, a general taxonomy is introduced for stochastic

simulation data. It comprises the levels model, experiment, multi-run simulation data,

and single-run simulation data, which are all linked to specific visualization goals. Includ-

ing this context in the visualization can significantly help the user to gain insight into the

simulation process. In a new visualization, the visual integration of model, experiment

description, and resulting multi-run simulation data is provided. This view is the basis

for the exploration of simulation data at the other levels of the data generating process,

which enables the comparison of experiments, the comparison of multiple runs from one

experiment, and the identification of single runs. Initially shown for the example of the

stochastic, discrete-event based Gillespie algorithm, the approach can be generalized to

analyze simulation data from modeling and simulation approaches based on chemical re-

action networks. With the visual support at multiple levels of the simulation process,

the visualization concepts enable the exploration of the complete simulation process. The

results have been published in [US09].

Although the goal of this work is to provide new visualization methods to support the visual

analysis within the application domain, the presentation of results remains an ongoing re-

search topic in visualization. Presentation requires alternative approaches, which focus on the

communication of findings and stated facts. This work proposes a new technique for presenta-

tion based on interactive images.

∙ Interactive images for presentation and communication using Illustration Watermarking.

By providing descriptive information on demand, interactive images are a compact format

for communication and presentation, which is easy to create, distribute, and access. As

an appropriate technique to store the descriptive information and link it to the image

content, techniques from information hiding are explored, which are called Illustration

Watermarks in this context. In a user study, a new adaptive approach optimized for the

application of interactive images outperformed a traditional proceeding in terms of quality.

In addition, interaction procedures are designed to support the user in the exploration of

descriptive information. The results of this work were published in [SUS08].
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1.3 Structure

This work is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the need for visual support within the

modeling and simulation of cell biological systems is investigated. Therefore, the particular

stages of the work flow are analyzed with respect to the involved data analysis. This leads to

four main segments of visual support. In these segments, existing visualization techniques are

reviewed that have been applied and specifically developed for the field of application. Based

on this analysis, a main focus of this work is set on the development of visualization methods

for particularly supporting the analysis of simulation data. Novel techniques in this regard are

introduced in Chapter 3, which focuses on the visual integration of data into the data generating

process to support the exploration of the simulation process, and in Chapter 4, which addresses

the visualization of complex simulation data. In Chapter 5, a visualization component library

is presented that realizes the integration of visualization into the data generating context of

the application domain. The library comprises visualization tools that implement the proposed

visualization concepts as well as tools that have been developed in the research training school.

Chapter 6 concludes this work by summarizing the main contributions and a discussion on

future research topics.
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Chapter 2

Problem Analysis and Conceptual

Approach

One goal of this work is to investigate how the capabilities of visual analysis can be made

available in the application domain of modeling and simulating cell biological systems. To this

end, a systematic approach is applied to identify gaps in existing visual support – being the

starting point for the development of appropriate visualization concepts to complement the

visualization toolbox in the application domain. The goals of this chapter are, first, to get a

systematic view on the application domain in order to identify the need for visual support.

In consequence of this analysis and a review of related work, open visualization challenges are

identified. The focusing on the development of new visualization concepts for simulation data

is motivated.

As a second goal, a conceptual approach to handle simulation data is introduced, which is

the basis to systematically design appropriate visualization methods in this field. According to

these goals, this chapter comprises three sections. In Section 2.1, the work flow of modeling

and simulation is used as the basis to determine the need for visual support and a review of

existing visual support in the application domain. As a result of this analysis, challenges and

requirements for visualization are discussed in Section 2.2, which further narrows the focus of

this work to one segment of visual support: the visualization of simulation data from discrete

event based approaches. Section 2.3 introduces a general approach to cope with the challenges

that arise for the visualization of stochastic simulation data. The results of this chapter are

summarized in Section 2.4.
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2. Problem Analysis and Conceptual Approach

2.1 Problem Analysis

As a starting point to provide visual support for the modeling and simulation of cell biological

systems, this section aims at identifying the potentials of visualization within the application

domain. Basis is the process of modeling and simulation. Along this process, generated data

and the purpose of data analysis can be identified. Thereby, areas of visual support become

apparent. This proceeding offers the possibility to systematically reveal open visualization

problems in the domain.

The following approach is pursued in the remainder of this section. In Section 2.1.1, the

work flow in modeling and simulation is introduced. For visualization, it is of specific interest

what data is generated and analyzed along the work flow. In this regard, four segments of

visual support in the application domain are identified, which are integrated as a natural

complement of the modeling and simulation process (Section 2.1.2). The existing visual methods

are evaluated for each segment in Section 2.1.3.

2.1.1 The Work Flow of Modeling and Simulation

In the literature, a number of modeling and simulation work flows has been proposed [Sar00,

Bal98], also specifically for biological applications [KHK+05, OD07]. Although slightly different

in the sequence of steps, they generally comprise five main steps as they are listed in [Vel09]:

∙ Problem Definition

∙ Systems Analysis

∙ Modeling

∙ Simulation

∙ Validation

These steps are sequential in the sense that the results of one step are needed before a

successive step is carried out. However, the work flow of modeling and simulation is highly

iterative. Results of each step can lead back to any of the preceding steps. The model – in

the focus of the modeling and simulation process – is usually not built by a single iteration of

the work flow. Instead, the process leads from a first, simple model to more complex versions

until the model fits the needs of the project. Specifically for systems biology, this loop like

structure has been emphasized by [KHK+05]. In particular, findings from the modeling or
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2.1. Problem Analysis

simulation phase may lead back to a refined systems analysis. With additional experiments,

new hypotheses about the system are tested or available data is supplemented, initiating new

iterations of the overall process. Hence, the iterative refinement of the model by going back and

forth in the sequence of steps is an immanent feature of the modeling and simulation process.

In the following, a closer look is taken at the individual steps of the modeling and simulation

process.

Problem Statement confines the problem to solve or the questions to answer with the

modeling and simulation project. There are two starting points for any modeling and simulation

project [Vel09]: First, the source system: a part of the real world, which is investigated. Second,

a problem to be solved or questions to be answered about the system. This implicates that the

goal of the modeling and simulation process is not to reproduce the real world system in all

its complexity. Instead, the source system is investigated with specific objectives. As stated

in [ZPK00, p.27], the “statement of objectives serves to focus model construction on particular

issues.” The problem statement determines the choice of methods and the acquisition of data

throughout the work flow.

System Analysis refers to gathering and evaluating information about the source system

that contributes to the stated problem. This information comprises all data that helps to gain

a further understanding of the system under study. It includes knowledge accessible from the

literature or data bases as well as own experiments conducted on the source system. The data

can be subdivided into qualitative and quantitative parts. Qualitative data refers to information

that can contribute to identify the relevant parts of the system and their relations. This

information is necessary to build up a structural understanding of the process. Quantitative

data, on the other hand, has an important function to describe the dynamics of the system.

Modeling comprises the development of a model based on results from systems analysis.

The model includes the system components and their relations, which are considered to be

relevant with respect to the problem definition. In order to gain a model that can be simulated

computationally, it must be expressed in a formal language and fully quantified. The modeling

stage follows two complementing objectives: the identification of qualitative, structural aspects

of the model on one hand and its quantification on the other hand.

To derive the structure of the model, qualitative information from the systems analysis step

is used to collect the basic components of the system and their relations. An informal model

(sometimes also called conceptual model) is built. Based on requirements comprised by this
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informal model, an appropriate modeling formalism has to be chosen that can reflect these

requirements. Then, the informal model is transformed into a formal model.

The second objective, the quantification of the model, begins after the formal structure of the

model is determined, because then the parameters of the model are known. These parameters

are derived from quantitative data gained in systems analysis.

Simulation is the application of the model to the given problem or question [Vel09]. In

computational modeling and simulation, simulation generally refers to the execution of the

model under a certain experimental setup. The purpose of simulation is to observe the behavior

of the model over time. If the model has the ability to mimic the source system’s behavior with

sufficient accuracy, it can be used to execute experiments, which are difficult, costly, or even

impossible to carry out on the source system. In the best case, findings from simulation data

lead to new hypotheses about the source system, which can be tested by new experiments.

Validation According to Balci [Bal98], “model validation is substantiating that the model,

within its domain of applicability, behaves with satisfactory accuracy consistent with the M&S

objectives.” These modeling and simulation objectives are defined in the problem statement.

Although listed as an individual step of the modeling and simulation work flow to highlight its

importance, validation should be performed as a “continuous activity throughout the entire life

cycle” [Bal98]. Targets of validation are both the structure and the behavior of the model. Many

methods exist for validation, see [Bal98, Sar00]. They can be subdivided into objective methods,

where statistical tests and procedures are used, and subjective methods, where experts evaluate

the quality of the model or of the model behavior based on their knowledge. Subjective methods

therefore highly involve visual inspections. Both objective and subjective tests are often based

on a comparison of model behavior and source system behavior. Also, it may be reasonable

to compare model structure and behavior to other models, especially if the source system is

difficult to observe. Hence, data used for validation is gathered in systems analysis, modeling,

and simulation.

2.1.2 Integration of Visualization into Work Flow

Given the basic steps of the work flow in the application domain, the ground is provided to

integrate visualization as a complementary part of the modeling and simulation process. This

will be subject of this section. Generally, all steps of the work flow – specifically systems

analysis, modeling, simulation, and validation – involve the analysis of a multitude of data sets
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2.1. Problem Analysis

and can therefore significantly benefit from methods of visualization. But the scope of this

work comprises two main visualization challenges: The visual integration of data into the data

generating context on the one hand and the visualization of heterogeneous, complex data sets

on the other hand.

In this regard, the focus is set on those steps of the work flow that involve the generation

of substantial amounts of data: systems analysis, modeling, and simulation. Supporting the

specific analysis tasks of validation with methods of visual analysis remains an open research

problem and will be addressed in the next phase of the research training school dIEM oSiRiS.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic presentation of visual support within the modeling and simulation of cell

biological systems. Based on the data that is generated along the process, shown on the left,

four main segments of visual support are identified, as shown on the right.

In order to provide visual support for systems analysis, modeling, and simulation, a system-

atic approach is needed. With respect to the challenge to make the data generating process

explicit in data visualization, the process of data generation along the work flow has been iden-

tified in joint work within the research training school. Along this process, important aspects of
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2. Problem Analysis and Conceptual Approach

visual support are conceptually integrated. The resulting integration of data visualization into

the application domain and visualization, which has been published in [UBJ+07], is presented

in a schematic overview in Figure 2.1. The box on the left side comprises the data that is

produced along the work flow. The arrow from the end of the work flow back to its beginning

indicates the loop-like structure. In Section 2.1.2.1, the flow of data is shortly summarized with

respect to the steps of the work flow. In the box on the right side, the four main segments

of visualization are depicted. The interplay of the analysis process with the visualization is

indicated by arrows between both boxes. The four segments of visual support are inspected in

Section 2.1.2.2.

2.1.2.1 Data Generation during Modeling and Simulation Work Flow

The left side of the scheme in Figure 2.1 provides an overview on data that is generated during

the modeling and simulation work flow. Systems Analysis is the starting point of data

generation. From observations of the Biological System – either experiments or information

gathered from literature – Qualitative Data and Quantitative Data is collected. Going into the

Modeling phase, qualitative data serves to identify structural relations of important system

components, which contribute to an Informal Model. This informal model is transformed into

a Formal Model by expressing it in a formal language, which has been chosen based on model

requirements. Complemented by the Parametrization of the model, derived from quantitative

data, the formal and quantified Model provides the basis for the phase of Simulation. Here,

Simulation Runs are carried out to observe the model’s behavior.

2.1.2.2 Visual Support throughout Work Flow

Complementing the flow of data through a modeling and simulation project, the right side in

Figure 2.1 shows the needed visual support during the work flow. This comprises four main

segments:

∙ Visualization of Input Data

Input data comprises all data that is gathered during systems analysis. The term “input”

is used as data from systems analysis provides the basis for the modeling and simulation

project. Input data can originate from literature, data bases, or own experiments in the

wet lab. Hence, input data can have many different forms. Specifically for biological sys-

tems, the availability of many different experimental methods, for example, microscopy,

micro arrays, or blotting techniques, lead to data sets with very different characteristics.
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2.1. Problem Analysis

As quantitative data is usually derived from the analysis of imaging data, resulting data

often comes with uncertainty. Likewise, data taken from the literature or data bases,

which has also been derived from experiments, has to be evaluated with respect to reli-

ability and uncertainty. All these aspects have to be considered to provide appropriate

visual support for the analysis of input data.

∙ Visualization of Formal Structure

A model comprises important components of the system and their interrelations. It

can be seen as a graph, with components as nodes and interrelations as edges. Hence,

graph visualization is the method of choice to represent models visually. Depending on

characteristics, complexity, and size of the model, different graph visualization techniques

are appropriate. This also demands to reflect the specificity of modeling formalisms in

the visualization. For larger models, the visualization becomes more challenging, but

also more and more important as comprehending dependencies within a model require

methods of visual analysis. With the advent of new modeling formalisms, new challenges

arise for the model visualization. To reproduce the complexity of biological systems, new

methods to build dynamic, multi level models consisting of multiple heterogeneous sub

systems imply new visualization methods that can handle such complex structures.

∙ Visualization of Reference and Simulation Data, Parameters and Errors

Simulation data results from the execution of a model under a certain parameterization.

Specific data characteristics depend on the modeling formalism and the simulation algo-

rithm. Given the diversity of existing approaches, a broad variety of data sets appears

in this segment of visual support. During a modeling and simulation project, simula-

tion is often executed to assess how well the model mimics the behavior of the source

system. Consequently, multiple executions of the evolving model are performed under

various parameterizations. Hence, the evaluation of many data sets derived under dif-

ferent conditions has to be supported as well as the comparison of simulation data with

reference data from the source system. In addition to the visualization of the usually time

dependent, multivariate data itself, the availability of additional information, such as the

current model parameterization or errors, plays an important role for data evaluation.

While these aspects form a set of open challenges in visualization, new modeling and sim-

ulation approaches that incorporate both spatial and stochastic effects further increase

complexity and size of simulation data and lead to additional challenges such as visual

multi-run analysis.
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∙ Presentation of Data, Model, and Results

Presentation of results and findings from a modeling and simulation project requires visual

methods differing from those needed in previous steps of visual analysis. Instead of data

analysis leading to new findings, the meaning of the data is now clear. Rather, it needs

to be transformed into a representation that communicates results to third party users in

an efficient manner. Data used for presentation can stem from all phases of the modeling

and simulation project – systems analysis, modeling, simulation – or even be specifically

generated for presentation purposes. Hence, while the purpose of visualization can be

narrowed to the goal of presentation, the heterogeneity of possibly used data leads again

to a broad diversity of necessary visualization methods.

The described visual support for modeling and simulation comprises all three basic goals

of visualization: exploration, confirmation, and presentation [SM00]. The first three segments

of visual support – visualization of input data, formal structure, and simulation data – are

related to visual analysis, aiming both at exploration and confirmation. Exploration refers

to an undirected search in data for inner structures and information, in order to generate new

hypotheses. As visualization of input data is mainly performed to collect new information about

the system under consideration, it can be mainly linked to the goal of exploration. Confirmation,

on the other hand, aims at confirming or rejecting a given hypothesis by appropriate data

visualization. Models, and also simulation data reflecting a model’s behavior, are usually

built from certain hypotheses. Hence, visual analysis of models and simulation data can be

often linked to the goal of confirmation. However, this separation does not hold completely:

confirmation is also performed by a visual analysis of input data and, likewise, modeling and

simulation data is explored to gain new insights. The goal of presentation is reflected by the last

of the described four segments of visual support. The focus of presentation is to communicate

the results gathered by the previous steps of visual analysis to people who have not been

involved in the process.

2.1.3 Related Work

The goal of this work is to complement existing visualization methods for the modeling and

simulation of cell biological processes. In this regard, this section presents the range of currently

available visualization methods in the application domain. The related work is presented with

respect to the four segments of visual support that have been stated in the previous Section

2.1.2.2. The focus is set on visualization techniques that have been specifically developed for
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the application domain as well as commonly used tools and visual representations.

Beyond visualization techniques reviewed in this section, visualization methods for biological

or medical applications exist that investigate biological processes at different scales. Exemplary

at a lower scale, molecular visualization aims at visualization of 3-D molecular structures of

components of the cell such as genes and proteins [BRRB93, KMR+09, MPC+06, GSS01]. Ab-

stracting from 3-D context, visualization for DNA sequencing has, for example, been addressed

in [PFvdW+04]. On the other direction of scale, the broad field of medical visualization [PB07]

aims at the visual analysis of tissues, organs, and organ systems, often derived from imaging

data gained by CT, MRT and similar techniques. One recent example for volume visualization

of the brain for research in neurobiology is presented in [BSG+09].

While this section focuses on the application domain, related work from the field of informa-

tion visualization is presented in subsequent Chapters 3 and 4, which address the development

of new visualization techniques. The presentation of related work in this section serves as the

starting point for a subsequent discussion in Section 2.2. The discussion leads to the identifi-

cation of open challenges for visual support, which need to be addressed by the development

of new visualization techniques.

2.1.3.1 Visualization of Input Data

Two main sources for the collection of information about cellular processes exist: The evaluation

of available knowledge from prior work, recorded in the literature and data bases, and the

analysis of experimental data. The review of related work in systems analysis is sectioned

accordingly. Knowledge from prior work is often captured in pathways or biological networks,

which are described at first. Then related work to visualize experimental data is presented. At

last, the integration of data from both types of sources is addressed, which has been subject of

recent research.

Pathways and Biological Networks Understanding cellular processes relies on known in-

formation about functional relationships among cell components. Prominent representations

to capture known functional relations among chemical compounds are pathways and reaction

networks. In the following, the distinction of pathways and reaction networks is made based

on their size, as it is usually found in the literature. Pathways contain biochemical reactions,

which are necessary for a certain function of the cell and thus, can be seen as a functional

unit. Usually, they comprise a few dozen proteins and reactions. Reactions networks contain a

larger number of proteins and reactions, ranging from a couple of hundred to thousands. They
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represent larger parts of the functionality of the cell.

Visual representations of pathways are commonly used in the application domain. A number

of data bases exist that come with visual representations of pathways. They include the KEGG

data base [KAG+08], BioCarta 1, GeneAssist Pathway Atlas 2, or WikiPathways [PKvI+08],

which provide pathway information in manually created, static depictions. An example from

the BioCarta website is shown in Figure 2.2(a). Algorithmically defined layouts of pathways are

usually based on the force directed layout [BWCT09, LWSK04]. In [Sch03], the comparison of

similar pathways is supported by arranging corresponding parts on the same horizontal layer.

Equipped with interactive functionality to explore relations among pathways, a multi-plane

approach has been presented in [SKKS08]. Pathways are shown on 2-D planes in a 3-D space,

with links between the planes to show relations. With highly interactive multiple linked views

providing overview and detail, pathways can be explored for relevant interdependencies (Figure

2.2(b)).

For reaction networks with hundreds or thousands of proteins and reactions, several ap-

proaches have been proposed to reduce the size of the graph to a few dozen proteins and

reactions, before this subset is visualized. An example is found in [HMT09]. By querying a

specific biochemical entity from a data base containing a complete reaction network, a graph

containing up to 50 nodes is extracted from the database and visualized. Interactively, the user

can adjust the number of nodes concurrently shown by adapting number of nodes or the range

of shown edge weights.

Numerous tools have been developed that support automatic node link layouts of the com-

plete reaction network. However, node link layouts usually appear cluttered for thousands of

nodes. To cope with clutter, visual manipulations such as zooming and basic analysis functions

such as detection of sub-graphs and filtering are provided. Widely used examples are Cytoscape

[SMO+03], Osprey [BST03], ProViz [INM+05], or Pajek [BM04], a general purpose network vi-

sualization tool. A screen shot from Cytoscape is shown in Figure 2.2(c). In [DMS+08], an

overview and detail approach is presented. From a graph containing up to 1000 nodes, a focal

node is chosen, whose surrounding is shown as a sub-graph in detail (up to 50 nodes). A con-

strained graph layout is used for interactive visualization, aiming at fast rendering of overview

and higher quality detail visualization, while topology among both views is preserved. Aiming

at the specific task of exploring the network for motifs, an interactive visualization technique

in combination with algorithmic search for motifs has been presented in [SS05], which is shown

1http://www.biocarta.com/Default.aspx
2http://www4.appliedbiosystems.com/tools/pathway/all_pathway_list.php
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in Figure 2.2(d). For the comparison of reaction networks, a multi-plane approach is used in

[FHK+09], with the drawback that the 2-D network representations appear cluttered. While all

these approaches use 2-D layouts of graphs, also 3-D layouts have been proposed for biological

networks [Roj04, YWCND06].

The size of reaction networks in the application domain can go beyond the described thou-

sands proteins and reactions, ranging to tens or hundreds of thousands. However, visualizations

proposed explicitly for these large networks in the application domain have not been found in

the literature. Here, new techniques in information visualization, where this is a recent research

problem, need to be adapted to the requirements of the application domain.

Experimental Data A wide range of experimental methodologies exists that is suitable

to investigate cellular processes. For the majority of methods, experiments on cell biological

systems result in raw imaging data, which needs to be quantified in order to gain meaningful

numbers. The analysis sequence involves steps like image processing, filtering, and statistical

analysis before relevant conclusions can be drawn from the data, which is often accompanied

by specific, often commercial tools to analyze imaging data. Results are scalar data about one

or multiple genes or proteins, usually measured for a number of time steps. Exceptional in this

regard is experimental data from microscopy, which provides structural information about cells

in addition to quantitative data. Accordingly, microscopy data requires visualization methods

from the field of volume visualization [WOCH09, dLVvL06]).

For many methods producing quantitative data, the size of generated data sets is rather

small and therefore often not subject of advanced visualization techniques. This is very different

for data derived from micro array experiments. Analysis of data from these high-throughput

methods is, on one hand, demanding due to volume and complexity of produced data, but

on the other hand also crucial to understand relations of chemical compounds in cells. Micro

arrays measure expression values of several thousand genes simultaneously, which can then be

compared under different experimental conditions and for different time points. Due to its high

relevance, the need to analyze micro array data has initiated a lot of visualization research in

the last years.

Known information visualization views like scatter plots, parallel coordinates, time value

plots, and heat maps are frequently used for micro array analysis [Die09], and are integrated in

powerful commercial software such as Spotfire and GeneSpring. An example for the visualiza-

tion of micro array data for thousands of genes in a time value plot is shown in Figure 2.3(a).

Especially heat maps have received much attention. Their similarity with the original data on
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Exemplary visualizations of structural relations between components of the

cell. (a) Static image of the Wnt signalling pathway, taken from the BioCarta website

(http://www.biocarta.com/Default.aspx). (b) Exploration of multiple pathways by their in-

terrelations in a multi-plane approach [SKKS08]. (c) Visualization of a reaction network with

thousands of nodes in Cytoscape [SMO+03]. The image was taken from the Cytoscape website

(http://www.cytoscape.org/). (d) Search for motifs in reaction networks in [SS05].

micro array chips has yielded a high acceptance in the biology domain. Also, animated scatter

plots [CKC05] and 3-D scatter plots [SFHJ03, YISH06] have been employed for micro-array

data.
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To cope with the complexity of the data, algorithmic methods such as clustering or self-

organizing maps are frequently employed prior to visualization. Based on hierarchical clustering

of similar expression profiles, the combination of dendrogram and heat map is commonly used

to show clusters from micro array data [ESBB98, SS02a], as exemplified in Figure 2.3(b).

Self-organizing maps have been proposed to group genes with similar expression profiles in

[TSM+99]. In [SWC+02], a combination of k-means clustering and self-organizing maps is

used as a basis to visually analyze expression profiles from different samples. Considering the

uncertainty that comes when performing clustering, the inclusion of statistical information in

the combined cluster dendrogram / heat map visualization has been described in [HDLT05].

Addressing similar objectives, [SGM+07] uses a heat map visualization to compare clustering

results from two different methods. Further, graph based visualizations have been proposed

for micro array data, for example in [BDBS04], where micro array data is shown in context of

gene ontology data within tree maps. In [SSP+09], a node link layout is used to show cluster

centroids as nodes and their similarity to other clusters by edges. For selected nodes, expression

profiles of clustered genes are shown as time value plots.

In alternative to automatic pre-processing, another group of visualizations provides highly

interactive interfaces to handle the size of micro array data. In this regard, an overview and

detail concept was presented by [Kin04]. Samples are selected from an overview, which si-

multaneously shows expression profiles for several thousands of genes. The detail view uses a

tabular approach that adapts the heat map metaphor (Figure 2.3(c)). A reordering of rows

and columns is supported as well as automated table sorting. Focusing on temporal aspects,

the highly interactive Time Searcher [HBMS03, HS04] has been used for micro array data.

An evaluation for a set of visualization tools for micro array data has been described in

[SND04], including techniques described in [ESBB98], [SS02a], [HBMS03] and the commercial

software tools Spotfire and GeneSpring. Given these tools, which combine clustering function-

ality with visualization concepts like Overview and Detail, linking of views, and interaction

methods like brushing, domain experts were able to perform analysis tasks for different data

sets ranging from 5000 to 15000 data items, although slight differences in usability of tools were

encountered, which were partly due to different characteristics of data sets.

In addition to these information visualization techniques, gene expression data of cells in

spatial context of cell tissues has been presented [WRH+09], thereby linking cell locations

and gene expression. Supporting interactive functions like brushing of cells, the technique

enables a visual analysis of gene expression in 2-D or 3-D spatial context in combination with

abstract views like scatter plots (Figure 2.3(d)). In [HSPWR04], high-throughput data related
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to proteins is shown in context of gene locations on the DNA. Bridging different levels of detail

using a multiple view approach, the technique is able to handle several thousands of proteins.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3: Exemplary visualizations of micro array data. (a) In the time value plot [Die09],

lines are colored according to values at the first time point. (b) Results of hierarchical clustering

shown in a combined visualization of dendrogram and heat map with multiple time points per

gene [ESBB98]. (c) Highly interactive overview (left) and detail visualization (right) [Kin04].

The detail visualization uses a table to show genes. Experimental data is shown in columns by

adapting the heat map metaphor. (d) Micro array data shown in spatial context by mapping

micro array data to the cells of the surface of an embryo [WRH+09].

Data Fusion Structural relationships among proteins and reactions and experimental data

describing the dynamics of proteins comprise different facets of the same biological processes.

To fully understand the underlying mechanisms, all known information about the biological

entities has to be brought together in the visualization. The need to fuse data from different
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sources is strongly emphasized in the literature [KHK+05, SND05].

In addition to structural relations as described by pathways and reaction networks as well as

time dependent experimental data, descriptive information about proteins is important. Such

annotation data provides additional information, which is biologically relevant, such as sub-

cellular locations and can be retrieved from annotation data bases 3. Two general alternatives

can be used in visualization to bring the heterogeneous data together: The visualization of

multiple aspects within one view, or the linking of multiple views showing different aspects.

The integrated visualization within one view is most often based on a graph visualization of

the reaction network. Many visualization tools for pathways and reactions networks support

the inclusion of additional data by mapping data to the visual attributes of nodes and edges

[SMO+03]. Often, the color of nodes is used to encode gene annotation data [BWCT09, BST03].

However, only one value can be shown at a time.

To show multiple values over time or from different experimental conditions at once, the

data is encoded in icons that represent the nodes. Usually, the number of time points is

small and rarely exceeds ten. A common approach to show data in node icons are time value

plots [BHK+05]. Additionally, direct value comparison of multiple time points is supported

by showing stacked time value plots in each node icon (see Figure 2.4(a)). Also box whisker

plots are proposed to show results of multiple experiments at once. Alternatively to time

value plots, small heat maps at node positions have been used to encode experimental data

[SKKS08, BCM+09, SHZ+07]. In [HLNZ05], micro array data is linked to edges by colored

glyphs that are associated with edges.

The alternative to a single view, a visualization in multiple linked views, has also been em-

ployed numerous times. Several experimental conditions are shown simultaneously in small

multiples in [BMGK08]. Sub-cellular locations of the proteins, shown as nodes, are considered

by restricting their positions in the 2-D layout to certain locations. For each condition, a graph

representation of the network is presented whose nodes are colored according to the value.

Additional details are provided by parallel coordinates in a separate view (Figure 2.4(b)). Bio-

logicalNetworks [BSRG06] uses, in addition to a view on the pathway, a heat map in a separate

view to show multiple gene expressions for multiple time points. In Caleydo [MRS+09], multiple

views showing data from different sources, such as patient data, pathways, and gene expres-

sion data, are combined and linked within a highly interactive bucket style visualization. The

framework is intended for collaborative work of multiple experts from different domains and en-

abling the exploration of vast amounts of data. Also, the exploration of multiple heterogeneous

3http://proteinontology.org.au/
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databases has recently been demonstrated with Semantic Substrates [LTG+10].

An evaluation of different approaches to show time series data within the graph represen-

tation has been presented in [Sar06]. The compared approaches include one view approaches

with single time values per node and time series data in time value plots as well as multiple

view approaches.

Beyond bringing together data from different sources in the visualization, the presence of

multiple aspects of the data has been used in pre-processing steps to algorithmically identify

relations in the data. In VANTED [JKS06], proteins are clustered by the similarity of their

linked time series data (Figure 2.4(c)). In the visualization, nodes in the same cluster are

encoded by the same color. Experimental data has been used to find sub-networks [BW09] (by

evaluating if original and target node are both active), which are highlighted as active parts

within the network. In VisANt [ZHaD04, HHW+09], gene annotation data is used to generate

functional sub-graphs, which can be interactively collapsed or expanded in the visualization.

2.1.3.2 Visualization of Formal Structure

The complexity of models of cellular processes induces the need for visualization. This need has

been acknowledged in the systems biology community. As formal structures can be interpreted

as graphs, their visualization is highly related to the well established field of graph visualization.

However, despite ongoing advances in graph visualization, most visual representations that are

actually utilized within the application domain are particular developments embedded within

larger tools that support modeling and simulation. Hence, the functionality of tools named in

this section usually goes far beyond visual methods, but the focus of this review is set on the

visualization of models in the application domain.

The development of these visualizations has been driven by requirements that researchers

face in systems biology. The necessity for specific visual representations arises from particular

features of biochemical models that are generally not comprised by universal graph drawing

approaches. Most importantly, this includes the data representation. Biochemical reaction

networks are often hyper graphs, where one edge connects more than two nodes. This is due

to the fact that one reaction can affect more than two chemical compounds. As another point,

biochemical reaction networks contain more than one type of chemical compounds and more

than one type of relation among compounds. This led to the development of SBGN [NMS+08],

the systems biology graphical notation. It defines standards for the graphical notation of model

components as icons for both chemical compounds and their relations. Cell Designer [FMJ+08]

supports the visualization of model structures with SBGN, as shown in Figure 2.5(a).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.4: Exemplary visualization bringing together input data from multiple sources. (a)

Single view approach to combine structural relations shown in the underlying graph and time-

dependent experimental data in icons [BHK+05]. Within an icon, one time value plot is shown

for each experimental condition. (b) Multiple view approach to combine structural relations

between proteins with annotation data and experimental data [BMGK08]. Annotations like

sub-cellular locations are considered in the graph layout. Experimental data is encoded in the

color of nodes and edges. Small multiples are used for each time point and each experimental

condition. Linked parallel coordinates provide further information. (c) Highlighting of algo-

rithmically determined similarities in time series data by coloring node icons according to the

cluster they belong to [JKS06]

Many visual representations of model structures adapt the biologist’s understanding of cel-

lular processes as genetic or biochemical reaction networks. To layout models, either editing

functionality to build models is used – the layout is thus created by the user – or functionality

for automatic layout is provided, usually done with the established force directed placement

proposed by [FR91], which is for example the case for the on-line platform WebCell [LYC+06].

Examples that support model visualization in this sense are Cellware [DMS+05], SBMLSup-

portLayout and SBWAutoLayout [DBS06], aiming at complementing SBML models with layout

information. Also specifically developed to meet requirements of the application is Narrator

[MFPD07], which uses its own notation for models of cell biological systems. ProMoT [MSR+09]

aims at visualization of modular models, as shown in Figure 2.5(b). Further, locations within

the cell are an important factor in modeling, which is supported in the visualization for example
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in Virtual Cell [SSM+03, MSS+08]. An example is given in Figure 2.5(c).

In addition, pathways described in the literature are directly adapted as the basis for mod-

eling and simulation. Hence, graphical representations of pathways are also used to visualize

model structures. In the majority of tools, models are shown by static representations, pos-

sibly supporting interactive manipulations of the layout, but not supporting an interactive

visual analysis of the formal model structure. Providing more interactivity, Snazer [MIP10]

supports several graph layout algorithms and basic analysis methods for graphs such as degree

computation or shortest paths.

All these examples adapt the biologist’s view on the formal model structure. The underlying

formalism is not directly represented in visualization. Internally, the tools provide a mapping

between the model structure given in a formalism and the visualization in a biological context

and vice versa if editing is supported. The most prevalent formalisms are ordinary differential

equations or partial differential equations. Stochastic approaches like the Gillespie algorithm

are also supported by several tools.

To work directly with the formal notion of differential equations, many researchers use text

editors embedded within modeling and simulation tools to edit the models. The JigCell model

builder [VSR+06] supports a spreadsheet approach to define a set of ordinary differential equa-

tions forming the model structure. Bringing both representations together, a visual linking

between model visualization in the biological context and its formal representation in a text

editor is provided in PottersWheel [MT08] or in JDesigner4.

All these works focus on rather small models containing up to a few dozen of chemical

compounds, or nodes respectively in graph terms, which complies with current models sizes.

Maintaining the biologist’s view on models as biochemical reaction networks, many of the

visualization tools introduced for pathways and reaction networks in the last section can be

applied to analyze larger formal models, which are on the horizon in the application domain.

Alternative visual representations incorporating the underlying model formalism have been

proposed within the application domain for Π-calculus [PCC06], state charts [EHC03, EHC05]

that also include sub components (Figure 2.5(d)), and Petri nets [HR07], all providing static

depictions of small model structures.

2.1.3.3 Visualization of Reference and Simulation Data, Parameters and Errors

For the analysis of simulation data, the visualization of the developments over time is essential.

In this regard, tools that support the simulation of cell biological systems often provide capa-

4http://www.sys-bio.org/software/jdesigner.htm
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.5: Exemplary visualizations for formal model structures. (a) Visualization in Cell De-

signer [FMJ+08] using the Systems Biology Graphical Notation . (b) Visualization of modular

models [MSR+09]. (c) Visualization in context of cellular locations [SSM+03]. (d) Visualization

with state charts [EHC05].

bilities to visualize the data. These capabilities are discussed in the following. A number of

tools named in this section has already been mentioned in the context of visualizing the formal

model structure. However, the visualization of the formal model structure and of the simulation

data is often separated within the tools. Visualization methods that provide a linking of both

are specifically discussed at the end.

In the application domain, simulation data is often derived from simulation based on ordinary

differential equations. Usually, simulation is deterministic. Time value plots are predominantly
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used in this regard. Among the multitude of tools that provide time value plots to present

results from deterministic simulation are Copasi [HSG+06], Cell Designer [FMJ+08], JDesigner

and SimDriver [BS06], E-Cell [THT+99], BioNessie [LJA+08], JSim5, and Cyto-Sim [SM07].

The visualization of data from stochastic simulation, resulting in multiple time series, is also

often done by time value plots that show either statistical properties like mean, variance or

minimum and maximum values [EFZ08, MIP10] or all runs simultaneously in combination

with histograms [CFF07]. The visualization of simulation data by statistical properties as in

[MIP10] is shown in Figure 2.6(a). In general, time values plots represent time series data for a

small set of variables or support the comparison of experimental and simulated data for single

variables. Occasionally, other information visualization techniques are used, such as scatter

plots [AMYS+09].

An increasingly important aspect in the simulation of cellular systems is the spatial context

A visualization that combines a view on protein concentrations with a view on single proteins

is presented in [BCPS03]. In a cellular 2-D context, temporal simulation data is mapped to

time, resulting in an animation. Animated transitions between the views help the user to

maintain a mental image. The views are further coupled with other visualizations for experi-

mental data, such as a heat map showing the simulated expression of genes over time. In 3-D

context, locations of individual proteins are visualized in [HFE05] and [FKRE09]. While the

first example provides a rather simple animation and non-interactive presentation of simulation

results, the latter approach comprises multiple visualization concepts to analyze cellular pro-

cesses by movements of single proteins within the cell (Figure 2.6(b). Locations of proteins are

visualized along with relevant structural components of the cell. In addition to an animation

of movements over time, the visualization highlights reactions among proteins due to collisions

and trajectories of interactively selected proteins as 3-D lines, showing multiple time points

at once. An alternative rendering style resembling microscopic images aims at facilitating the

comparison with experimental data.

Addressing a different scale of biological systems, visualizations of cell populations in spatial

context are presented in [CHC+05] and [EHC05]. The latter one supports an on-line manipula-

tion of the running simulation through an interactive visual interface showing current simulation

results.

In all these approaches, visualization of simulation data is separated from visualization of the

model. Approaches that put simulation data in context of the model commonly use animation

to show values over time. As simulated variables are usually related to components of the

5http://physiome.org/jsim/
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model, visual attributes of node icons are adapted to show the simulated data over time. These

visual attributes include size, color, or length. Examples are SimWiz [RK04], which maps

scalar values to the size of circles representing model components, and Narrator [MFPD07],

where scalar values are shown as fill levels of rectangular icons (Figure 2.6(c)). Extending the

2-D representation in 3-D to include dynamic data, scalar values are mapped to the height of

cuboids placed in 3-D over a 2-D model representation in [BS06] and [Qel07]. In Figure 2.6(d),

a snapshot of the animation from [BS06] is shown. These approaches make use of the biologist’s

understanding of computational model as biochemical reaction networks.

In [HR07], animation is used to show simulation data in the context of a Petri net. Over

time, data is mapped to the color of the Petri net places.

The majority of visual methods to show simulation data within the application domain are

static and non-interactive. In this sense, they provide a presentation of data, rather than

interactive visual analysis.

2.1.3.4 Presentation of Data, Model, and Results

Almost any data that has been discussed in the previous sections can be subject to presentation,

aiming at the communication of findings from a modeling and simulation project to external

persons. As many of the visualization methods can be ranked as presentation techniques rather

than methods of visual exploration and confirmation, they can be used to present results to

third-party users. This is in particular true for representations of chemical reaction networks

in combination with experimental data or for animations of simulation data in spatial or model

context. Various tools support export of visual representations into image files, such as [BST03]

and [INM+05], or to store animations as videos [MSS+08].

Moreover, some visual representations explaining functions of cellular processes have been

developed for the purpose of presentation. This includes animation videos from Howard Hughes

Medical Institute6. In [MJR+05], important aspects for building animations for learning and

presentation purposes are discussed. However, creation of such exploratory animations is not

facilitated by existing tools established in the application domain.

2.1.3.5 Summary

In summary, a multitude of visualizations has been employed in the application domain, com-

prising mainly the segments of visualization of input data, the formal model structure, and

6http://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/animations/index.html
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.6: Exemplary visualizations of simulation data. (a) Stochastic simulation data, shown

by statistical properties of selected variables in time value plots [MIP10]. (b) Trajectories of

proteins shown in the 3-D context of the cell [FKRE09]. (c) and (d) Simulation data in context

of the model. In (c), fill levels of the icons represent current values related to nodes [MFPD07]

In (d), the model is shown in a 2-D plane, data values are mapped to the height of cuboids in

3-D [BS06]. In both approaches, the dynamics of the data are shown in an animation.

simulation data.

Regarding the visualization of input data, a large number of techniques has been devel-

oped to address the specific requirements of the application domain. Three main objectives

appear in this segment:

∙ Visualization of structural relationships between chemical entities, ranging from very

small graphs with up to 50 nodes to graphs with several thousands of nodes, is often con-
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ducted with node link layouts. To cope with clutter that arises for hundreds or thousands

of nodes, most techniques provide filtering methods to reduce the size of the graph.

∙ Visualization of experimental data, specifically micro array data, is addressed by powerful

methods of visual analysis that are able to handle the complexity and size of the data.

∙ Visual fusion of data from different sources, bringing structural relationships, experimen-

tal data, and annotation data together in either one view or multiple linked views.

Regarding the formal model structure, most visualizations adopt the biologist’s view

of the model and display it as a graph of chemical compounds and reactions between them.

According to the small size of currently used simulation models, visualizations are designed to

cope with a few dozen components. Nevertheless, text editors are widespread to work with

models.

To visualize simulation data, static time value plots comprising few variables are most

often used. In addition, visualizations have been proposed that show simulation data in the

context of the underlying model, representing the dynamics over time by animation.

For presentation of results, few techniques are found that have been specifically used in

the application area. Methods comprise static images and videos, which are either extracted

from simulation tools or specifically created with specialized imaging or animation software.

A significant disparity can be seen between both the number and the capabilities of tech-

niques to visualize input data on the one hand and the other three segments: For the visual-

ization of input data, especially for micro array data, a much higher number of techniques is

available with sophisticated visual interfaces. This is due to the fact that the analysis of bio-

logical data is an important part of clinical research, while modeling and simulation represents

a relatively young methodology to support the understanding of cell biological systems.

2.2 Discussion and Focus of this Work

Based on the work flow of modeling and simulation, four segments of visual support in the appli-

cation domain have been identified: visualization of input data, model structure visualization,

visualization of simulation data, and the presentation of results. Due to the appearance of a

multitude of data sets with various characteristics in all segments, each of them is a challenging

field for visualization research.

The broadest range of sophisticated visual analysis techniques has certainly been proposed

for the analysis of input data. However, the majority of visualization methods for analysis
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of input data have been presented independently from the goal of quantitative modeling and

simulation. They primarily support qualitative analysis of data. New approaches are necessary

with respect to the following developments.

∙ The tremendously increasing amount of data, which has to be analyzed, induces the need

for further research, which has recently been moving in the direction of data fusion.

∙ More research will be necessary to support visual analysis of input data as it is required

for the quantification of computational models.

Visualization methods in the next segment of visual support, the visualization of formal

model structure, can be characterized as presentation techniques rather than supporting ex-

ploration or confirmation. To a large extent, they are focused on the well-established formalism

of ordinary differential equations. The visualization often adopts the biologist’s view on the

model, showing the set of ordinary differential equations as a biochemical reaction network.

However, new developments in the application domain require additional methods.

∙ With the establishment of new formalisms based on discrete events, which are able to

incorporate more detailed spatial context, other representations have to be found to vi-

sualize formal structures.

∙ Models will increase in size and complexity in the near future and be built of multiple

components at various scales, which require novel visualization methods.

So far, only first steps have been presented in this direction.

For the visualization of simulation data, new simulation approaches comprising stochas-

ticity and spatial context lead to new challenges.

∙ Resulting data sets are large, as biochemical interactions are simulated in more detail,

leading to a high number of time points.

∙ Replications of simulations as required for stochastic approaches and the incorporation

of spatial context increase both volume and complexity of data.

∙ With larger models in the future, the number of variables measured over time will further

increase.

∙ Simulation is often so time consuming that visualization of results has to be uncoupled

from the simulation process.
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These apparent problems can only be solved with new and highly interactive visual analysis

methods.

At last, also the presentation of results as the last segment of visual support requires further

research. So far, presentations are either static images, which are generated as a side product

of existing tools, or elaborate videos generated by animation experts with specialized software.

Despite well-designed exploratory presentation of cellular processes, videos do not leave room

for user interaction beyond play/pause controls. In consequence, additional research has to

come up with solutions for the following goals.

∙ New techniques are required that facilitate the generation of presentations.

∙ More interactive presentations are necessary that are able to respond to emerging ques-

tions during presentation.

In general, it can be stated that powerful visualization approaches exist in all segments.

However, additional research in visualization is required to cope with new challenges in the

application domain and complement the range of available visualization methods. The design

of new tailored visualization methods is necessary at all segments of visualization in order to

provide comprehensive visual support throughout the modeling and simulation work flow. As

providing visualization techniques is very challenging for each segment, the remainder of this

work will focus on one segment: the visual analysis of simulation data.

Setting the focus on this segment of visual support is motivated by the high relevance of

understanding simulation data. Generation of simulation data can generally serve different

purposes, comprising for example:

∙ Development and implementation of new modeling and simulation approaches.

∙ Analysis of simulation data as an intermediary step during the modeling and simulation

process.

∙ Drawing conclusions and generating new hypotheses about the source system.

Within the research training school dIEM oSiRiS, all three aspects play an important role.

The first goal arises from one specific focus of the research training school: the development of

new modeling formalisms and simulation algorithms that are able to reflect spatial effects in

cellular processes. Visualization of simulation data is needed to check the plausibility of new

approaches as well as the quality of their implementation. Hence, visualization is needed in the

debugging process of new modeling and simulation approaches. The latter two goals directly
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follow from the work flow of modeling and simulation, which is exemplary executed for specific

aspects of the Wnt signaling pathway in dIEM oSiRiS.

This leads to new challenges for visualization. Data sets with diverse characteristics are

generated by simulation. As already indicated, complex data characteristics specifically arise

from modeling and simulation approaches based on discrete event systems. In general, hetero-

geneous simulation data is generated from discrete event systems. In addition to the system

state, which is given by values of state variables over time, also events that lead to changes in

the system state provide valuable information about model behavior. Both states and events

are time dependent and multivariate. A particular challenge is the large number of time points,

as one time point is tracked for every occurring event. Also, approaches increasingly include

spatial context, adding further dimensionality to generated data. Moreover, stochasticity, a

common property of discrete event systems, requires simultaneous analysis of multiple simula-

tion runs. All in all, simulation data from discrete event systems comprises a complexity that

is rarely addressed by existing visualization techniques.

Further, uncoupling simulation process and visualization of simulation data, due to complex

and time consuming simulation, results in an information loss during visual analysis. This

challenge can be met if the visualization allows gaining insight into the context of data genera-

tion. Especially considering the multitude of data sets that is generated during a modeling and

simulation project from different contexts, integrating context information within data

visualization can support analysis significantly. Further, involving other experts in visual data

analysis can be facilitated, even though they might not have participated in the process of data

generation. Considering the data generating context during development of new visualization

techniques offers a promising approach to support analysts in understanding their data and

decision making.

In the remainder of this chapter, a conceptual approach is developed with respect to these

challenges for the visualization of simulation data. It provides the ground for the systematic

development of new visualization techniques for simulation data in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.3 General Taxonomy for the Visualization of Simulation

Data

Integrating the data visualization into the context of data generation, as it has been stated as

one main challenge for this work, is of specific interest to analyze large and complex simulation

data. Consequently, the investigation of the data generating context for simulation data is the
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starting point for a conceptual approach to visualize complex simulation data. This is subject

of this section. The result of this analysis is the development of a hierarchy of process levels.

It allows identifying which information has to be additionally included in data visualization

to communicate the data generating process. But beyond, this hierarchy of process levels

provides a solid foundation for new visualization techniques for simulation data, which will

be introduced in the subsequent Chapter 3. Based on the visualization approach derived in

the following, these new techniques can be developed to support analysis goals that commonly

appear in the application domain, thus addressing open challenges in visualization research.

2.3.1 Levels of the Data Generating Process

The starting point for a visualization approach for complex simulation data is the identification

and explicit description of the data generating context. In general, simulation data reflects the

behavior of a model. This behavior is examined under certain experimental conditions. Thus,

simulation data is always derived in the context of a model and an experiment. For stochastic

simulation, which has been stated as one important challenge that comes with new modeling

and simulation approaches, the same experiment has to be executed multiple times, as on run

represents only one possible behavior of the system.

This data generating process can be captured by the introduction of process levels. High-

est level is the Model, as all simulation data is derived from one model, which includes basic

components of the system. Usually, multiple experiments are executed based on one model.

Hence, the next level is the Experiment, describing one specific parameter setting for the model

components. Resulting from these experiments, the simulation data is derived. As stochas-

tic simulation requires the execution of multiple runs, the two levels Multi-Run Simulation

Data and Single-Run Simulation Data are differentiated, the former level regarding the collec-

tive simulation output of one experiment and the latter regarding one simulation run of one

experiment.

These process levels form a hierarchy, which is displayed in Figure 2.7.

The introduced process hierarchy provides a universal concept to explicitly describe the

data generating process for stochastic simulation data. This systematic view has significant

advantages for the visualization design:

∙ The explicit description of the context of data generation provides the ground for its tight

coupling with data visualization.

∙ Relevant features of each process level can be identified to consider them in the visual-
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Figure 2.7: Overview on process levels in stochastic simulation.

ization.

Further, to understand the implications of a model or an experiment on the behavior of the

simulated system, the simultaneous analysis of multiple sets of simulation data is demanded at

different abstraction levels, which can now be assigned to the process levels as follows:

∙ at the model level: analysis of simulation output for one model, comprising multiple

experiments

∙ at the experiment level: analysis of simulation output from one experiment

∙ at the multi-run level: analysis of multiple runs

∙ at the single-run level: detailed analysis of a single run, also considering additional aspects

such as spatial context

Thereby, the process levels provide a valuable instrument to tailor visualization techniques

to particular objectives.

2.3.2 Process Levels in the Application Context

Although the derived process level hierarchy applies for stochastic simulation in general, the

concrete features that characterize each process level depend on the application domain. In the
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following, the hierarchy of process levels is walked through with a focus on the intended appli-

cation of modeling and simulating cell biological systems as stochastic, discrete-event systems.

Discrete-event systems [BJSCNN01, Zim08] provide a formal approach to model and simulate

these biological reaction networks. In general, the system state is defined by the values of state

variables. These values are altered at discrete time steps by the occurrence of events, which

happen randomly based on a stochastic distribution. The system states over time specify the

system behavior.

Each process level is introduced with respect to the application. Both the particular data

and the goals of visualization are subject of the visualization at each process level and therefore

described in the following.

2.3.2.1 Model

In general, a model consists of important components of the investigated system and their

interrelations.

An established approach to represent models of cell biological processes is the description

as a biochemical reaction network. It describes biological processes as reactions of chemical

compounds. In model terms, chemical compounds are the model components, their interrela-

tions are given by reactions. Each reaction can have several reactants and reaction products.

Another important feature of reaction networks are reverse reactions. Reactants of one reaction

are reaction products of the oppose reaction and vice versa.

Describing a biochemical reaction network as a discrete-event system, the quantities of the

chemical compounds are modeled as state variables; the reactions are modeled as events. The

reaction rates are mapped onto stochastic distributions to model the occurrence of events. Each

event changes the values of the related state variables in the system according to the related

reaction. Table 2.1 gives a short overview on the mapping of components and interrelations of

biochemical reaction networks to discrete-event systems.

Model components Model relations

Discrete-event systems State variables Event types

Reaction networks Chemical compounds Reactions

Table 2.1: Mapping of components and interrelations of biochemical reaction networks to

discrete-event systems.
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Data Characteristics At the model level, the relevant data to describe the data generating

context stems from the model. It can be expressed as a graph G(V,E) consisting of a set

of vertices V (nodes) and a set of edges E that link nodes. The state variables are nodes

and event types are edges. Specific for biochemical networks, an edge can link more than

two nodes, resulting in a hyper graph. Deviant from standard graph definitions, biochemical

reaction networks may include “production” or “degradation” edges, which are linked to only

one node. Also, edges can be one or two-sided and, for each edge, in going and out going nodes

have to be separated. Models currently inspected in modeling and simulation can be generally

considered to be rather small, not having more than 30 nodes.

Visualization Goals Visual analysis at the model level requires the visualization of the

model structure, including the model components and their interrelations. In addition, the

model level is the highest level of the process level hierarchy. This implies that visualization

at the model level should provide an overview of the model behavior. Thus, simulation data,

distinguished for experiments, has to be shown at the model level. This leads to the following

visualization goals:

∙ evaluation of the model structure

∙ linkage of data to model structure

∙ analysis of data in context of experiment description

∙ comparison of experiments

2.3.2.2 Experiment

An experiment describes the specific settings of a model for which the simulation is executed.

Hence, an experiment can be regarded as an instance of the model under certain conditions.

In the following, these conditions are referred to as the experiment description.

For the application at hand, the description of an experiment is related to both compo-

nents and interrelations of the model structure. Related to model components, experiments

of biochemical reaction networks are carried out for different initial concentrations of chemical

compounds, which are equivalent to initial states of state variables. The experiment descrip-

tion for interrelations of the model components is related to the reactions. Each reaction is

characterized by a reaction rate. In a discrete-event system, the reaction rate is expressed as

a stochastic distribution for the occurrence of events. The duration of the simulation, or the

simulation time, completes the experiment description.
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Data Characteristics The data characterizing the experiment description are initial states

of state variables and rates of reactions. Since state variables as nodes and reactions as edges

form the model, the experiment description adds one attribute value to each node and each edge.

For one experiment, these attributes have a fixed value, while they vary among experiments.

In addition, each experiment is characterized by its duration over time.

Visualization Goals An important analysis goal related to the experiment level is to an-

alyze dependencies among experiment description and resulting simulation data. Therefore,

both experiment description and multi-run simulation have to be visualized. The experiment

description is closely linked to the model structure. Hence, the visualization goals are:

∙ linkage of experiment description to model

∙ linkage of simulation data to experiment description

2.3.2.3 Multi-Run Simulation Data

For stochastic simulation, data from one experiment is not deterministic. To analyze the system

behavior for an experiment, it is performed multiple times in order to gain an overview on

possible simulation outputs. Due to stochastic distributions used to generate events, simulation

data is different every time the simulation is performed – although simulation data is derived

from the same model and the same experiment description. This experiment description is also

constant with respect to the random number generator that is used to emulate the stochasticity.

Only the seed value, the initial value of the random number generator, is changed in every

simulation run. Only from the multitude of runs, conclusions about the likeliness of different

outcomes can be made.

Data Characteristics Multi-run simulation data consists of a number of data sets, each

as the result of a single run. The number of runs can range from few to thousands. Each

run produces time dependent data with distinct sequences of time points, as changes to the

system are induced by stochastic events. Time series are given for all state variables, which are

contained in the model as its state variables. In addition, events occurring at each time point

are linked to event types in the model.

Visualization Goals The dependencies of simulation data on the model structure and the

experiment description need to be analyzed. The time dependent, multivariate simulation data
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from different runs has to be compared in order to identify similarities and deviations. This

leads to the following goals:

∙ linkage of data to experiment and model

∙ comparison of runs

∙ analysis of data over time

∙ analysis of dependencies among variables

2.3.2.4 Single-Run Simulation Data

The data that results from one simulation run represents one possible behavior of the model.

The level of single run simulation data focuses on the characteristics of the resulting simulation

data.

Data Characteristics Simulation data is time dependent, multivariate, and heterogeneous.

It consists of a sequence of time points. At each time point, the state of the system is defined

by current values of state variables. Each time point is further characterized by the occurrence

of one event, which has changed the system state by altering the values of one or more state

variables. Events can also be seen as an important characterization of simulation data. As

state variables and events have different quality, the resulting data is heterogeneous.

Visualization Goals The analysis of a single run requires a detailed inspection of the tempo-

ral developments of state variables and occurrences of events. Rather than getting an overview

on the behavior, explanations for observed behavior need to be found. What developments over

time led to a specific state of the system? In this context, dependencies among state variables

and also among events and state variables are of special interest, which is summarized by the

following visualization goals.

∙ detailed visualization of states and events over time

∙ analysis of dependencies among events and states

∙ analysis of dependencies among multiple variables for both state variables and event types

∙ analysis of additional aspects such as spatial context
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, a necessary first step to provide comprehensive visual support for the modeling

and simulation of cell biological processes has been made: the conceptual integration of visu-

alization into the application domain, which has been published in [UBJ+07]. This integration

has been based on the work flow in the domain, thus ensuring coverage of data analysis re-

quirements. With respect to the data generated along this work flow, four segments of visual

support have been identified: the visualization of input data, the visualization of the formal

model structure, the visualization of simulation data, and the presentation of results. As the

bottom line from reviewing existing visual methods in the application domain, all segments

comprise open visualization problems and require further research.

For this work, the focus has been set on the visual analysis of simulation data from discrete

event based systems, motivated by two main challenges for visualization: The visual integra-

tion of data into the data generating context and the visualization of large, heterogeneous,

and complex data sets. Targeting these goals, the second part of this chapter introduced a

conceptual approach to handle such simulation data, which was published in [US09]. The main

contribution is the introduction of process levels that cover the data generating context for

stochastic simulation data. Each level – model, experiment, multi-run data, and single-run

data – comes with certain data characteristics and visualization requirements. The process

levels serve as the basis to derive new visualization concepts that bring together data with its

context of generation and further enable the analysis of complex data under different aspects.

By deriving tailored visualization techniques for all process levels, visualization can focus on

relevant aspects of the data at each level, thereby supporting multiple abstraction levels. These

techniques will be subject of the subsequent Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Visual Exploration of the Simulation

Process

The goal of this chapter is to derive tailored visualizations for three of the process levels –

model, experiment, and multi-run data – with respect to the visualization goals that have been

discussed in Section 2.3.2. In contrast to the remaining process level of single run simulation

data, which will be subject of the subsequent Chapter 4, those three process levels have in

common that multiple sets of simulation data, which have been derived from one model but

in different experiments or runs, have to be brought together visually to analyze and compare

them. In this regard, the inclusion of the data generating context, given by model and experi-

ment description, is of great importance to understand the data. Relating the different sets of

simulation data to the context in which they have been derived, the causes for similarities and

deviations among them can be instantly extracted from the visualization. Making the relations

among data and the context of data generation explicit requires bridging the gap between het-

erogeneous pieces of information. In this regard, visualization concepts for these process levels

need to go beyond mere data visualization, but rather expand the scope of visualization in the

application domain towards the synthesis of a multitude of information for analytical reasoning,

as it is the goal of the recently established field of Visual Analytics [TC05].

In Section 3.1, visualization concepts for the three process levels are developed with respect

to the features of data sets that have been gathered within the research training school dIEM

oSiRiS. The focus is set on a visual integration of simulation data and the context of data

generation. This requires abstracting heterogeneous pieces of information to their most relevant

aspects with respect to the current goals of visualization. However, to analyze individual pieces

of the data in more detail, alternative views are necessary. Thus, this chapter presents two
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additional visualization techniques.

First, this includes a visualization capable of exploring the underlying model in all its facets

(Section 3.2). Instead of linking it to simulation data, the characteristics of the model, compris-

ing structural relations as well as multiple attributes, are in the focus of the visualization. The

visualization is able to cope with models consisting of tens of thousands of nodes and edges.

Second, additional concepts are discussed to analyze multi-run data (Section 3.3), based

on the idea to group runs by their similarity and to visualize the resulting groups by their

statistical properties. Based on a discussion of possible approaches, a new visualization is

introduced to support the visual analysis of interactively generated subsets. The integration of

a new view, showing statistical properties of subsets, within the multiple view framework SimVis

[DMG+05, Dol04] provides the simultaneous visualization of different facets of the subsets.

3.1 Tailored Visualization Concepts for Process Levels

The ground for visualization at each process level is provided from the discussion of visualization

goals in Section 2.3.2.1. Each process level comes with one main visualization goal:

∙ Model Level: analysis of simulation output for one model, comprising multiple experi-

ments

∙ Experiment Level: analysis of multi-run simulation data from one experiment

∙ Multi-run Level: detailed analysis of individual runs

These different goals induce the need for tailored visualization concepts for each level. Nev-

ertheless, all levels share the requirement to show the relevant simulation data in the context

of the data generating process. This is a main goal of this work: the tight visual integration

of both aspects to support the understanding of the underlying simulation process. In the

following, the general concepts for all three process levels are developed to achieve this visual

integration and support the related visualization goal.

3.1.1 General Concept

The basic idea is to integrate the visualization of simulation data within a graph visualization

of the model, resulting in one single view. The model is the foundation of the whole simulation

process. To understand the dependencies in the heterogeneous, multivariate simulation data,
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the structural relationships among state variables and event types, which are expressed in the

model, are extremely important. To visualize the simulation data in the model context, the

corresponding part of the simulation data is shown along with the visual representations of the

state variables and event types in the model. In addition, the individual parts of the experiment

description are mapped to the state variables and event types in the model visualization.

This fundamental concept is used at all three process levels to visually integrate simulation

data and the context of data generation. Despite its potential to support the understanding of

the simulation process, the concept involves several challenges for the visualization. Essentially,

visualizing simulation data within a visual graph representation limits the space that is available

for the simulation data. This is critical with respect to the following characteristics of the

simulation data, which apply to all three levels:

∙ The simulation data consists of multiple runs.

∙ Each simulation run may contain a high number of time points.

∙ Value ranges in the simulation data may be very heterogeneous, making a global compar-

ison among state variables or event types difficult.

A strong abstraction of the simulation data is necessary to show it in the context of data

generation.

Hence, the basic visualization concept at all levels is to bring together model structure,

experiment description, and an overview on associated multi-run data, which is abstracted to

most general trends, in one single view. Its adaptation to all three process levels in order to

support the related visualization goals is described in the following.

The Model Level requires the comparison of experiments.

Hence, time dependent multi-run data has to be compared for different experiments along

with the corresponding experiment description. In general, two concepts are applicable for

comparison of data [PP95]: data based and image based comparison. Data based comparison

refers to the fusion of multiple data sets into one data set, which is then visualized to show

deviations among the data sets. Difference images are well known examples for data based

comparison. The alternative, image based comparison, presents one image for each data set.

Deviations among the images imply deviations in the data.

In order to apply data based comparison, data from experiments have to be combined so

that the resulting data reveals disparities in the data and the context of data generation for
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each experiment. This is not a trivial task. Considering the general concept of integrating

multi-run simulation data within the data generating context, it has to be strongly aggregated.

Generating such an abstract view from data that has been computed to reflect differences

between experiments is likely to introduce uncertainty in the visualization. Further, data based

comparison is usually limited to the comparison of two data sets, which is a severe restriction

for the comparison of multiple experiments.

To circumvent these problems, an image based comparison of multiple experiments is used.

As the model structure is equivalent for all experiments, multiple images can be used in two

ways. Either, experiment description and multi-run simulation data are shown for multiple

experiments within a single graph visualization of the model. Or, experiments are shown

in separate views, each representing the experiment description and multi-run data of one

experiment with respect to the model structure. The former primarily focuses on a direct

comparison of values for individual state variables and event types among experiments. This is

bought with the cost that the multivariate dependencies among both the multi-run data and the

experiment description within one experiment are hard to evaluate. Thus, the second approach

is chosen: Multiple images, each showing one experiment, are displayed simultaneously. Hence,

the basic component at the model level is a view on one single experiment, which gives an

overview on the relations between model, experiment description, and multi-run data. This

basic component is exactly the visualization required to cover the Experiment Level, and will

be discussed with respect to that level.

The relevant challenge at the Model Level is the visual linking of the views to enable a

comparison of both the data and the data generating context among multiple experiments.

The Experiment Level demands for the visualization of the multi-run data from one ex-

periment in its data generating context, given by the model structure and the experiment

description. In this regard, the basic visualization concept covers the relevant visualization

goals at the Experiment Level.

The Multi-Run Level requires a more detailed analysis of the runs of one experiment than

the other two levels. The general visualization concept results in a strongly aggregated view

on the simulation data, which is not sufficient to fulfill the visualization goal. Nevertheless,

a view that communicates the context of data generation and relates it to the resulting data

is demanded at the Multi-Run Level. In this regard, the basic visualization concept covering

a single experiment is an important component of the visualization at this level. However, to
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cover the remaining visualization goals, other views are needed to support the selection of runs

as well as more detailed visualization of the time series data. Hence, a multiple view concept

is used at the Multi-Run Level in which an overview, which matches the requirements of the

visualization at the Experiment Level, is linked with additional views for run selection and

detailed time series visualization.

As the bottom line of this discussion, all levels require a basic view that shows the simulation

data of a single experiment in the context of its data generation. In the remainder of this section,

this basic view is called Experiment View. In this view, various challenges need to be tackled.

These include

∙ appropriate graph layout for the model

∙ linkage of experiment description and multi-run simulation data to the nodes and edges

of the graph

∙ aggregation of simulation data with respect to multiple runs and a potentially high number

of time points, as the display space for simulation data is limited

∙ a concept for a global comparison of potentially heterogeneous local value ranges of indi-

vidual state variables and event types

A visualization covering all these aspects is developed in Section 3.1.2. Thereafter, additional

requirements to cover the Model Level and at the Multi-Run Level are considered. Specifically

at the Model Level, the linking of multiple Experiment Views to compare experiments is dis-

cussed in Section 3.1.3. At the Multi-Run Level, an appropriate multiple view concept is derived

in Section 3.1.4. Due to the high requirements of visualization at each level, multiple levels

cannot be visualized simultaneously. In this regard, the reuse of the Experiment View at all

levels has the main advantage that a visual linking among the process levels is provided.

To exemplify the applicability and scalability of the visualization to real-world data, the

visualization concepts are shown throughout the section by two data sets from different sources.

They are very different in scale. The first data set, which is referred to as dry-lab data, was

generated from discrete-event based simulation. The underlying model has been used for testing

purposes by modeling and simulation researchers in the research training school. Its data

characteristics and the data generating context are equivalent to those described in the context

of process levels discussed in Section 2.3. Since the visualization concepts have also been used

to show data generated in the laboratory, the visualization will be exemplified on such an

experimental data set. It is referred to as wet-lab data. As it was not developed in a simulation
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process, an experiment description is not provided and the data does not contain information

about events. Nevertheless, the visualization concepts are suitable to show experimental data

in the context of a model. The two data sets are compared in Table 3.1.

dry-lab data wet-lab data

model level 15 proteins 8 proteins

17 reactions 13 reactions

experiment level 4 experiments 3 experiments

multi-run level 10 runs 3 replications

single-run level approx. 15, 000 time points 12 time points

Table 3.1: Comparison of example data sets dry-lab data and wet-lab data.

Further, the time series data associated to the state variables has different characteristics.

In the dry-lab data set, values of state variables represent numbers of molecules in the system.

Among the variables, these value ranges vary to a large extent, with a global value range from

0 to 98, 000. The wet-lab data, on the other hand, provides relative concentrations of molecules.

Over time, all concentrations have been normalized against the concentration at the first time

point. Hence, the initial concentration at the first time point always has a value of 1. Remaining

concentrations have values from almost 0 to 3.81.

The visualization concepts introduced in this section have been published in [US09]. The

main idea, the visual exploration of data in the context of data generation, has so far been

rarely addressed in the literature. One of the few examples of such an application specific

visualization was introduced by Matkovic et al. [MJJ+05].

3.1.2 Experiment View

The goal of the Experiment View is to visually combine model structure, experiment description,

and resulting multi-run simulation data. Therefore, the following data has to be brought

together.

1. The model structure

can be expressed as a graph with state variables as nodes and event types as directed

edges. Edges are in fact hyper edges, as they can link more than two nodes. Consequently,

the model structure is a hyper graph.

2. The experiment description

contains initial states of state variables and reaction rates of event types. As both state
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variables and event types are represented in the model structure, the experiment descrip-

tion can be considered as attribute values of nodes and edges. The experiment description

is given as one attribute value per node and edge of the model structure.

3. Multi-run simulation data

consists, for each run, of the temporal development of the state variables, which are given

by the model, and the occurrences of events over time, which can be related to the event

types contained in the model.

The visualization of the model structure is the starting point to develop the Experiment

View, as both experiment description and multi-run simulation data are linked to it. Current

simulation models for cell biological systems are usually small, consisting of a few dozen compo-

nents. Hence, a node-link-layout is a good choice for visualizing the model structure. It allows

the representation of the model structure in a very intuitive way.

Experiment description and multi-run simulation data are visualized within this

model visualization by iconic representations. These icons are placed at the positions of corre-

sponding nodes and edges. Node icons include the initial state of the variable and provide an

overview of the state variable’s temporal development in a time value plot. Here, data from

multiple runs has to be taken into account. Moreover, challenges arise as the number of time

points can be very high. Also, value ranges of state variables may vary to a large extent during

simulation. These challenges have to be considered in the design of node layouts. Edge icons,

representing event types, are designed as stylized arrows to indicate the direction of the edge.

The reaction rate is encoded in the length of the edge icon. To prevent an overload of the basic

view, the occurrences of events are excluded from the Experiment View.

The visualization concept of the Experiment View is shown in Figure 3.1. The three main

components are the 2-D layout of the model structure, node icons, and edge icons, which are

now discussed in more detail.

3.1.2.1 2-D Layout of Model Structure

The node-link layout of the model structure has to fulfill three requirements: It needs to be

applicable to hyper graphs whose edges connect more than two nodes. Positions of node and

edge icons should be provided and distributed over the whole available display space to gain as

much room as possible for the iconic representations. Third, in the biological context, models

are often given with additional information about sub-cellular locations. The wet-lab data set
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Figure 3.1: Experiment View, showing the dry-lab data set. Multi-run simulation data and

experiment description are shown in icons that are positioned according to the 2-D layout of

the model structure. The color scale for node icons is shown left, the color scale for edge icons

is shown at the bottom.

contains such information. Each node is linked to a cell compartment such as the nucleus, the

cytoplasm, or the membrane. These locations have to be communicated in the model layout.

Regarding the first two aspects, the force-directed layout [BETT99], a standard approach

for relatively small graphs, is well suited. Hyper edges are considered during the computation

of forces among nodes. The force-directed layout results in positions for nodes. Edge icons

are positioned at the mid-point of linked nodes. In addition, special reactions exist that do
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not fulfill the constraints of edges in a graph. They are only linked to either input or output

nodes. To handle this aspect, one additional node is added for every edge to compute the

layout. Enough space to place node and edge icons is ensured by adapting the forces used in

the algorithm accordingly.

The third requirement, positioning of nodes based on sub-cellular locations, is not supported

by the force-directed layouts. To this end, a second layout algorithm is adapted, which has

been designed for models of cell biological systems and allows the inclusion of such constraints

[BMGK08]. Node positions in the layout are restricted by related sub-cellular components of

the chemical compounds, thus grouping nodes with similar locations in the cell in the resulting

visualization. Similarly to the force-directed layout, the algorithm returns positions of nodes.

Positions of edge icons are therefore again computed from the mid-points of linked nodes.

Both layout methods are heuristic methods that inherit randomness. Positions of nodes can

therefore be manually adjusted by the user. Applying the two layouts to the data sets, the

force directed layout has been used for the dry-lab data shown in Figure 3.1. As the wet-lab

data provides sub-cellular locations of model components, the approach by [BMGK08] has been

used for the layout (Figure 3.2).

3.1.2.2 Node Icons

In general, the information that is linked to a node comprises the experiment description and

the resulting multi-run data. More specifically, for dry-lab data, an initial value of the associated

state variable is given as the experiment description and the multi-run data consists of time

series data for every run. This initial value is comprised in the time series data, as each run

starts with the same initial value. For wet-lab data, an experiment description is not given. The

multi-run data consists of one time series for every replication of the experiment. Main goals

for visualization of multi-run data are, first, to show the state variable’s development over

time and, second, to enable a global comparison of local values among the state variables

in the model.

For the given data, achieving both goals is challenging due to the limited size of the node

icon on the one hand and the data characteristics on the other hand. With respect to the first

goal of showing developments over time, this comprises the existence of multiple time series,

which are given for both data sets. Further, the dry-lab data consists of a high number of

time points. While the wet-lab data is less challenging due to few time points, it nevertheless

requires tailored concepts to show its development for multiple runs.

Global comparison, the second goal, is made difficult for dry-lab data by very heterogeneous
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Figure 3.2: Experiment View, showing the dry-lab data set with sub-cellular compartments.

value ranges. Local value ranges of the variables cover differently sized parts of the global value

range, which contains discrete values from 0 to 98,000. In contrast, the global value range in

the wet-lab data comprises floating point values from almost 0 to 3.81. However, the nature of

relative values has to be acknowledged in the visualization. All values have been normalized

previously with respect to the first time point. For the visualization, it is therefore important

to communicate whether values over time are below or above the initial value.

At first, it will be discussed how the development over time is visualized in the node icon.

The first main aspect is to cope with multiple runs, which cannot be shown simultaneously in

the small node icon. Instead, data is aggregated over runs to give an impression of the variables’

development over time. Possible aggregation measures include mean and standard deviation,

median, or minimum and maximum. In general, the visualization of these aggregates over time

demands for an explicit representation of the dimension time in the node icon. Hence, the

dimension time is mapped on the x-axis of the node icon, which is a representation commonly
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accepted in the application domain. However, the icon is limited in width and therefore in the

number of time points that can be shown at once.

Referring to the high number of time points given for the dry-lab data, a down-sampling of

the time series is necessary. Assuming a width of 50 pixels of the node icon, at most 50 values

can be used in the visualization to represent the time series consisting of 15,000 time points.

Sampling the data at certain time points results in information loss, as intermediate time points

are neglected. Deriving sample data that comprises information about time intervals rather

than single time points is an alternative. To compute mean, standard deviation, or median

for time intervals, the aggregation of values in the time interval is required in addition to

aggregation over runs, which, again, results in information loss about actually appearing values

in the data. Value ranges, given by minimum and maximum values, are the only aggregates

that provide a reliable overview on temporal trends without information loss even for multiple

runs and a high number of time points. Moreover, value ranges communicate well the extent of

deviation among runs and provide a general impression whether the variable shows a consistent

increase or decrease, or a rather inconsistent behavior throughout runs.

For wet-lab data, the situation is different. All time points can be visualized directly in

the node icon. Hence, mean, standard deviation, or median, derived for the time points, are

suitable as measures to aggregate runs. However, the limited size of the icon permits to show

multiple aggregates simultaneously. The user is thus given the ability to switch interactively

among aggregation measures.

While the mapping of time on the horizontal axis of the node icon has already been moti-

vated, a suitable representation of values over time is still needed. The visualization of value

ranges over time, which are used to characterize dry-lab data, requires showing two data values,

minimum and maximum, for each time point. In this regard, a time value plot is well suited,

which maps the minimum and maximum over time on the vertical axis. This is a common

representation in the application domain and can be used to easily identify whether attribute

values decrease or increase over time.

However, the visualization of aggregated data in every node icon has to be set into a global

context, according to the second main goal of global comparison of local values. As the

local value range only covers a part of the global range, showing the global value range in the

limited height of the icon would impede the identification of local temporal developments. To

this end, a local value range is shown in the icon, which is set into a global context.

The communication of this global context is a general problem in visualization. To handle

it, a new color mapping is introduced, based on local value ranges that appear in the data. It
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results in a segmented global color scale. The local value range is set into a global context by

coloring each node according to the color scale’s segments that comprise the local value range.

Aggregated data values are shown in a clearly distinguishable color, either showing value ranges

of time intervals by a filled area between minimum and maximum over time, or by showing one

of the other aggregates as lines over time. An example of a node icon is shown in Figure 3.3.

The color mapping goes beyond the communication of the global context of the local value

range. It further eases the direct comparison of values over time, mapped onto vertical position,

among different icons. Minima and maxima of the local data axes correspond to the values

mapped to the borders of the color scale’s segments. Hence, these minima and maxima are

taken from a limited set of values. In the result, same values in different node icons are mapped

to equal vertical position if the node icons comprise the same segments of the color scale.

Also, the color mapping accounts for both sequential and diverging color scales, which are

both required with respect to the data (sequential for dry-lab data and diverging for wet-lab

data). As an additional important advantage, it communicates uncovered value ranges (shown

in gray on the left side in Figure 3.1). Further, the number of colors needed in the color

scale does not depend on the number of value ranges in the data. Instead, the values ranges are

mapped onto a predefined number of colors. Hence, a well-designed color scale can be used that

contains clearly distinguishable colors. As the color mapping technique to take all aspects into

account is quite complex and provides a new solution to a common problem of visualization,

it is described in the separate Section 3.1.2.4, which follows the description of Edge Icons in

Section 3.1.2.3.

3.1.2.3 Edge Icons

In addition to visualizing edge-related experiment description and multi-run simulation data,

the edge icon needs to convey model information: the direction of the edge. Reactions, and

thus edges, are usually directed. Moreover, reverse reactions can appear. They affect the

same chemical compounds, but in opposite directions. In the model, these reverse reactions

are commonly represented as two separate event types. To communicate the existence of such

reverse reactions, they are visualized within one edge icon. Hence, an edge icon either includes

a single reaction or two reverse reactions.

Consequently, an edge icon is designed as a stylized arrow to indicate the direction of the edge.

Icons representing single-sided reactions have an arrow in one direction. Icons representing

reverse reactions have arrows in both directions. Links to nodes that represent reactants and

reaction products emanate from the ends of the arrows as shown in Figure 3.4. In addition,
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(a) One node of dry-lab data. (b) One node of wet-lab data.

Figure 3.3: Design of node icon. An overview on the time series data is given. From the

background color, the subrange of the global color scale can be identified (see Figure 3.1 and

Figure 3.2). Due to different characteristics of the data, the two data sets require different

concepts to give an impression of the temporal data as well as different color scales. For dry-lab

data as shown in (a), simulation data, is shown by the range of values over time and a sequential

color scale is used. For wet-lab data, as shown in (b), the experimental data is shown by mean

over time. A diverging color sale is used, which clearly separates values below and above the

normalized value at the initial time point.

the orientation of the icon is adapted according to the average positions of input and output

nodes to head towards them.

(a) single-sided reaction (b) two-sided reaction

Figure 3.4: General design for icons of event types. The size of the arrows excluding the

arrowhead encodes the reaction rate, the color encodes the average number of event occurrences

for multiple runs.

Beyond this model-related information, edge icons should include the experiment description

and an impression on the multi-run simulation data. From the experiment description, reaction

rates are linked to events. To give an instant impression of reaction rates included in an

experiment, they are encoded in the length of the stylized arrows. The visibility of all edges

even for very small reaction rates is ensured by a fixed size for arrowheads, which is independent
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from the reaction rate.

From multi-run simulation data, related data are occurrences of the event over time in every

run. To avoid an overload of information in the Experiment View, the occurrences of events are

not visualized over time, although this information can reveal inconsistencies in the data. As a

general overview on the event-related data, the edge icons encode the average number of events

occurring in the runs of one experiment. Therefore, a segmented global color scale is used. The

color of the class representing the number of occurrences is encoded in the arrow representing

the event. To visually distinguish between value ranges of nodes and edges, separate color

scales are used.

3.1.2.4 New Color Mapping Concept for Global Comparison of Value Ranges

The global comparison of heterogeneous local value ranges is a known challenge in visualization.

This challenge is faced when temporal developments of state variables are compared in a global

context. In this section, the design of a global color scale is explained, which is used to compare

local value ranges shown in the node icons as described in Section 3.1.2.2.

The concept is based on the color coding approach presented in [TFS08]. The authors address

the problem of task-driven color coding and introduce an approach for the global comparison

of value ranges. To this end, a segmented color scale is used. The idea of the approach is to

map the segments of the color scale as closely as possible to the value ranges in the data. A

necessary first step is to handle potentially overlapping intervals, as the same data values should

be unambiguously mapped to one color. Hence, the value ranges in the data are transformed

into non-overlapping, sequential intervals (compare to Figure 3.5, Step 1 and 2). Thus, data

intervals are subdivided that share values with other data intervals.

To map these data intervals to segments in a color scale, the following approach is used in

[TFS08]: The global color scale is derived from partial color scales with distinct hues, which are

sequentially combined. Brightness and saturation are used to distinguish the intervals within

one partial color scale. For the transition between two partial color scales, equal brightness and

saturation are chosen for both intervals at the shared boundary.

With this encoding, value ranges in the data are exactly matched to segments in the color

scale. However, the approach has some disadvantages for the application at hand:

∙ The global value range is subdivided with a very fine granularity. Every value range

covers a unique range of color segments. For the intended use within node icons, where

the comprised value range corresponds to the borders of the color scale’s segments, similar
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value ranges cannot be directly compared because they are not mapped to the same color

segments.

∙ The number of color segments is equal to the number of non-overlapping data intervals.

This can result in a high number of color segments. The problem arises to derive a

color scale with an equally high number of colors that are visually distinguishable. This

problem is not solved in [TFS08].

∙ The color scale covers the complete global value range. Parts of the value range that do

not comprise data values are not communicated.

∙ The approach does not account for diverging color scales. In the wet-lab data, values are

relative to a base value. For this data set, a diverging color scale is required that clearly

separates values below and above the base value.

In the following, a new approach is introduced that can handle all these aspects. The basic

idea is to merge non-overlapping data intervals into a predefined number of intervals, which

can then be mapped to a predetermined, well-designed color scale with clearly distinguishable

colors. The aggregation of similar value ranges into the same data interval results in a better

comparison of similar values. While accounting for uncovered value ranges during the merging

step, those are communicated in the resulting color scale. Further, if required by the underlying

data, the approach is applicable to derive a diverging color scale for a given base value.

The approach complements the approach by [TFS08] by an additional step to merge non-

overlapping intervals into a predefined number of intervals. Figure 3.5 illustrates the steps: the

gathering of sequential intervals from the value ranges, the merging of these intervals, and the

mapping of merged intervals to the segments of the color scale.

The suitability of the approach strongly depends on the appropriate merging of the data

intervals (Step 3 in Figure 3.5). A heuristic approach to solve this problem is introduced in the

following. At first, the general approach is introduced. Then, it is described how it is adapted

to account for uncovered value ranges and a base value that implicates a diverging color scale.

The input to apply the heuristic comprises the intended number of intervals, which can be

mapped to the segments of a color scale, and the sequential, non-overlapping data intervals.

The goal of applying the heuristic is to get intervals that comprise similar numbers of input

intervals and similar sizes of the value ranges as the second criterion.

A step-wise bottom-up approach is used to merge intervals until the number of intervals

remains that matches the number of color segments in the predefined color scale. In every
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Figure 3.5: Steps to create the segmented color scale from the value ranges of the data. The

possibly overlapping value ranges in the data (1) are split into sequential intervals (2). These

intervals are merged until a predefined number of intervals remains (3), which can be mapped

to the segments of the predefined color scale (4).

step, two neighboring data intervals Ii and Ii+1 are merged into one new interval, based on the

number of intervals aggregated into Ii and Ii+1 in preceding steps and the value range enclosed

by Ii and Ii+1.

To select the pair of neighboring intervals Ii and Ii+1 that are merged, a list is used that

contains all pairs of neighboring intervals as well as the current values of the two merging

characteristics. It should be noted that each interval may be contained in at most two pairs of

intervals. In every step, the interval pairs are sorted in the list according to the following two

criteria:

1. minor sum of aggregated intervals within interval pair

2. smaller value range enclosed by interval pair

Then, the first pair of the list is merged and the list is updated. To this end, the newly

merged interval is removed from the beginning of the list. The interval pairs that contain either

Ii or Ii+1 are updated by replacing the old interval with the newly merged interval (Ii, Ii+1).

Both characteristics important for the merging step are recomputed and the interval pairs are

repositioned in the list. The process ends when the number of intervals is reduced to the

intended number of intervals.

With this approach, the size of the resulting data intervals solely depends on the above

described heuristic. Intervals are primarily merged based on the number of intervals aggregated

into them. Multiple local value ranges covering the same part of the global value range result in
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a fine granularity of the color scale in this area. Segments of the color scale might cover small

data intervals, in comparison to the global value range. In this case, segments of the color scale

are devoted to distinguish small value ranges, which might not reflect significant disparities in

the data. For an overview on value ranges appearing in the data, it may be appropriate to

merge very small intervals to have more segments available to communicate larger value ranges

more precisely. The decision about appropriate minimum sizes of data intervals cannot be done

automatically. As the user will often have a feeling about such minimum sizes, an optional

parameter is introduced, which can be interactively set. Throughout the merging process, it

serves as a threshold to aggregate very small value ranges regardless of the number of merged

intervals. This allows for a better adaptation of the resulting intervals to the characteristics of

the data.

This basic concept is extended to account for two requirements:

1. Uncovered value ranges

Parts of the global value range, which are not covered by local value ranges

2. Base value

The comparison of local value ranges is done with respect to a base value, which separates

the global value range in values below and above

Uncovered value ranges So far, the segments of the color scale have been determined from

non-overlapping data intervals, regardless whether value ranges are actually contained in the

data. That way, parts that cover value ranges actually existing in the data have been equally

treated as parts that are not covered by existing data values. But considering such uncovered

value ranges in the computation of the segments has main advantages. First, all segments of

the color scale can be used to cover value ranges that appear in the data. No colors have to

be reserved to cover value ranges not represented in the data. Further, the value range covered

by one segment is not unnecessarily broadened to cover empty parts of the global value range.

More precise segments are available for those parts of the global value range that actually

include data. Moreover, the explicit communication of uncovered parts in the global value

range helps the user to recognize which data values are present in the data. To account for

uncovered value ranges, the idea is to maintain large uncovered value ranges during the merging

of intervals. However, maintaining all uncovered value ranges, even if they are small, might

lead to an inappropriate high number of small intervals, which cannot be merged because a

small interval between them does not cover data values. To this end, an additional condition

is introduced that applies if the first pair of intervals (Ii, Ii+1) in the list is empty:
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∙ (Ii, Ii+1) are merged if the enclosed value range is smaller than the value range of the next

pair of non-empty intervals (Ij, Ij+1) in the list

∙ (Ij, Ij+1) are merged otherwise

The condition provides a compromise to maintain large uncovered value ranges, but to merge

small uncovered value ranges with data intervals.

Base value Depending on the current goal of analysis, it might be desired to discriminate

whether values lie above or below a value of special interest. Besides the choice of an appropriate

diverging color scale, accounting for this base value in the visualization requires adapting the

computation of the data segments to this condition. To this end, the base value is used to divide

the list of interval pairs into two: one list contains all interval pairs whose data values are below

the base value, the other list contains all interval pairs with higher values. The interval pair

(Ii, Ii+1) that encloses the base value is split into (Ii, Ibasevalue), assigned to the first list, and

(Ibasevalue, Ii+1), assigned to the second list. For each of the two lists, the merging of intervals

is performed until in each list, the number of segments is reached which can be mapped to the

according part of the diverging color scale.

This concludes the new approach to derive a color scale for global comparison of local value

ranges. At last, the application of this approach to the two data sets is discussed.

For dry-lab data, a sequential color scale is used that has been designed to show the segments

with similar brightness to avoid unintended accentuations in the data (Figure 3.1). Considering

the large global value range, data intervals with a size less than 25 should not appear in the color

scale as they are not meaningful for a first overview on the data. For the mapping of dry-lab

data, with its large global value range, to the segments of the color scale, a minimum interval

size of 25 has been used. Within the global value range, large parts are not covered by data

values. The effect of accounting for uncovered value ranges as described can be seen in Figure

3.1, where the existence of large uncovered value ranges, shown in gray, within the global value

range become immediately apparent from the color scale shown at the left. Hence, actually

occurring data ranges are encoded more precisely. With the resulting color scale, similarities

among value ranges in the data can be assessed independent from similarities of colors.

For the wet-lab data, a diverging color scale is used, which has been computed with the

constraint of a base value. The two colors separate the value range very clearly in value below

and above the base value, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.1.3 Visualization at Model Level

The main visualization goal at the Model Level is the comparison of multiple experiments. To

this end, the use of an image based comparison of multiple experiments has been motivated

in the introduction of this section. Hence, multiple Experiment Views are shown at once, one

Experiment View for one experiment.

To fulfill the requirements of an image based comparison, the Experiment Views have to be

visually linked: Similar aspects of the experiments have to shown equally in all images, and

deviations in experiments have to be represented by deviations among the images accordingly.

As the underlying model structure is equivalent in all experiments, the same layout for the

model is used in all Experiment Views. Node and edge icons are placed at the same positions

in all Experiment Views. Further, similar values in the experiment description and in the

multi-run data need to be shown similarly.

Referring to the experiment description, the length of arrows in edge icons, which indicate

reaction rates, have to be computed on a global basis over all experiments. The experiment

description that is linked to nodes is comprised in the visualization of multi-run simulation data

in the node icon. Hence, this problem is handled if the global comparison of multi-run data is

achieved.

To this end, the two color scales used in the Experiment View have to be expanded to cover

multi-run data of all experiments. One color scale shows the local value ranges of multi-run data

linked to node icons. It is derived based on the approach introduced in Section 3.1.2.4, which

computes the segments of the pre-defined color scale for an arbitrary number of local value

ranges. Thus, the approach is applicable to derive a color scale that inherits all value ranges

in all experiments. The other color scale encodes the average number of event occurrences for

each edge, which can be easily expanded to cover the value range spanning all experiments.

In the result, all aspects of one Experiment View – the model structure, the experiment

description, and the multi-run data – are visually linked among multiple Experiment Views.

Deviations among the views thus indicate, as intended, deviations in the experiment description

and the simulation data. An example is shown in Figure 3.6.

The approach supports the comparison of experiments by multiple facets, given by model

structure, experiment description, and the multi-run data. Specifically, a global comparison of

simulation data is supported among state variables and experiments. However, the quantity

of simultaneously presented information makes a comparison of specific aspects tedious. For

example, the comparison of values for a single variable among multiple experiments requires the

identification of the variable in each Experiment View. Another example is the identification
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Figure 3.6: Visualization for comparison of experiments, exemplified for dry-lab data. For every

experiment, one Experiment View is shown. Components of Experiment Views are visually

linked. The layout of the model structure is reused. The mapping of reaction rates to the

length of edge icons is done in a global context. Multi-run data linked to node icons is shown in

the same global color scale derived over all variables in all experiments (at the left). Similarly

for edge-related multi-run data, one second global scale (at the bottom) encodes the average

number of event occurrences.
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of experiments that are based on the same initial value of one state variable.

To provide better support for these tasks in the visualization, a visual highlighting of related

information on demand is discussed in the following. In general, relations in the data are given

by the following aspects:

∙ model structure: similar or structurally related state variables or event types

∙ experiment description: similar initial values of state variables or reaction rates of event

types

∙ multi-run data: similar multi-run data, which can be characterized by similar value ranges

or similar developments over time

All these similarities are explicitly represented in either the data or the data generating

context and can therefore be automatically extracted. The visual highlighting of related in-

formation needs to be done with respect to the current objectives of the user. This includes

the selection of a piece of information from the visualization as a point of interest and the

selection of a similarity criterion to determine the information related to this point of interest.

Regardless of the applied similarity criterion, the point of interest can always be selected from

the set of state variables and event types, as all information is related to the components of the

model. As the last step, the resulting region of interest, containing state variables and event

types, needs to be highlighted in all views.

Thus, the visual highlighting of related information comprises three steps:

1. The user interactively selects a point of interest from one Experiment View

2. A region of interest is automatically defined, based on the point of interest and a similarity

criterion.

3. The visualization is adapted to visually emphasize the region of interest.

In the following, the automated definition of a region of interest and its subsequent visual

highlighting are described for one very important relation in the data: structural relations in

the model structure, which result in a region of interest that comprises the same structurally

related model components from all experiments.
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Automatic selection of region of interest For a given a point of interest – a state vari-

able or an event type –, the region of interest is defined based on a similarity criterion. In

the following, the definition of the region of interest is derived for the example of structural

relatedness, which is given by the model structure.

Relations given by the model structure cannot only be used to select the same model com-

ponent in all experiments, but to further extract structurally related components. For the user,

this can be important as it does not only allow the comparison of one state variable among

experiments, but, for example, of all state variables that take part in the same reaction.

To this end, the region of interest is defined by two relations: For a selected state variable

or event type as the point of interest, all equivalent state variables or event types from other

experiments are included in the region of interest. Further, components of the model structure

are also added to the region of interest according to their structural proximity to the point of

interest.

This structural proximity is a measure whose value is user-defined. It is defined at a gran-

ularity that allows distinguishing between state variables and event types. For the minimum

structural distance 0, only the point of interest and the same structural component in other

Experiments Views are selected. Given a state variable as a point of interest, a structural

distance of 1 adds all event types linked with the state variable to the region of interest.

Visual highlighting of region of interest The visualization needs to be adapted to high-

light the region of interest, which can comprise one or multiple state variables or event types

among experiments. In general, the state variables and event types that are contained in the

region of interest are visually highlighted by coloring the border of the icons and underlying

them with a shadow.

For the specific example of using structural relations as the similarity criterion, an addi-

tional visual distortion supports the magnification of the region of interest for a more detailed

visualization of the related multi-run data, while the context is preserved. To maintain the

visual linking among Experiment Views, a coordinated distortion is used, resulting in the same

distorted layout of the model structure in all experiments. The distortion is driven by the char-

acteristics of the visualized data. As the information to be analyzed is carried by the icons, it is

important to magnify them without distortion. Also, structural dependencies among magnified

icons have to be maintained. To comply with these object-related requirements, an object-based

approach is used as described in [SS02b]. The region of interest is uniformly magnified, while

remaining parts of the display are reduced in size and distorted. In Figure 3.7, an example of
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the local distortion applied to all Experiment Views is shown. Changes in the layout induced

by the interactive selection are communicated by animations. This enables the user to maintain

the overview on structural relations in the data when comparing experiments.

Figure 3.7: Visualization for comparison of experiments, exemplified for dry-lab data. For

every experiment, one Experiment View is shown. The screen shot includes the object-based

distortion based on a region of interest. (The screen shot has been taken with a comparable

simulation data set, which explains deviating value ranges compared to Figure 3.6)
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It should be noted that the distortion of the visualization is not suitable for arbitrary regions

of interest. In order to be consistent with the requirement of a visual linking among Experiment

Views, it is only applicable if the same model components are selected among experiments.

3.1.4 Visualization at Multi-Run Level

The Experiment View provides a strongly aggregated view on the multi-run data of an ex-

periment. At the third process level, the multi-run level, a more detailed evaluation of the

simulation data is required. In the analysis, especially the temporal developments of the data

are of interest and are therefore in the focus of this section. For one experiment, time series

data is given for multiple runs, and within each run for each state variable and each event type.

Due to this complexity, the whole time series data cannot be adequately visualized at once.

This results in two basic requirements for the visualization at the multi-run level: First,

appropriate visual representations for the interactive selection of individual time series are

necessary. Second, these selected time series need to be visualized in detail. To this end, a

multiple view approach is used to comprise these requirements.

With respect to the first requirement, the Experiment View is valuable as it contains all state

variables and event types in the context of the simulation process and provides an overview on

the multi-run data – two aspects that can be important to identify state variables and event

types of interest. However, functionality to select individual runs is not provided. To this end,

a separate view is needed.

Regarding the second requirement, the visualization of time series data, data of state vari-

ables and event types needs to be distinguished. For state variables, a scalar value is given for

each time point during a run that represents the number or concentration of proteins at that

time point. Simulation data related to event types, on the other hand, captures the occurrences

of this event type over time. Hence, separate views to visualize the data over time are used for

state variables and event types.

All in all, four views are required to provide the required selection of time series data and

the detailed visualization:

∙ Experiment View

Overview on experiment and selection of state variables and event types

∙ Multi-Run View

Selection of single runs of the experiment
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∙ State View

For the selected run, analysis of the time dependent simulation data related to state

variables

∙ Event View

For the selected run, analysis of the time dependent simulation data related to event types

Figure 3.8: Visualization for the detailed exploration of one experiment, shown for the example

of dry-lab data. The Experiment View (top left) is coordinated with the Multi-Run View (top

right) for the selection of one run, the Event View (bottom left) that shows the single-run

data connected to event types, and the State View (bottom right) for the detailed analysis of

single-run data of state variables. The data of the icons highlighted by a shadow are shown in

the State and Event Views. The icon highlighted by green borders is the state variable shown

in the Multi-Run View.

The Experiment View serves as the visual component from which state variables and

event types are chosen. Selecting one node icon results in one state variable, selecting one

edge icon results in one or two event types, as reverse reaction are encoded in the same edge
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icon. To enable the comparison of state variables, up to three node icons can be selected,

which corresponds to the maximum number of nodes that are linked to one edge. Thus, all

simulation data for a reaction can be analyzed in detail, which is considered as a typical goal

of the analysis. For event types, only one edge icon can be selected, as it already involves the

comparison of two event types in most cases. The limited number of possible selections restricts

the number of time series, which are compared in either State View or Event View.

The Multi-Run View provides the functionality to select one run from the set of runs for

detailed analysis. Thus, one visual representation is needed for each run in this view. In order

to avoid the introduction of another visualization technique in addition to Experiment View and

time visualizations in State and Event View, the visual representation in the Multi-Run View

is reused from other views. To this end, the time series visualization in State and Event View

is used. While these views visualize time series data for one or multiple state variables or event

types, the Multi-Run View has to include all runs. Hence, univariate, or at most bivariate, time

series data of every run is shown in the view. One or two variables – either a state variable or

one or two event types (depending on the edge icon) – is selected from the Experiment View.

The data is shown differently for states and events, according to the encoding used in the State

View and Event View, respectively.

For the detailed visualization of state variables or events over time, the large number of time

points per run has to be acknowledged, as it appears in the dry-lab data (approximately 15.000

time points). This has to be considered for both the State and Event View. They are discussed

separately in the following, as the underlying data has different characteristics.

The State View has to visualize scalar values of state variables over time. A time value

plot [Wil05] is well suited to convey temporal developments of scalar values and is widely

accepted in the application domain. However, the time value plot view cannot visualize all

time points in detail, because the number of time points, as provided with the dry-lab data, is

too high. The maximum number of time points that can be shown is equivalent to the number

of pixels available for the temporal axis. This problem similarly arose for the visualization of

temporal data in node icons. However, only a single run needs to be considered in the State

View. With respect to the discussion in Section 3.1.2, the visualization of temporal data in

the State View is supported as follows. The time points that are mapped to one pixel on the

temporal axis are aggregated in one interval and presented by both the minimum and maximum

values. To compare the up to three state variables that are selected from the Experiment View,
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heterogeneous value ranges have to be considered. Thus, each variable is shown in its own time

value plot. The local value range is mapped on the vertical axis of the time value plot. To

communicate the local value ranges in a global context, the approach derived for node icons in

the Experiment View is reused: The value range mapped to the vertical axis corresponds to

the segments of the global color scale. By reusing the color scale from the Experiment View,

a visual linking of time value plots in the State View with the node icons in the Experiment

View is given. The time value plots are arranged on top of each other, to reserve as much space

as possible for the temporal axis.

The Edge View displays the occurrences of events over time for a single run and one or

two event types. As the number of time points is too high to be shown at once, the number

of occurrences is computed for equidistant time intervals. Hence, scalar values are obtained

from the occurrences of events over time. To visualize them, time value plots are also used

in the Event View. The number of intervals depends on the pixels that are available to show

data over time. For each event type, one time value plot is used. The values comprised at

the vertical axis of the time value plot range from 0 to the maximum number of occurrences

from the up to two event types. Arranging the time value plots side by side enables the direct

comparison of occurrences over time. To visualize the event data, the mapping of values to

color from the Experiment View cannot be reused, because a different aggregation of the data

is used. Instead, a local color scale is used according to the value ranges in the Event View. To

provide a visual linking, the basic hue of the color scale in the Experiment View is also used

for time series data in the Event View.

As described, the time points cannot be shown in full detail in State View and Event View.

To provide a more detailed visualization of the temporal aspects, the visible range of time points

shown in time value plots can be adjusted interactively. This is done globally for Multi-Run

View, State View, and Event View, to explore the temporal aspects of the data in multiple

facets.

The resulting multiple view framework is highly interactive, which demands for visual feed-

back about current selections. To this end, selected state variables and event types have to be

highlighted in the Experiment View. The state variable or the event types, which are displayed

in the Multi-Run View, need to be distinguishable from states in the State View and events

in the Event View. Further, the selected run has to be highlighted in the Multi-Run View.

In Figure 3.8, selected icons in the Experiment View are highlighted by adding a shadow to

the icons. The icon selected for the Multi-Run View is additionally highlighted by applying a
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different color to its borders. In the Multi-Run View, the time value plot that corresponds to

the selected run is highlighted by its border color.

3.1.5 Discussion

Focusing on the visualization of simulation data as provided by the concepts from Section

3.1, the concepts enable that the temporal developments of multiple variables are visualized

simultaneously and that the global comparison of their heterogeneous value ranges is supported

by a new global color scale. Hence, the visualization concepts provide application specific

solutions for open challenges in visualization. Moreover, the analysis of the data is supported

at different abstraction levels, which arise from the process levels given by the application

context. Multivariate, time dependent data containing multiple runs is compared for different

experiments at the Model Level or analyzed for one experiment at the Experiment Level. At

the Multi-Run Level, the data is analyzed for the individual runs of an experiment. Thus, the

visualization concepts provide significant contributions for the visualization of multiple sets of

multivariate, time dependent data with heterogeneous value ranges.

Nevertheless, the main value of the visualization concepts derived in Section 3.1 goes far

beyond the capabilities of visualizing simulation data: They enable the exploration of the

whole simulation process for one model. The explicit visual representation of both the data

generating context and the simulation data allows the exploration of the process in two main

directions: First, the data generating context covering the whole simulation process can be

visually explored to analyze its impact on the resulting model behavior, which is captured

by the simulation data. Second, the simulation data can be visually explored for notable

characteristics, which can then lead back to the context of data generation. The tight visual

integration of both aspects allows the user to switch the direction of the exploration at any

time during the analysis sequence.

In addition to the behavior of the model, also the factors that cause the behavior are imme-

diately apparent in the visualization. Moreover, with specific visualization concepts for each

of the three process levels, multiple visualization goals are supported. Preserving the visual

linkage among the process levels by the reuse of a common view, a seamless transition among

the process levels is provided, although the visualizations are too complex to be shown at once.

These visualization concepts have been developed with respect to data sets that appeared

in the research training school dIEM oSiRiS. The underlying models are relatively small, and

limited numbers of both experiments and runs are present. Further, the focus on the integration

of data generating context and data led to the disregard of certain aspects in the underlying
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portions of information, which have not been relevant for the visualization goals at the process

levels.

To visualize individual aspects comprised in the simulation process by all their facets and

for larger quantities of information, supplementary visualization concepts are necessary. In the

remainder of this chapter, two aspects are regarded: the visualization of a larger model, which

is the foundation of the simulation process, and the detailed visualization of multiple runs of

one experiment.

Focusing on model characteristics rather than associated simulation data, a new visualization

is introduced in Section 3.2 that supports the exploration of models comprising thousands of

proteins and reactions by multiple facets, including structural relations and dozens of attributes.

First concepts towards a visual multi-run analysis, which are scalable to high numbers of

runs, are presented in Section 3.3.

3.2 Visual Exploration of Large Models

Under the perspective of exploring the facets of the model instead of exploring the simulation

process, the characteristics of the model have to be visually explored rather than associated

simulation data. These characteristics are given by relations among proteins and reactions and

by a multitude of heterogeneous attributes that describe the proteins and reactions of a model.

Models that have been regarded in the context of the simulation process allow the exploration

of a functional unit of the cell, comprising a few dozens of proteins and reactions. However, a

model of the cell can easily comprise thousands of proteins and reactions. Node-link layouts, as

they have been proposed in Section 3.1 for small models, cannot be used to cope with such high

numbers of nodes and edges. Moreover, they do not handle multiple heterogeneous attributes.

In this section, a new visualization is presented for large networks with thousands of nodes,

edges, and dozens of attributes of nodes. It has been developed in joint work within the research

training school dIEM oSiRiS and was published in [SJUS08]. Further details about underlying

concepts of the technique are found in the doctoral thesis by Hans-Jörg Schulz [Sch10].

The basic idea is to represent the model as a bipartite graph and to visualize it with a table-

based approach, which has the advantage of being familiar to data analysts. Bipartite graphs

comprise two independent node sets – here proteins and reactions – with no adjacent nodes.

In the literature, few visualizations have been proposed for bipartite graphs, including a node-

link-visualization called Anchored Maps [Mis06] as well as solutions for movie-actor-networks

in the InfoVis 2007 contest [KJKC07]. Table-based approaches have been used in domains like
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visual analytics [SGL08] or for the exploration of transition graphs [PvW08].

In the visualization, proteins and reactions are shown in two individual tables. Each row

in one table shows one protein and each row in the other table shows a reaction. In each

table, attributes are shown in columns. Lines between the two tables show structural relations

between proteins and reactions. Edge weights are mapped onto the width of the individual

edges. Additionally, 1-mode projections are computed and depicted as arcs at the sides of the

tables. A projection is established between two nodes of one set if they are both linked to the

same node in the other set. Thus, projections are basically additional edge sets that connect

only nodes from one node set and can be seen as shortcuts to show dependencies between nodes

of the same set. The overall layout of the described tables, edges, and arcs is shown in Figure

3.9.

Figure 3.9: The basic visualization concept with the two node sets as separate tables with

integrated focus and context, connecting edges in between, and 1-mode projections at the

sides. Further, concepts for node selections are shown: Each table contains columns for the

selection of focus nodes. Selected rows, traversed edges, and 1-mode projections are highlighted.

Selection markers in fish eye scrollbars at the left and right show locations of selected nodes.
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Although being scalable to thousands of proteins and reactions and to numerous attributes,

large and dense models demand additional features to minimize visual cluttering and enhance

the accessibility of the representation. Large node sets result in very long tables, which do

not fit the screen height. Large edge sets result in a lot of lines running in between the two

tables, producing a lot of edge crossings. Dozens of attributes, which might consist of textual

descriptions or even images and figures, result in very wide tables with dozens of columns. In

large models, the ability to derive subsets from the entire data set is important to identify

functional units and further analyze them.

To handle large node sets, a focus+context technique like the table lens [RC94] allows larger

parts of the table to be shown at once and therefore reduces efforts for browsing. To cope

with a cluttered visualization of lines between the tables, two methods are integrated in the

visualization. The first is a barycentric crossing minimization heuristic [JM97], which reduces

the number of edge crossings. It can be applied to reorder either of the two tables. The second

is the highlighting of hovered edges, combined with interactive functionality to carry the user

directly to connected nodes outside the screen. To cope with dozens of attributes, a separation

is carried out between primary, relevant attributes shown within the table, and secondary,

supplementary attributes. These secondary attributes are outsourced to HTML pages, which

can be retrieved on demand.

At last, the exploration by selections is regarded. In the model, relations among its compo-

nents can result from various aspects, including structural relatedness given by edges, projec-

tions, paths through multiple nodes, or relations in attribute space, for example by sub-cellular

locations or derived structural attributes like in-degree or out-degree. To enable a simple and

user-controlled interaction while accounting for all these aspects, the selection process is split

into an interactive and an automatic part. In a first step, a set of focus nodes is interactively

selected by the user, which is passed, in the second step, to a selection script for automatic

selection.

The integration of the proposed selection concept into the table-based visualization requires

two steps: the interactive selection of nodes as well as the visual highlighting of selections. For

the interactive selection of nodes, single nodes or entire intervals are interactively chosen. To

highlight selected nodes, the respective rows are enlarged in height and colored with respect to

a degree of interest, which has been assigned to nodes during selection. Further, highlighting

paths along which the script traverses by coloring the edges is very helpful for understanding

the inner workings of selection scripts. Resulting selections can span over both tables and

scattered all over them. To easily find regions with selected rows in large tables, selection
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markers are added within the scrollbars at the sides of the visualization. They carry directly

to the respective row. In addition, tables can be reduced to show only selected nodes for a

detailed exploration of these functional units.

The presented visualization technique supports the interactive exploration of models of bio-

chemical reactions that contain thousands of proteins and reactions and dozens of attributes.

Displaying proteins and reactions in separate tables offers the combination of structural infor-

mation and multiple attributes in one display. The combination of interactive and automated

selection of nodes enables the identification of functional subunits in the model.

3.3 Visual Multi-Run Analysis

For the development of visualization concepts in Section 3.1, the importance of multi-run

analysis has been acknowledged, but was not in the focus of visualization. The presented

visualization supports the representation of statistical properties of all runs of an experiment.

This is one strategy to cope with multi-run data. For a more elaborate analysis, especially if

larger numbers of runs are generated, the identification and comparison of possible behaviors of

the simulated model is required. In this regard, it is useful to group runs with similar behavior,

which can then be analyzed and compared.

3.3.1 General Considerations

Grouping runs with similar behavior involves two challenges. First, runs need to be grouped

based on their similarity, resulting in subsets of the data. Second, these subsets need to analyzed

and compared visually. Both challenges – generation and analysis of subsets – frequently

appear in data analysis and are not limited to the analysis of multi-run simulation data. In the

following, they are discussed with specific regard on this application.

Regarding the first challenge, the generation of subsets, two alternative approaches can

be followed. Either, subsets are automatically generated using an underlying computational

method, or the subsets are interactively generated by the user. Automatic methods require an

explicit definition of similarity among runs. Here, especially the temporal developments are

of interest. In a diploma thesis [Krü08], first approaches towards a visual multi-run analysis

have been presented. Various definitions of similarity among runs in a univariate context have

been discussed, including local measures that compare values at certain time points, and global

measures, which take the complete time series into account. The criteria for similarity can

be manifold. For example, the average distance between time series can be used, which is a
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commonly used similarity measure for time series data [VWVS99], but also in other applications.

In addition, similarity can be defined from the increase or decrease of values over time or from

the number of values that fall into a certain geometric area. Alternatives further include the

classification of runs based on example curves over time. In the diploma thesis, a hierarchical

clustering approach was proposed as the basis to explore subsets of runs on multiple abstraction

levels.

An important result of the thesis is that an appropriate similarity measure strongly depend

on the user objectives, which need to be described explicitly. Here, a close cooperation with

users is necessary to find measures that suit their understanding of similarity in the data. This

might include similarity measures that take more than one variable into account. As the results

generated by clustering are hard to predict from the choice of a similarity measure, this will

also require the comparison of clustering results based on different similarity measures. Further

research in this direction is required to find solutions that fully match the user’s requirements.

The interactive generation of subsets within a visualization system provides a valuable al-

ternative. Similarity of data objects is usually represented by the spatial proximity of their

representation in the visualization. By brushing in the visualization, similarity among data

objects can be defined very intuitively. Multiple criteria of similarity can be combined, which

might be difficult to express by an explicit similarity measure. Different meanings of similarity

can be explored by interactive redefinition of subsets in various views.

The second challenge is the visualization of subsets, which should enable the user to analyze

and compare simulation runs. To this end, the temporal context of the data is of interest. The

data dimension time is therefore a main point of visualization concepts for visual multi-run

analysis. From discussions with users it can be stated that they demand the analysis of subsets

by statistical properties. These statistical properties include mean, standard deviation, median,

and the range of values, given by minimum and maximum values. While mean or median

encapsulate information about the general behavior of a data set, standard deviation and the

range of values communicate the distribution of values. However, the concrete visualization

concepts depend on the method of subset generation, which influences the resulting representa-

tion of data subsets. Further, providing information about how subsets were generated complies

with the goal to visualize data in the context of data generation.

In the following, an approach for interactive subset generation is introduced in Section 3.3.2.

The concept, which has been derived in cooperation with the VRVis Vienna in Austria, has

been published in [UMDS08]. Specific challenges arise from the ability to interactively define

subsets with smooth brushing [DH02]. This introduces a continuous transition from focus to
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context in the definition of the subset. This feature has to be taken into account for both

the computation of statistical properties of the subsets as well as in their visualization. The

visualization of statistical properties of subsets is developed within the multiple view concept

of the SimVis system, which provides views for the interactive selection and refinement subsets

and, thereby, the context on how the subsets are obtained.

3.3.2 Visualizing Statistical Properties of Smoothly Brushed Subsets

The interactive generation and analysis of data subsets requires powerful visualization tools,

which support an interactive selection of portions of the data according to relationships in the

data the user is currently interested in. The SimVis system [DMG+05, Dol04] is one example

for such a visualization tool. It provides multiple coordinated views for the analysis of large

multivariate and time dependent data sets, with multiple data items for each time point. The

information visualization views that are integrated in SimVis enable the selection of subsets

by a multitude of relationships, including similarities in time series data [MKO+08], which is

specifically relevant for the generation of subsets of runs.

However, with the given views in the system, the visual analysis of subsets is not adequately

supported. The high number of values per time point hampers the identification of the subsets’

properties. Hence, the analysis of subsets by their statistical properties is demanded by the

user.

To this end, a new view to analyze statistical properties of interactively generated data

subsets has been developed as part of the multiple view system SimVis. The linkage to other

views has several benefits. The other views provide the exploration of the data in various

contexts and brushing to interactively select subsets, which are then visualized in the new

statistical view. After interactive refinement of subsets in other views, the effects of these

refinements on statistical properties can be directly analyzed in the statistical view. Further, the

statistical view shows an abstraction of the subset; the other views visualize detailed information

about the items of the subset. By linking the view showing statistical properties with other

views for detailed visualization and interactive definition of the subsets, the context from which

the subsets have been derived is provided alongside the resulting statistical properties.

For the definition and visualization of statistical properties, the concept of smooth brushing

[DH02] as part of SimVis plays an important role. Smooth brushing is a focus + context concept

for interactive selection, which introduces a continuous transition from data in focus to context

data. Taking this continuous transition into account is beneficial because the visualization of

statistical properties can lead to additional insights about the local behavior within a subset.
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Smooth brushing affects the formal description of data subsets, as described in Section 3.3.2.1.

Thus, its impact has to be considered for both the specification (Section 3.3.2.2) and visualiza-

tion (Section 3.3.2.3) of statistical properties. The visualization concept comprises the visual

representation of single subsets with an emphasis on the parameter time and the interactive

visual analysis of multiple subsets, in order to analyze variances among subsets.

3.3.2.1 Definition of Smoothly Brushed Data Subsets

The description of data subsets in the SimVis system is based on the feature definition language

(FDL) tree [DMG+05]. Every node in the FDL tree is specified by a time dependent degree of

interest (DoI) function that is assigned to the data set. The leaves of the tree are user-defined

by smooth brushing, one leaf is generated for every brush. DOI values in the continuous range

[0, 1] indicate the smooth transition from data in the focus (with DoI = 1) to context data

(DoI = 0). Nodes on higher levels in the FDL tree (Figure 3.10(a)) are composed by either

conjunction or disjunction (Figure 3.10(b)) of their children’s DoI functions. All brushes within

one view are composed into one node on the level of feature components. DoI functions defined

in different views are logically combined in feature descriptions (by conjunction) and feature

descriptions (disjunction).

(a) Hierarchy levels of FDL tree (b) Logical combination of two DoI functions (red and blue),

assigned to a list of data items, into one DoI function

Figure 3.10: Feature Definition Language tree (a) and composition of one Degree of Interest

function from two functions (b).

Data subsets are closely connected to the nodes of the FDL tree. For each node, the cor-

responding data subset consists of all data items whose DoI value is non-zero. Since the DoI

function is time dependent, the data subset may be variable over time.
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3.3.2.2 Specification of Statistical Properties

This section is related to the derivation of the statistical measures mean, standard deviation,

and the range of values for data subsets with respect to the effects of smooth brushing. Due

to smooth brushing, variable degrees of interest in the continuous interval [0, 1] occur within a

subset. Therefore, a modified derivation of the statistical measures is proposed in the following.

For mean and standard deviation, the individual data items are weighted by their degrees of

interest. That way, the impact of a data item on the resulting statistical value corresponds to

the interest the user has assigned to the item. For a data subset consisting of the data items i,

mean m and standard deviation d can be derived from weighting the values valuei of a variable

by their degrees of interest doii, as in the following equations (compare to [BPC07]).

m =
1

sumdoii ∗ sumi

i
∑

(doii ∗ valuei)

d =

√

√

√

⎷

1

sumdoii ∗ sumi

i
∑

(doii ∗ valuei −m)2

Since the goal is to communicate the temporal developments of statistical properties, mean and

standard deviation are derived for every point in time by considering all data items currently

belonging to the data subset. Hence, for every time point, mean and standard deviation are

expressed by one value.

To determine minimum and maximum values of a data subset, a different approach is needed

since these values represent limiters of a data subset. They are not composed from a number

of values. Hence, the range of values is derived for different degrees of interest. To this end,

the data subset is further subdivided based on the data items’ degrees of interest. Given a

degree of interest doi, the subset Sdoi consists of all items whose degree of interest is greater

than or equal to doi. Minimum and maximum values for one attribute are then specified for

every subset Sdoi. Again, to account for temporal developments, these values are derived for

every point in time separately.

3.3.2.3 Visualization of Statistical Properties

A suitable visual representation of the statistical properties, which have been derived in the

previous Section 3.3.2.2, is subject of this section, with an emphasis on temporal developments.

Further, approaches for visual comparison of subsets are discussed, in order to analyze variations

among data subsets. With regard to multi-run analysis, comparison of subsets is an important

analysis goal to identify possible outcomes of the simulation.
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Visual Representation of Statistical Properties of One Subset In this section, the

visualization for the statistical properties of one smoothly brushed subset is introduced with

respect to the modified derivation of statistical values described in Section 3.3.2.2.

To communicate the temporal developments of statistical properties, the visualization is

based on the parameter time. Relations among multiple variables are neglected to reduce

visual clutter. The general visualization approach thus shows the time dependent statistical

values for one attribute. Based on time value plots, time is mapped to the horizontal axis

and the currently selected variable to the vertical axis. An axis scaling independent from the

analyzed subset is achieved by scaling the axes according to the global minimum and maximum

values of time and the current variable.

Figure 3.11: A subset’s time dependent statistical properties of one variable. Mean and stan-

dard deviation are weighted by degree of interest, value ranges are shown for different levels of

interest, encoded by the opacity of the surface.

An example of the visualization is shown in Figure 3.11. Mean and standard deviation,

which are weighted by degree of interest, are encoded as lines by connecting the values of the

time points in order to show temporal developments. The location of standard deviation below

and above mean is adapted from error bars. To distinguish both characteristics, different line

widths are used. While mean and standard deviation are represented by one value per time

point, the range of values is present for different degrees of interest. Visualizing the value range

as a continuous area over time offers an intuitive visual representation to encode range values

for different degrees of interest. The degree of interest of a range of values is encoded by the
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opacity of the area.

In Figure 3.11, the continuous DoI range [0,1] has been subdivided into discrete, equidistant

levels. Due to implementation reasons, 256 levels are generated, resulting in 256 subsets and

the same number of minimum and maximum values for each time point. This exceeds the

number of opacity values the human eye can separate. Thus, the impression of a continuous

transition between the value ranges for different levels of interest is created.

As additional features, the minimum DoI value for the visualization of statistical properties

can be adjusted to analyze the subset for different degrees of interest in detail. Also, the

visualization of the individual statistical characteristics can be switched on and off depending

on the analysis task.

Interactive Visual Analysis of Multiple Subsets The visual representation of a single

subset provides limited capabilities to analyze the variations within a data set. Thus, the visual

comparison of multiple subsets is considered as an important task, which can be performed for

a broad range of analysis goals. For example, it may be useful to compare subsets defined by

single or combined brushes or to evaluate the influence of single subsets in a combination. In

addition, the characteristics of subsets can also be compared to those of the whole data set.

The unified description of all data subsets as nodes in the FDL tree (Section 3.3.2.1) allows the

consideration of this broad range of analysis goals.

Given this flexibility for the definition of subsets, a data level approach for comparison

[PP95], which combines multiple data subsets into one data representation, is not suitable. In

addition, the subsets do not necessarily share the same data items. Thus, the idea of image

level comparison is followed. Based on the visual representation introduced in Section 3.3.2.1,

three general concepts are supported, which are related to different analysis goals. To give

an overview on the general behavior, the data subsets can be arranged in separate images

aligned side by side. Second, small deviations between subsets can be analyzed by overlaying

the statistics of subsets. To cope with occlusions introduced by overlaying, an interactive lens

is an alternative.

To compare data subsets arranged in separate images, all images are equally sized and

based on the same axes scaling to provide an intuitive and reliable comparison among images.

Avoiding occlusions, separate images provide a good overview on the general behavior, as shown

in Figure 3.12(a). However, small deviations between subsets can hardly be discriminated and

the limited display size of the statistical view has to be fractioned by the number of data

subsets.
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(a) One image for each data subset, aligned beside each other.

(b) Three data subsets (red, green and blue) superimposed.

(c) Two data subsets superimposed (green and red), the third subset (blue) shown in an interactive

lens.

Figure 3.12: Visual representations to compare statistical properties of multiple subsets.

For a detailed comparison of subsets in the statistical view, the visual representations of

subsets can be overlaid (Figure 3.12(b)). Compared to separate images, the approach enables

to span the visual representations of all subsets over the available display size. However, the

overlay of subsets is problematic if the visualization includes value ranges, encoded by closed

surfaces. Using transparent value ranges, colors of overlaid subsets are mixed. Opaque value
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ranges, on the other hand, result in occlusions of subsets in the background. An alternative

representation of value ranges by lines produces visual clutter. By interactively adjusting the

transparency of the value ranges and by a reordering of subsets from back to front, a mixing

of colors becomes traceable for the user and occlusions are made visible. Further, subsets and

single data characteristics can be interactively switched on and off to support the comparison

of details in the data.

As an alternative for the analysis of small deviations, an interactive lens concept [BSP+93,

SFB94] is proposed. As the general idea, one of the subsets to be compared is shown in a

rectangular lens whose size and position can be interactively adjusted (Figure 3.12(c)). In the

lens, only a fraction of the visual representation of the subset’s statistical characteristics is

shown, according to the position and size of the lens. The background of the lens is opaque to

avoid a mixing of colors, which overcomes one drawback of the overlaid display. The interactive

adjustment of the lens dimensions is an integral feature to perform the visual comparison: The

user can sequentially explore the differences between data subsets by moving and resizing the

lens interactively.

These concepts of visual comparison can be adapted to compare the statistics of multiple

variables in the subsets, by comparing the resulting images or overlaying the visual represen-

tations in one view.

3.4 Summary

This chapter focused on the development of visualization concepts for the process levels model,

experiment, and multi-run, with the goal to support the understanding of the simulation process

by the inclusion of the data generating context along with the data. In this regard, visualization

concepts for all three process levels have been introduced in Section 3.1.

As the foundation, a tight integration of model structure, experiment description, and multi-

run simulation data within a single view has been introduced. It handles the challenges of

multiple runs with high numbers of time points as well as very heterogeneous local value ranges

in the simulation data. The multi-run data, given for many time points, is highly abstracted to

communicate the general trends over time. For the global comparison of heterogeneous value

ranges, a novel approach has been introduced to derive a global color scale based on value

ranges that appear in the data. Moreover, it communicates large uncovered value ranges and

accounts for both sequential and diverging color scales, depending on the data characteristics.

The fundamental concept has been adapted to all process levels, in order to cover the related
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visualization goals. To compare multiple experiments at the Model Level, multiple views,

each showing a single experiment, are visually linked. The global comparison of value ranges

among variables and experiments, supported by this concept, is accompanied with additional

interactive functionality for local comparison. Local regions of interest are derived by the

structural similarity given in the model structure. At the multi-run level, a detailed analysis

of the runs of one experiment is required while maintaining the context of data generation in

the visualization. To this end, the basic view of one experiment is embedded within a multiple

view concept. The data generating context as well as the selection of model components is

provided by the basic view. Additional views support the selection of individual runs and

detailed visualizations of temporal developments for an interactively selected small set of state

variables or event types.

These concepts have been developed with respect to data sets that were generated within the

research training school dIEM oSiRiS. The focus has been set on the integration of data and

the context of data generation in order to explore the simulation process related to one model.

As a consequence of necessary abstractions made about the individual aspects of information, a

detailed exploration of certain parts of the simulation process requires additional visualizations.

On the one hand, this includes the model, the basis of the simulation process. The visu-

alization in Section 3.1 omits many of its facets to visualize it as part of the data generating

context. To explore the model in all its facets, comprising both structural aspects and multiple

attributes, a table-based visualization has been presented in Section 3.2 as the result of joint

research within the research training school. It is scalable to large models containing tens of

thousands of proteins and reactions.

The second individual aspect of the simulation process is the visual multi-run analysis. It

has been discussed in Section 3.3 based on the idea to generate and subsets of similar runs. A

main challenge is the definition of similarity that is used to group runs. As a flexible concept

to define similarity among runs according to current objectives of the user, an approach is

presented that makes use of the interactive generation of subsets provided in the multiple view

framework SimVis. Accounting for user demands, statistical properties are used to characterize

these subsets in the visualization. The challenge that was solved is to compute and visualize the

statistical properties with respect to smooth brushing, which introduces a continuous transition

from focus to context.

In summary, the tight integration of visualization and the data generating context at all

three levels allows the exploration of the complete simulation process rather than solely of the

simulation data that results from it. To this end, the information comprised in the visualization
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is abstracted according to the most prevalent visualization goals that are linked to the process

levels. In addition, supplementary visualizations focusing on specific aspects, such as model

analysis and multi-run analysis, are provided.

In contrast, at the level of single-run data, only a single data set is analyzed, which leaves

room to visually depict additional details of the simulation data, such as heterogeneity and

spatial context. Exemplary visualization techniques for complex single-run simulation data,

which results from specific modeling and simulation approaches used in the application domain,

are subject of the next Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Visual Analysis of Complex Simulation

Data

The second main visualization challenge in this work, in addition to the visual integration of

data into the context of data generation, is the visual analysis of heterogeneous and complex

data sets. This is the subject of this chapter.

In the application domain, simulation approaches based on discrete-event systems lead to

heterogeneous data sets with event and states, given in a temporal and multivariate context.

The consideration of spatial context in the simulation – the biological processes in cells depend

on locations of proteins – adds additional complexity to the simulation data. Although visual-

ization concepts have been described in the literature that deal with certain facets of the data,

the complexity that appears in the application context is usually not handled. Hence, new

visualization concepts are necessary to support the specific characteristics of simulation data.

In the context of process levels, which have been introduced in Section 2.3, these visualization

approaches complement the level of single-run simulation data.

Specifically, new visualization approaches are developed for data from two different modeling

and simulation approaches, which have been employed in the research training school dIEM

oSiRiS: Next Sub-Volume Method and Attributed Π-Calculus. The two approaches handle

spatial context very differently. The Next Sub-Volume Method [EE04, RKDB06] subdivides

the cell into sub-volumes by imposing a grid on the cell, which leads to reactions of proteins

within sub-volumes and movements of proteins between them. The Attributed Π-Calculus

[JLNU08, JLNUar], an extension of the established Π-Calculus [Pri95, PRSS01], is a new

development within the research training school by Mathias John. Applied to the application

domain, the ability of proteins to react with each other is restricted based on their attributes,
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expressing, for example, location within the cell. The resulting simulation data consists of a

time series of reaction networks.

Both visualizations have been developed in joint work within the research training school,

in close cooperation between the fields of visualization and modeling and simulation. The

visual analysis concept for the Next Sub-Volume Method, which is subject of Section 4.1, has

been developed within a diploma thesis [Gut08] and published in [UGJS09]. The visualization

concept for the Attributed Π-Calculus is introduced in Section 4.2.

4.1 Visual Analysis of the Next Sub-Volume Method

In this section, the visualization of simulation data from the Next Sub-Volume Method is in

the focus. The Next Sub-Volume Method is a simulation algorithm for biochemical reaction

networks. It incorporates spatial context by subdividing the cell into a grid of sub-volumes.

Since the simulation algorithm produces heterogeneous and complex data sets, visualization

plays a significant role in data analysis. A very important characteristic of the data is the

spatial context. Here, many techniques from the field of volume visualization are available,

most of them focusing on static and univariate volume data. However, simulation data from

the Next Sub-Volume Method is time dependent and multivariate. Although some of the

existing approaches deal with multivariate and time dependent volume data, visualizing data

with these characteristics remains a challenging task. In addition, the simulation output is

composed of two heterogeneous data types. Besides analyzing the simulation data by its states

over time, the simulation makes it possible to track the process that leads to changes in the

system state. This process is characterized by events, whose characteristics are different from

states.

The goal of this section is to develop a visualization technique that supports the analysis

of data derived from the Next Sub-Volume Method with its heterogeneous, time dependent,

multivariate, and spatial characteristics. A single view cannot provide a solution for all those

aspects. Thus, a visualization concept comprising multiple coordinated views is proposed, each

covering certain parts of the data. A highly interactive user interface allows the adaptation of

the visual representation according to the user’s current questions about the data.

In order to find an appropriate combination of visualization concepts, a systematic approach

is applied. First, a short overview on the Next Sub-Volume Method and the resulting simulation

data is given in Section 4.1.1. To cope with the multi-faceted characteristics of the data, a

classification of the data characteristics is presented in Section 4.1.2, which serves as the basis
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to identify potential visualization concepts with respect to techniques described in the literature.

From this classification, the visualization design is derived (Section 4.1.3). The multiple view

framework that integrates the results of the design is introduced in Section 4.1.4.

4.1.1 Simulation Data from the Next Sub-Volume Method

Spatial stochastic simulation algorithms become increasingly important in the application do-

main. Particle algorithms [vZtW05, AB04] can trace the position of each single molecule

and execute reactions with a given probability whenever two particles collide. In contrast,

lattice-based algorithms subdivide space into volume elements with a homogeneous distribution

of particles. The Next Sub-volume Method [EE04, RKDB06] is an example for lattice-based

algorithms.

To simulate the interactions of biochemical species in a spatial and temporal context, a grid

is imposed on the volume of the cell. The grid cells are called sub-volumes, to distinguish

them from the biological term cell. Interactions of proteins within sub-volumes and movements

between sub-volumes are described by events. These events take place with specific rates that

depend on the state of the sub-volume, i.e. the current number of particles. The estimated

time between two events is an exponentially distributed random number with mean equal to

the reciprocal of the sum of reaction and diffusion rates. With high rate or diffusion constants

or a large number of particles inside the system, the inter-event times can become very small,

i.e. the time scale of the system might drop to the microsecond or nanosecond domain.

In the resulting simulation data, two data types can be distinguished: state data and event

data. While state data describes the system state for each time point, event data refers to

events that change the system state over time.

The state data is given by the number of particles in each sub-volume for each time point.

As different species exist in the system, the number of particles has to be differentiated for each

species. Thus, the data in each sub-volume is multivariate.

The event data consists of two types: reactions and diffusions. Reactions describe the

interaction of multiple particles within one sub-volume. As a consequence, the number of

particles is altered within the sub-volume. Reactions are characterized by the particles they

involve, the 3-D location in the grid, and the time point when they occur. Diffusions describe

the movement of a particle from one sub-volume to a neighboring sub-volume. Hence, diffusions

are associated with a direction. Diffusions can involve any of the particles in the system whose

diffusion constant is non-zero. They are defined by the involved particle, the two neighboring

sub-volumes that are affected, and the time point. As both event types are related to a specific
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subset of the multivariate particles, the events are multivariate as well.

For visual analysis of the simulation data, multivariate events and states need to be visualized

in their spatial and temporal context.

4.1.2 Classification of Data Characteristics

A relevant aspect of the data is the spatial context. Thus, visualization methods for data in 3-D

context are the starting point for a systematic identification of suitable visualization concepts.

However, these approaches do not account for the heterogeneity and complexity of the data

that is derived from the Next Sub-Volume Method.

During the visual analysis process, these aspects have to be supported as well. This includes

the visualization of both states and events. They have very different characteristics, but are

semantically related to each other. While state data represents the overall state of the system,

event data is important to directly identify changes in the data. An important aspect of

simulation data is always the temporal development. Nevertheless, also the data at a single

time point may be relevant for visual analysis. Thus, the visualization needs to show data

at single time points as well as developments over time. Further, both states and events are

multivariate. Referring to state data, both the spatial value distribution of a single variable

and the relations among multiple variables have to be explored. For event data, it may be of

interest to evaluate general occurrences of events in spatial and temporal context. In addition,

a distinction of events by related state variables may be demanded by the user.

This leads to six different facets of the spatial data. They can be categorized as three opposite

pairs, which are summarized in Figure 4.1: states vs. events, static vs. dynamic context, and

univariate vs. multivariate context. To apply a systematic approach for the identification of

possible mappings of the data to a visual representation, each pair is discussed in addition to

general concepts for spatial data, which are presented in Section 4.1.2.1. In Section 4.1.2.2,

specific concepts for states and events are discussed. Section 4.1.2.3 deals with visualization of

data in static and dynamic context. Finally, visualization in univariate and multivariate context

is subject of Section 4.1.2.4. For all three pairs, the spatial context is specifically regarded.

4.1.2.1 3-D spatial data

The visualization of spatial data, given as one scalar value per point on a 3-D grid, has been

extensively addressed in volume visualization (see [PB07] and [EHK+04] for overviews). Two

main concepts are used for rendering: direct volume rendering and surface extraction. In
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Figure 4.1: Classification of 3-D spatial data.

direct volume rendering, the visual representation is directly derived from the volume data, for

example by ray casting, splatting, or texture slicing. A transfer function is used, which maps

the scalar values in the grid to graphical attributes. For example, the transfer function can

affect the color and transparency of the visual representation of the volume element. Different

transfer functions are appropriate depending on the data, the application background, and

the rendering method. Alternatively, surface extraction techniques use a threshold to derive

an iso-surface, representing a constant value throughout the volume. These iso-surfaces are

visualized. To improve the effectiveness of the visualization, illustrative approaches [Bru06]

have been explored recently for volume visualization.

In general, basic volume rendering approaches are well-suited for univariate and static data.

Visualizing scalar values given in a 3-D grid, they are designed to handle state data, but do

not account for event data.

4.1.2.2 States vs. Events

The distinct characteristics of events and states need to be considered to find appropriate

visualization concepts. State data consists of multivariate scalar values for each grid point over

time. Events, on the other hand, are defined as occurrences at concrete time points and 3-D

locations.

To visualize state data in 3-D space, volume visualization methods are well suited. They ad-

ditionally need to include the dynamic and multivariate aspects, which are subject of discussion

in the next two Sections 4.1.2.3 and 4.1.2.4.
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Visualizing event data requires the highlighting of discrete points in time and space. A

general taxonomy and survey of visualization approaches for events can be found in [CCC+05].

Focusing on spatial context of events, approaches are basically comparable to 3-D scatter plots

(see, for example, [KSH04]), where axes represent spatial dimensions.

4.1.2.3 Static vs. Dynamic data

Visualization concepts for both static and dynamic data are required. Visualizing the static

data at a single time point, the value distribution of state variables and the current event need

to be shown in spatial, univariate, and multivariate context. The visualization of a single time

point is therefore derived from appropriate concepts as discussed in Sections 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.4.

To show dynamics of the data, additional concepts are required. Aigner et al. [ABM+07]

speak of two possible mappings for time dependent data:

∙ Mapping time on time

∙ Mapping time on space

Mapping of time on time refers to a visualization changing over time. When mapping time

on space, multiple time points are visualized simultaneously.

The first approach, mapping time on time, is usually referred to as animation. The visu-

alization changes over time according to the consecutive time points given in the data. The

speed of animation does not necessarily comply with the time domain of the data, as the scale

of the time domain might not be appropriate for the animation. In general, the user is able

to sequentially explore the data in an intuitive way. Nevertheless, the data is not directly

comparable for multiple time points.

Mapping time on space has the advantage that the development over time becomes visible

at a glance. Time can be included either explicitly as a spatial dimension or implicitly by

using visual comparison techniques. When time is mapped on a spatial dimension in the visual

representation, at most two other spatial dimensions are available to display other aspects of

the data. Hence, 3-D data cannot be shown in combination with all time points.

Maintaining 3-D context, visual comparison techniques allow the simultaneous representation

of data from multiple discrete time points. They are subdivided into image based comparison

and data based comparison [PP95]. Using image based comparison, multiple visual represen-

tations of the same type are arranged on the display, each including a different time point.

It therefore uses up more space on the display than the visualization of a single time point.
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Data based comparison techniques combine data from multiple time points into a single visual

representation. One example implementation is a difference image [POM+09] from two time

points, where only the values that have changed would be non-zero. Overall, only a limited

number of time points can be simultaneously shown with visual comparison concepts.

The explicit mapping of time on space is well established for non-spatial data. For scalar

values over time, as they are given by state data, time value plots are widely used. According

to [CCC+05], event data over time is typically encoded by marks on horizontal lines, as for

example in [PMS+98]. In addition, also time value plots or variants of them like the ThemeRiver

[HHWN02] are used. Here, time points of events are shown on the horizontal axis, while at

the vertical axis, additional scalar information such as the number of events is encoded. For

periodic event data, alternative mappings have been proposed for time on space such as the

spiral metaphor [WAM01].

4.1.2.4 Univariate vs. Multivariate data

Both data types, event and state data, have to be visualized in univariate and multivariate

context. When regarding univariate event data, the events are discerned by the time point

when they occur, 3-D location, and general event type (diffusion or reaction). In a multivariate

context, event data is additionally distinguished by the state variables the events are related to.

Looking at state data, the univariate data includes the value distribution over space and time

for a single state variable. This data given for all state variables forms the multivariate state

data. Thus, for each point in space and time, a scalar value is given for every state variable.

To visualize event data, similar concepts can be used to locate univariate and multivariate

event data in time and space, as univariate and multivariate events refer to the same data

entities. Multivariate event data, however, requires additional visual cues to discern events by

the state variables they are related to. To visualize multivariate event data in space, visual

attributes such as shape and color are commonly used.

To visualize the spatial and temporal context of univariate state data, concepts can be applied

that have been discussed in Sections 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.3. The visualization of multivariate state

data in space and over time is a more challenging task. To handle multivariate data, a number

of specific visualization approaches exist. Scatter plots and parallel coordinates are examples,

but they are not designed to communicate a 3-D context of the data.

For the visualization of multivariate volume data, two general approaches are distinguished

in the literature:

∙ Multivariate direct volume rendering
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∙ Visualization of multivariate data on 2-D slices

Usingmultivariate direct volume rendering, the multivariate values per grid point are mapped

to graphic attributes of the grid point’s visual representation. Then, volume visualization

methods (see Section 4.1.2.3) can be used for rendering. Akiba et al. [AMCH07] list the

following three mapping techniques in this regard: The first technique maps multiple variables

to the individual color components of the voxel color. This approach allows the visualization of

at most three variables, as the common color spaces like HSV and RGB compose colors from

three components. Secondly, one variable value can be selected as the representative value of

the grid point. Therefore, a suitable rule needs to be found to select the representative variable.

The third approach refers to composing multiple variable values into one value. An example is

shown in Figure 4.2(a). Here, a proper weighting of values needs to be derived.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Example visualization techniques for multivariate spatial data. In (a), the color of

each grid point is composed from multiple weighted parameter values [AMCH07]. In (b), the

visualization of multiple variables is supported by using an interactive lens (in the example, a

synchronized lens is used for comparison of symmetric regions) [POM+09]. (Image (b) is cour-

tesy of Christian Bendicks, University of Magdeburg. Data are courtesy of Jonathan Wiener,

Boca Raton Community Hospital.)

An alternative to the multivariate visualization within one volume is to visualize one volume

for every variable. Such an image based comparison requires more screen space than a com-
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pact visualization. In addition, a direct comparison of values at the same 3-D location is not

supported by this approach.

To this end, several visualization concepts have been proposed that make use of a visualiza-

tion of multivariate data on 2-D slices. Preim et al. [POM+09] propose the use of color icons

or lenses. Color icons are composed of multiple color values, each derived from the mapping of

one scalar value of the voxel. The icon for each voxel is displayed at the corresponding position

on the 2-D slice. An interactively located lens allows the display of additional variables in the

region covered by the lens. An example is provided in Figure 4.2(b).

All these approaches are designed to visualize at most 3 or 4 variables. This is not only

due to technical limitations. More importantly, the limitation arises from the observation that

visualizing multiple variables in a spatial context is highly demanding for the user.

4.1.3 Visualization Design

To find an appropriate visualization design, the design choices are based on the data classifi-

cation in the previous Section 4.1.2. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, three opposite pairs of data

characteristics need to be considered for the visualization design in addition to spatial context:

states vs. events, static vs. dynamic data, and univariate vs. multivariate data. The goal is to

derive a visualization design that supports the visual analysis of the data by all these aspects.

4.1.3.1 States vs. Events

As the first pair of data characteristics, the visualization of states and events is discussed. Both

require different concepts in order to be shown in spatial context.

State data can be visualized by volume visualization methods. Two general rendering meth-

ods have been identified in Section 4.1.2.2.

∙ surface extraction

∙ direct volume rendering

As the data at hand is not continuous in space, meaningful iso-surfaces cannot be extracted

from the volume data. Thus, direct volume rendering [LCN98] is used to visually analyze

the value distribution. To achieve interactive frame rates, texture slicing with object aligned

slices [EHK+04] is applied, as it is one of the fastest approaches for volume rendering (Figure

4.3(a)), and the accuracy of the approach is sufficient.
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Event data in spatial context is characterized by 3-D locations. To this end, the common

and intuitive visual representation of placing 3-D icons within 3-D space is adapted (Figure

4.3(b)). The shape icon is used to visually discern the two event types, reactions and diffusions.

A reaction induces changes within one sub-volume. To show a reaction, it is sufficient to indicate

the position of the sub-volume. Hence, reactions are mapped to cubic icons covering the sub-

volume. Diffusion describes the movement of a particle between two neighboring sub-volumes,

which requires the display of source and destination of the moving particle. Icons for diffusions

cover both the source and destination sub-volume. To convey the direction, the icon is shaped

as an arrow pointing to the destination.

(a) States (b) Events

Figure 4.3: Basic visualization of states (for a single time point) and events (for multiple time

points) in spatial context.

4.1.3.2 Static vs. Dynamic

The visual analysis of the simulation data incorporates both the exploration of value distri-

butions at a single time point as well as exploring trends over time. For one time point, the

visualization needs to include the multivariate state and event data in spatial context. A visu-

alization of the dynamic data should convey the state changes over time and the sequence of

events that leads to these changes.
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Static data is basically visualized by direct volume rendering for state data and a 3-D scatter

plot to show the current event. The type of the event is distinguished from the shape of the

icon included in the scatter plot.

Dynamic data is challenging to be visualized, considering the 3-D context of the data.

But temporal developments are a main aspect of simulation data. Therefore, appropriate

concepts to visualize event and state data in spatial and temporal context are discussed in

detail. In Section 4.1.2.3, four general concepts have been identified to visualize temporal

aspects: Animation, image based comparison, data based comparison, and time as a spatial

dimension. With respect to the application context, they all have inherent strengths and

weaknesses, which are summarized in Table 4.1. To show all aspects of the data, a combination

of these concepts is necessary.

Advantages Drawbacks

Animation intuitive mapping of all time points sequential display of time points

Image based simultaneous display of time points subset of time points

comparison spatial context additional screen space required

Data based simultaneous display of time points subset of time points

comparison spatial context

Time as all time points simultaneously no spatial context

spatial dimension

Table 4.1: Potential visualization concepts to show dynamics of spatial simulation data. Each

concept has advantages and drawbacks with respect to the application field.

Animation is well suited to gain a general impression of temporal developments in simu-

lation data. For state data, animation is straightforward, as dynamics in state data become

apparent from changes in the volume visualization over time. The characteristics of events,

however, require special consideration. Also, the high number of time points in the simulation

data is challenging for animation, because showing all time points takes up a reasonable amount

of time.

Event data is not well visualized in animation if only the current event of the time point is

shown. Each event would flash for a very short time, which is visually hard to follow and reveals

little information about the temporal context. In the visual analysis, the sequence of events

is of interest. Thus, instead of only one event, the preceding sequence of events is visualized

in the animation by including the respective events within the 3-D scatter plot. While the
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animation progresses, new events are added to the visualization. To convey the temporal order

in the sequence of events and to avoid a cluttering of the visualization due to a high number

of events, events are slowly faded out during animation. After the event icon appears opaque

in the visualization of the time point when the event occurs, its transparency increases as the

animation progresses until it becomes invisible.

The second problem for animation is the high number of time points in the data. To reduce

the time needed to explore temporal developments in the data, an interactive adjustment of the

speed of animation is necessary. In an accelerated animation, time points have to be skipped

and only key time points are shown. This works fine for state data, because the visualization

of state data at key time points still reflects the overall changes in the data. However, skipping

events leads to an information loss. This can be avoided by also showing events from skipped

time points in the visual representation. Hence, not a single event is added to the 3-D scatter

plot from one animated time point to the next, but multiple events that reflect the changes.

To avoid a flickering of the visualization, the concept of fading out older events is also used if

time points are skipped.

With these concepts, animation together with interactive control about the speed of anima-

tion is used to gain an overview over temporal developments of state and event data in spatial

context.

Animation provides a sequential exploration of temporal developments. To compare the

complex data of time points in all facets, the simultaneous visualization of time points is

valuable. This is supported by visual comparison techniques.

Image based comparison of state data is suited to visualize the spatial value distribution

at multiple time points. For event data, image based comparison results in multiple 3-D scatter

plots, each showing a single event. Adapting the approach of showing the preceding sequence

of events, as already described for animation, image based comparison of event data allows the

comparison of sequences of time points. Image based comparison has the general drawback

that additional screen space is required to show multiple images.

Data based comparison, on the other hand, has the advantage that data from multiple

time points is brought together in one visual representation. It does not require additional

display space compared to visualizing static data. With respect to event data, data based

comparison is suitable to combine events from multiple time points in one 3-D scatter plot

(Figure 4.4(b)). This approach has already been described for the visualization of sequences of

events. For state data, a different concept is required. Here, data based comparison can well be

used to emphasize deviations between time points by computing a difference image computed
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(a) State data (b) Event data

Figure 4.4: Data based comparison of state data and event data. For state data, the changes

between two time points are visualized in a difference image. The approach is limited to the

comparison of two time points. For event data, numerous time points are shown within one

volume. In addition to the shape of the node icon, the two types of events, reactions and

diffusions, are separated by color. Reactions are shown in green, diffusions in red.

from the values at the time points (Figure 4.4(a)). It is limited, however, to the comparison of

two time points.

The detailed exploration of time points requires the identification of relevant time points.

This can be further supported with a simultaneous visualization of all time points by the explicit

mapping of time to a spatial dimension, which requires leaving out spatial information. The

goal is to gain an overview on the complete time series at a glance.

To this end, the idea is followed to derive high level features from the data at each time point

to characterize the data independent from spatial context. High level features are derived from

the original state and event data in spatial context, denoted as low level features in this regard.

Low level state data is given by scalar values in space. Abstracting from spatial information,

the sum of particles in all sub-volumes is used to characterize the time point by high level state

data. The high level representation of events, only the occurrence at a time point is considered,

not the location in 3-D.

The visualization of high level features of state data can be achieved with established repre-

sentation like a time value plot or a heat map over time. For high level event data over time,
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markers on a time line are proposed in the literature. But due to the very high number of time

points, multiple time points are mapped on a single pixel in the display. This problem has to

be considered for high level events and states. With respect to high level events, every time

point corresponds to one event. The visualization has to convey not only if a high level event

is mapped to a pixel, but how many. For this purpose, a novel concept is introduced. Similar

to a heat map over time, color is used to encode how many high level events are mapped to

each pixel on the time line. In Figure 4.5, the visualization of high level event data over time

is shown. Regarding high level state data, one scalar value is given for each time point and

variable. The high number of time points leads to the mapping of multiple scalar values for

numerous time points to one pixel. A heat map is not feasible to visualize multiple scalar values

per time point. A time value plot is better suited. All scalar values that are mapped to one

pixel can be displayed by their position on the vertical axis.

Figure 4.5: Explicit representation of time on a spatial axis. Occurrences of events over time

are shown in a heat map. The two types of events, reactions and diffusions, are separated by

color. Reactions are shown in green, diffusions in red.

In summary, appropriate visualization concepts to convey temporal developments along with

spatial context include animation, image based comparison, and data based comparison. In

addition, a simultaneous visualization of all time points, based on high level features that

discard spatial context, supports a general overview on temporal developments and allows the

identification of time points of interest for detailed inspection. All these concepts are applied

to both state and event data, resulting in different visual representations.

4.1.3.3 Univariate vs. Multivariate

Due to distinct characteristics of state and event data, univariate and multivariate data have

to be handled separately for the two data types.
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Univariate data To visualize univariate state data in spatial context, standard approaches

of direct volume rendering can be applied. Univariate event data is shown by icons located in

3-D space, where the shape of the icon indicates type of event.

Additionally, the need for the visualization of non-spatial data has been motivated in order

to cope with dynamic aspects of the data. Visualizing abstract state data in univariate context

comprises the visualization of one state variable over time, which can be done by one time

value plot. Univariate event data, on the other hand, includes all events that appear over time,

separated by the two basic event types diffusion and reaction.

Multivariate data The visualization of multivariate state data is possible by combining

multiple variables in one volume or by a combination of multiple univariate volumes. The

combination of multiple variables in one volume is not suited for the data at hand, as different

scales exist in the data, which cannot be integrated into a multivariate visualization. Hence,

multiple univariate volumes are used to gain a general comparison of value distributions for

multiple variables. An example for the visualization including one volume for each variable is

shown in Figure 4.6(a).

(a) Multivariate state data (b) Multivariate event data

Figure 4.6: Visualization of multivariate data in spatial context. Left: Combining multiple

univariate state volumes. Right: Using colors to encode multivariate event data.

To visualize multivariate events in spatial context, the visual attributes of event icons are

adapted. As the shape is already determined by the event type, the icon color is used. The

color is encoded according to the state variables that are related to the event. Diffusions are

defined for one state variable. Thus, the color of the state variable can be used to encode the
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event icon. Reactions involve multiple variables. The icon color of a reaction cannot be mapped

to those of the corresponding state variables. Instead, one user-defined color is assigned to all

reactions that are related to the same state variables. Figure 4.6(b) shows multivariate events

in the volume.

For an overview of developments over time, high level state data and event data have to be

visualized in multivariate context. In general, values of multivariate high level state and event

data can be visualized in a local or global context. Global context enables the comparison of

variables; local context supports a more precise visualization of the values of each variable, as

different scales exist in the data. Multivariate high level state data can be visualized in one

time value plot to show variables in global context. Local context of variables is shown by one

plot for each variable, each comprising the local value range of the high level feature. For high

level events, multivariate context leads to multiple rows in the heat map, each comprising the

occurrences of one variable over time. In a local context, the color scale of the heat map is

based on the local value range of a variable. In a global context, the mapping of data to color

is performed with respect to the global value range. In the application context, the appropriate

mapping depends on the intention of the user. The visualization of multivariate event data

with a local mapping is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Visualization of multivariate event data over time with color mapping based on

local value ranges.

4.1.4 Multiple View Framework

To visualize the data by all the aspects that have been discussed, a single view cannot provide

a comprehensive solution. Therefore, multiple coordinated views are used. Accounting for the

guidelines for the use of multiple coordinated views in [BWK00], a minimum number of views

should be derived from the proposed visualization concepts.

The main challenge for the visual analysis of simulation data is the co-existence of spatial

and temporal context. The demand to include both aspects explicitly in the visualization has
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induced the development of an overview and detail concept to handle the data. The overview

provides an abstract view on temporal developments and discards spatial context. It further

serves as a means to identify time points of interest. The visualization of abstract data over time

is subsumed in one view, the Time View. Data at time points of interest is analyzed in detail

by additional views that focus on the spatial context. As it has been shown in Section 4.1.3, the

visualization of event data and state data in spatial context requires different concepts due to

the different characteristics of the two data types. Therefore, separate views are implemented

for event and state data. Event View and State View subsume concepts that show spatial

data for either one or multiple time points and in either univariate or multivariate context.

These views need to be visually linked in one multiple view concept. In the following, the

three views are described as well as their linking and necessary interaction methods to adapt

the visualization to the user’s needs.

The framework is flexible to account for additional views. This includes further time views

that provide temporal development in different granularities, which might be necessary to cope

with high numbers of time points, or further detail views to analyze multivariate state data on

2-D slices.

4.1.4.1 Time View

The objective of the Time View is to give an overview on developments in the simulation data

over time. To this end, event and state data are abstracted from spatial context. For univariate

event data, the derived high level features comprise the occurrences of events over time, which

are distinguished for the two event types reaction and diffusion. Additionally, the multivariate

context of events is considered by computing the occurrences separately depending on affected

state variables.

For event data, a heat map has been identified as a useful visual representation. This is a

very compact visualization, also in multivariate context. State data is visualized by one time

value plot per state variable. As the visualization of multivariate state data requires additional

screen space, the number of state variables is limited. With respect to the State View described

in the following, a maximum of four variables is shown simultaneously.

Accounting for the goal of identifying time points of interest in the overview of temporal

developments, additional functionality is necessary to visually separate time points. To this

end, an interactive lens is used. It allows focusing on single time points while maintaining the

context of the whole time series. Controlled via mouse movements on top of the time value

plot, the visualization is distorted in horizontal direction to widen the screen space within
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which the currently focused time interval is shown. At the same time, the time points outside

this interval are visually compressed. This supports a very fast visual separation of close time

points without losing the overview over a larger time range.

4.1.4.2 Event View

The Event View integrates the visualization concepts for event data in spatial context consid-

ering all aspects discussed above. The event for one time point is visualized as a 3-D icon at

the corresponding 3-D location in the volume. The shape of the icon encodes the event type,

while the color discerns events by related state variables. This approach is easily extended to

visualize events from multiple time points. They can be included within one volume in the

sense of a data based comparison. Considering a sequence of events over time, temporal order

is conveyed by the transparency of the icons. Although image based comparison is generally

applicable, it is not supported due to the limited available screen space in the multiple view

framework.

To distinguish events by related state variables, color coding is used. However, the color

coding of multivariate events has limitations. The user can only discern a limited number of

colors, especially as icons representing the events are rather small in the visualization. There-

fore, the user has the ability to interactively select a subset of events, based on related state

variables. The events are then explicitly highlighted in the visualization by the use of color,

while all other events are visually de-emphasized by either hiding them or applying a uniform

color.

4.1.4.3 State View

For a visualization of state data in spatial context, the State View has to provide data in a

static and univariate context, but also to support the comparison of multiple time points and

for the comparison of multiple variables. In general, univariate volume visualization shows the

data for one variable at one point in time. Including multiple univariate volume visualizations

for different variables enables the comparison of variables.

The data presented at once has to be limited to an amount that can be perceived at once.

Compliant with findings from the literature, the number of simultaneously shown univariate

volumes is limited to four. The color of a univariate volume is determined by the corresponding

state variable, the scalar value of the voxel is mapped to transparency. The limitation to

four volumes allows for a very efficient rendering, as the data can be stored within a single
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3-D texture in RGBA format and loaded into the texture memory. Every element in RGBA

contains a transparency value that encodes the data value at that point.

For comparison of time points, it would be possible to show multiple univariate volumes of

one variable for different time points. However, in the limited screen space, either multiple

time points or multiple variables can be shown, but not both. To apply the same concept

for comparison of time points in both univariate and multivariate context, only data based

comparison is supported in the State View, image based comparison of time points is not

supported. A difference image is built from the volumes of one variable at two different time

points. Here, diverging color scales are used to show either increase or decrease of values in the

volume.

4.1.4.4 Visual Interface

To visualize the data in all facets, three basic views have been introduced. The Time View

serves as an overview on temporal developments to identify time points of interest, the two

spatial views State View and Event View provide details at one or multiple time points.

The integration of the basic views within one visual interface gives rise to a number of

challenges, which are addressed in this section. One challenge is the arrangement of views.

This mainly includes bridging the gap between overview and detail, but also the arrangement of

the detail views, which visualize different facets of the data. The second challenge is to develop

a coherent interaction concept throughout the views. Breaking up the data set into multiple

views also requires, as the third challenge, the visual communication of relations in the data

across views by a visual linking. These three aspects are discussed in the remainder of this

section.

The arrangement of views, the first of the three challenges, is driven by the overview and

detail concept: the overview on temporal developments, provided by the Time View, serves for

the identification of time points, the detail views support their further investigation. But the

relation among views is not solely top-down from overview to detail. The visual exploration

involves a constant back and forth between them. Also, the overview can help to integrate the

data of a single time point into the overall context. Thus, it is reasonable to visualize overview

and detail views simultaneously. A vertical split of the screen space is used to gain as much

width as available for the Time View, where the identification of time points is carried out. The

detail views, State View and Event View, represent complementary facets of the data and need

to be shown simultaneously. As the volume data shown in both views usually is best fit into a

squared display space, they are positioned beside each other, placed above the Time View.
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The second challenge that has to be addressed is a coherent interaction concept. This

comprises local interactions within one view and global interactions affecting all views. In the

following, local interactions are described for each view, before interactions with global effect

are discussed.

The Time View is equipped with local interactions to control the visual representation of

high level state and event data. This includes the selection of event variables, separated by

reactions and diffusions, and state variables, whose high level features are shown. Additionally,

it can be selected whether high level state and event data are shown in local or in global context.

Local interactions in the State View include the control over the spatial context by adjusting

the applied volume transformation. Further, the user can switch between univariate and mul-

tivariate context. In multivariate context, up to four variables can be selected, as the number

of simultaneously shown variables is limited. In the Event View, local interactions are similar

to those in State View. The volume transformation can be interactively adjusted; the user can

switch between univariate context and multivariate context for both reactions and diffusions.

In multivariate context, up to four reactions and diffusions can be shown.

The most important aspect of the global interaction concept is the interactive control of the

temporal context. In general, static visualization of one time point, animation, and comparison

of time points have to be supported. Both static visualization and animation require the

interactive control over one current time point. The comparison of time points requires the

selection of two time points, which is the maximum number of time points that can be compared

in the State View.

The control over the visualization in temporal context is integrated into the Time View,

which has been introduced to supplement the selection of time points. In general, the selection

of time points is provided with a horizontal time slider. Time points in the time slider and

in the visual representation of high level features are mapped to the same horizontal position,

to facilitate the selection of time points of interest. The user can interactively switch between

two modes: the selection of one time point or of two time points. With respect to the first

mode, the control over the currently visualized time point is important for static visualization

and animation. A natural linking of visualization of static data and animation is provided by

interactions like pausing, adjusting the animation speed, and jumping to time points of interest.

To select two time points for comparison, the time slider is transformed into a range slider,

which allows selection of two time points. Animation is not applicable in this mode. These local

interactions in the Time View affect the visualization globally: The visualization concepts in

State View and Event View are adapted, depending whether a single time point, an animation,
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or the comparison of two time points need to be visualized.

In addition, the globally applied color scheme to distinguish multivariate states and events

can be interactively adjusted by the user. All interactions that affect the display of variables are

provided in an additional panel in the framework, distinguished by global options for assignment

of colors, and local interactions for Time View, State View, and Event View.

The last challenge is the visual linking, in order to communicate relations in the data

among views. This mainly comprises the following aspects:

∙ temporal context: Selected time points must be visually communicated in the high level

visualization of the Time View, to provide a visual linking to the low level visualization

of these time points in State View and Event View.

∙ spatial context: A visual linking is necessary between the spatial visualizations in State

View and Event View, as the two views present complementary facets of the data.

∙ multivariate context: All views may comprise the visualization of multiple variables.

The relation between high level representations of state variables in the Time View and

their low level representations in the State View need to be conveyed as well as relations

between high level event data in the Time View and low level event data in the Event

View. Further, relations among state variables and events affecting these states have to

be conveyed among the views.

The visual linking of views to convey temporal context is given by the interaction concept:

Selected time points in the Time View, shown in the time slider, are visualized in detail in both

the Event View and State View.

The linking among states and events by spatial context is provided by applying the same vol-

ume transformation to the volumes in State View and Event View. An interactive manipulation

of the volume transformation in one view affects both views simultaneously.

The linking of data in multivariate context is supported by color coding. Among the views,

the same colors are reused for visual representations of the same state variables or the same

events throughout all views. To link states with correlated events, the same color is assigned

to diffusion events and the affected state variable. Linking multivariate events among views,

the same color is used if the events affect the same state variables.
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Figure 4.8: The multiple view framework, visualizing data from two time points. The Time

View (bottom) provides an overview on the occurrences of reactions and diffusions over time.

In the State View (top left), multiple difference images derived from state data at the two time

points are shown, each for one state variable. The Event View (bottom right) includes the

sequence of events between the two time points in multivariate context. Additionally, a 2-D

slice view is included at the top right.

4.1.5 Discussion

The presented interactive multiple view framework allows the visual analysis of complex simu-

lation data from the Next Sub-Volume Method in its entirety with three basic views. Each view

subsumes concepts for various analysis aspects. Thus, the user needs to understand few visual

representations, which helps to get an easier access to the data. Specifically, breaking down the

spatio-temporal aspects of the data into separate views supports the visual exploration of large

and complex simulation data sets. A Time View gives an overview on the dynamics and points

to relevant developments over time, which can be inspected in detail in a State View, visualizing

univariate or multivariate state data for one or multiple time points in spatial context, and an

Event View, which displays sequences of univariate or multivariate events in spatial context.

A close linking among the views reveals relations among different facets of the data.
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The framework is flexible in the sense that additional views can easily be added. For example,

a detail view to analyze multivariate state data on 2-D slices is shown in the screen shot of the

framework in Figure 4.8.

The visual data exploration is supported by a highly interactive user interface, to intuitively

adapt the visualization to current needs of the user. Time points can be interactively selected

and explored in either static context or in dynamic context in an animation or by data based

comparison of time points. Visualized variables of event data and state data are chosen in

an additional panel, thus allowing the manipulation of the advanced color coding scheme for

variables and combinations of variables.

The framework is scalable to large data sets. Using the visualization, data sets with up to a

million time points have been analyzed. This is enabled by reducing the large size of the data

to high level features at all time points in a pre-process. An increase or decrease of particle

numbers over time, which is reflected in high level state data, and accumulations of certain

events, as represented by high level event data, lead to time points of interest. During the

visual analysis process, only low level data related to current time points of interest has to be

loaded into the framework. Using a GPU based rendering, the visualization of data sets with

a resolution of 64x64x64 sub-volumes has been conducted at interactive frame rates.

The visualization framework has been used by simulation researchers within the research

training school for visual debugging of algorithms. The visualization technique supports check-

ing for unexpected distributions of particles or an accumulation of diffusion events in a specific

area, which can hint to errors in the algorithm implementation. The presented methods thus

help the user to first get an overview of the data and then zoom in to analyze the specific states

of single time points, and, further, single sub-volumes.

4.2 Visual Analysis of the Attributed Π-Calculus

In Section 4.1, the systematic analysis of visualization concepts for complex simulation data

leads to a multiple view framework that closely links and coordinates specific views. In this

section, the results are adapted to visualize complex simulation data from another modeling

and simulation approach, which has been used in the research training school: the Attributed

Π-Calculus [JLNU08, JLNUar]. Data generated by this approach has other characteristics

than the data regarded in the previous section. Instead of an explicit spatial context, the

data consists of a time series of reaction networks with multiple attributes. Handling such

time-varying structures is an open challenge in the field of visualization.
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Similarly to Section 4.1, the visualization technique is based on the concept to break down

the complexity of the data along the temporal axis: High level features, which characterize the

data over time, give an overview on the dynamics of the data. The high level features lead to

time points of interest, which are analyzed and compared in detail by additional views. These

views are combined in a framework of multiple linked and coordinated views.

Three main aspects were discussed in Section 4.1.5 that are relevant to derive the visualiza-

tion concept for complex simulation data:

∙ The development of appropriate views that support the exploration of the different facets

of the data.

∙ The development of a suitable visual interface to provide view arrangement, an interaction

concept, and a visual linking of views.

∙ Appropriate high level features have to be derived to characterize the dynamics of the

data.

In the following, these three aspects are regarded with respect to the simulation data from

the Attributed Π-Calculus. First, the simulation data is described in Section 4.2.1, along with

the derivation of appropriate high level features. Then, the necessary views as well as their

integration within one visual interface are developed in Section 4.2.2, before the results are

discussed in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Simulation Data from Attributed Π-Calculus

The Attributed Π-Calculus [JLNU08, JLNUar] extends the Π-Calculus [Pri95, PRSS01], a

modeling formalism that has been applied to model cell biological systems. The Π-Calculus

represents reactions between proteins as communications between processes. The Attributed Π-

Calculus introduces attributes of processes. Additional constraints that are based on attribute

values are used to restrict the ability of processes to communicate with each other. This can

be used, for example, to constrain the ability of proteins to react with each other depending on

spatial locations within the cell.

The result of one run of the stochastic, discrete event based simulation is a time series of

reaction networks, one for every time point at which a reaction occurs. Depending on the

number of proteins to start with and the duration of the simulation, the amount of data

gathered by this process grows large very quickly. The data to be visualized consists of a set of

proteins, a set of reactions, and a set of directed links connecting proteins with reactions – for
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each time step. In the following, a graph-based notion is used for the data for each time point:

the reaction network consists of the two distinct node sets proteins and reactions and directed

links between them as the edge set.

Each node has a name, a set of attributes, and a set of properties. Attributes and properties

are separated because of their distinct characteristics. Attributes are attributes in the sense

of the Attributed Π-Calculus, which identify and parametrize the proteins. They are static

values that do not change over time. The number and the meaning of attributes depend on the

implementation. The property, on the other hand, is dynamic as the value changes over time.

In the exemplary data that has been used for this work, two attributes and one property are

given for the nodes of each node set.

For the derivation of high level features that characterize the reaction network at each time

point, the dynamic aspects of the data are considered: graph structure and node properties. To

numerically express the graph structure, so called complexity measures are employed. Besides

several simple graph characteristics like the relative number of edges (also called density), the

number of components and their average graph theoretical diameter, or the average node degree,

other measures have been developed that (implicitly) take into account many structural facets

like the branching factor and the number of cycles and condense them into one single value. An

overview of a number of such measures is given in [BB05]. In the application context, different

complexity measures are made available, as the choice of an appropriate measure depends on

the current analysis goal.

Referring to node properties, a straight forward approach is to use them directly as high

level features. However, as one node may not exist at all time points due to structural changes,

its property is not defined at every time point. A specific data characteristic, nevertheless,

allows the definition of high level properties for all time points: if a node has an impact on the

reaction network at a time point, the value of its node property is greater than 0. Hence, a

node property value of 0 is assumed at all time points where the node is not part of the reaction

network, as this is equal to a concentration of 0 for proteins or a reaction rate of 0 for reactions.

Consequently, the high level data comprises:

∙ a set of complexity measures of which each measure describes the dynamic graph structure

by one time series

∙ a set of node properties of which each property is described by multiple time series, one

for every node that has this property
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4.2.2 Multiple View Concept

The visual analysis of the time series of reaction networks aims at gaining insight into changes

in structure and in property values over time. Applying the overview and detail concept in

this regard, an Overview visualizes general temporal developments with respect to changes

in structure and property values. The Overview incorporates high level features of the data,

characterizing the dynamics in the data and allowing the identification and selection of time

points of interest. The visualization of low level features for specific time points is conducted

in a Detail View. The low level features comprise one reaction network for each time point

with two node sets, edges between them as well as node attributes and properties.

In the following, the visualization concepts are developed for the Overview (Section 4.2.2.1)

and Detail View (Section 4.2.2.2). The visual interface is presented in Section 4.2.2.3.

4.2.2.1 Overview

The goal of the Overview is to provide a general impression of the dynamics in the data and

to let the user identify time points of interests. These dynamics are described by the high level

features that have been derived in Section 4.2.1: a set of complexity measures and a set of node

properties, each property containing one time series for every node with that property. This

data has to be visualized in the Overview. Two problems have to be addressed in this regard.

First, multiple data scales exist in the high level data. Each complexity measure and each node

property has its own data scale. Second, a high number of time points is given in the data.

Further, these time points are unevenly distributed due to stochastic events in the simulation.

This complicates the identification of time points of interest, which is one goal of this view. In

the following, it is discussed how these two problems are addressed in the visualization.

In Section 4.1.3.2, time value plots have been proposed for scalar high level features over

time. Due to multiple scales in the data, multiple node properties and complexity measures

cannot be combined in one view. Hence, one time value plot is necessary for each node property

and each complexity measure.

These time plots have to be arranged within the Overview, so that the user can explore the

high level features in all facets. Two approaches can be applied in general. The first is to show

only one plot at a time. The user can sequentially explore the data by visualizing the different

high level features subsequently. The second approach is to visualize multiple time value plots

at once and arrange them simultaneously within the view. The data is presented in parallel to

the user.
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Both approaches have advantages and drawbacks. The sequential exploration of multiple

time plots step by step over time supports a detailed visual inspection of temporal developments,

because the axes of the time value plots can be spanned over the whole available screen space.

As a major drawback, the sequential exploration leads to high cognitive demands for the user

to comprise the data in its whole. The parallel exploration is less demanding because multiple

time value plots are simultaneously shown within the view. But arranging the views side by

side comes with the cost of diminished visual representations of the high level features, which

makes the exploration of temporal developments difficult.

To balance the advantages and drawbacks of both approaches, a combination is chosen as the

visualization concept for high level features. In general, multiple time value plots are shown in

parallel within the Overview. But instead of arranging them side by side, they are overlaid onto

the same screen space. Hence, the axes of the time value plots are spanned over the whole display

space available for the Overview. Also, the overlay of plots has the advantage that the common

time scale of the high level features is conveyed by the visualization. However, the difficulty

for the user to relate the shown time series to the respective time value plot grows quickly with

the number of overlaid time value plots. To find a reasonable compromise with respect to the

numerous data scales in the high level features, the number of time value plots shown at once

is limited to two. These two value plots are chosen from the two basic parts of the high level

features: One from the set of complexity measures and one from the set of node properties.

Visualizing both aspects provides the simultaneous display of the complementary aspects of

the high level features. Other node properties and complexity measures can be sequentially

explored, based on user interaction. It should be noted that showing one node property in a

time value plot involves multiple time series, while one complexity measure corresponds to one

time series.

The combination of parallel and sequential exploration of time value plots forms the basic

concept of the Overview. It is accompanied by color coding for a clear visual distinction of the

overlaid time value plots. Separate colors are applied to the node property and the complexity

measure. The concrete color scheme is described in Section 4.2.2.3, as it is derived within the

multiple view concept.

The second main problem is the high number of time points in combination with the uneven

distribution of time points. This problem is very similar to the discussed appearance of a high

number of events in Section 4.1.3.2. To cope with this problem, a heat map was introduced to

visualize occurrences of events over time. The approach is adapted to support the identification

of time points. It is located directly below the time axis of the time value plots (see Figure 4.11),
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to provide a linking with the visual representation of the high level features. The information

encoded by the heat map is comparable to a histogram: for each pixel along the time axis, it

indicates how many time points are mapped onto that position, with a color scale ranging from

white (high number of time points) to black (no time point at that pixel). Covering only a

small part of the screen space, the heat map supports the task of identifying time points. As

an additional concept to separate close time points, an interactive lens has been proposed in

Section 4.1.3.2 to separate close time points from each other. This concept is also used for the

visualization of high level features from the Attributed Π-Calculus. The resulting visualization

concept for the Overview is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: The time value plot of the Overview shows one node property, comprising multiple

time series, in grey, with the data range shown on the left and one complexity measure in green,

with the data range shown on the right. On the bottom, the heat map is visualized to show

the uneven distribution of time points.

4.2.2.2 Detail View

The Detail View needs to support the analysis of a single time point and the comparison of

multiple time points. The data at one time point is a reaction network that consists of two node

sets, their attributes and properties, and the links between the node sets. To visualize a single

time point, the scalable and highly interactive visualization technique for reaction networks is

used, which has been presented in Section 3.2 and published in [SJUS08].

For the comparison of data from multiple time points, two approaches have been identified

in Section 4.1.3.2: data based comparison and image based comparison. Data based compari-

son means that differences between time points have to be computationally determined before

visualizing them within one image. As building a difference image that reflects the structural

changes in the data is non-trivial and would introduce a new view within the already complex

visualization, an image based comparison is preferred for the data at hand. Hence, multiple in-

stances of the table-based visualization, each showing a different time point, are simultaneously
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displayed. Due to the limited screen space and the cognitive demands to compare multiple

reaction networks, the number of concurrently shown time points is limited to two. The visual

representations of both time points are arranged beside each other as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: The Detail View, showing the reaction networks of two time points beside each

other, each displayed using the table-based visualization introduced in Section 3.2.

4.2.2.3 Visual Interface

For the linking of views in a multiple view framework, three challenges have been identified in

Section 4.1.4.4, which are now discussed with respect to simulation data from the Attributed

Π-Calculus:

∙ arrangement of views

∙ interaction concept

∙ visual linking

The arrangement of views is very similar to the concept used for simulation data from

the Next Sub-Volume Method, because both concepts incorporate overview on temporal de-

velopments and detail views for specific time points: The views are simultaneously visualized,

with a vertical split of the screen space to acquire maximum width for the Overview with its

numerous time points. For the comparison of multiple time points, a Detail View showing two

time points in parallel is used. Also, views can be hidden and restored if a larger display is

temporarily required for one view.

The interaction concept has to account for two main aspects: In the Overview, interactive

facilities need to be provided to select either one or two time points, which are visualized in the
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Detail View. Second, the selection of nodes of interest from the reaction network is necessary

to analyze structural relations in detail.

For the selection of a single time point in the Overview, brushing of time points on top of

the visualization is provided. The Detail View is adapted to the currently selected time point,

providing an easy mechanism to explore single time points. The selection of two time points for

detailed comparison requires a more elaborate interaction design. To provide a clear guidance

of the user through the analysis process, the concept is tailored to comparison tasks usually

carried out by the user. Two typical goals are identified:

∙ the comparison of one identified time point to its neighboring time points

∙ the comparison of one identified time point to other, non-neighboring time points

To address both goals, two mechanisms are provided that aim at an easy selection of time

points. The first method allows the simultaneous visualization of two subsequent time points.

This requires only the definition of a single time point. The successive time point is implicitly

known. By going back and forth in time, deviations from one time point to the next can be

directly investigated.

The second method aims at the more advanced comparison of two non-neighboring time

points. Here, a 2-step selection is provided. First, the user identifies a time point of interest

that he wants to investigate in detail. Upon selection of this time point, it is “fixed” – and

constantly shown within the Detail View. Afterwards, the second time point for the Detail

View can be chosen in the Overview and changed over time to compare it to the primarily

selected time point.

The second aspect of interaction, the selection of individual nodes, has been described in

Section 3.2, where the visualization technique was introduced that is used as the Detail View:

One or more nodes from the reaction network can be selected manually or via selection scripts.

In the multiple view concept, the selections can be used in a broader context than for the

inspection of a single time point. Highlighting the related high level feature (their node prop-

erties) in the Overview instantly reveals their time dependent behavior. In turn, this linking

opens up for an additional selection mechanism: The Overview can also serve to adjust node

selections, now by brushing their node properties directly in the Overview.

The arrangement of one Overview and table-based representations of two time points in

the Detail View integrates well with the concept to share node selections among all views. In

addition to the Overview, node selections are highlighted and made adjustable throughout the
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visual representations of time points in the Detail View to support the in-depth inspection of

the simulation data, which typically involves following one or multiple nodes over time.

The visual linking comprises highlighting current time points of interest and node selections

throughout multiple views. Node selections in the Overview have to be visually linked to the

Detail View. In addition, complexity measures and node properties need to be discriminated

in the Overview. To this end, one of the strongest visual cues is used: color. The color scheme

assigns specific colors for the two possible node selections, unselected node properties, and

complexity measures. By default, red and blue are used for the node selections, unselected

node properties in black and complexity measures in green. The colors are reused throughout

the visual interface. Further, selected time points are highlighted by underlying yellow boxes in

the Overview. The use of colors is exemplified in the image of the overall visualization concept

in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: The multiple view visualization for simulation data from the Attributed Π-

Calculus. The time value plot of the Overview is shown at the bottom and the detailed reaction

networks of two time points are shown on the top.
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4.2.3 Discussion

The derived multiple view framework concept enables the visual analysis of single-run simulation

data from the Attributed Π-Calculus. The multiple view concept is based on the findings from

the systematic discussion of visualization concepts in Section 4.1. Generally, the idea is adapted

to give a general overview on temporal developments by derived high level features and to

analyze identified time points of interest in detail views.

By tailoring important aspects of the visualization concept to the data at hand – including

the derivation of appropriate high level features, the design of overview and detail view, and

the visual interface to combine these views –, it becomes possible to analyze the complex

data, comprising a time series of reaction networks with multiple attributes. The changes over

time in structure and attribute values are characterized by appropriate high level features such

as complexity measures, which reflect structural changes, and node properties, which capture

dynamics in attribute values. In addition, the exploration and comparison of structural relations

at specific time points is supported by a graph visualization approach, which is adapted from

Section 3.2, as the data characteristics are similar. The highly interactive multiple view concept

further enables the investigation of individual nodes or node selections of the reaction networks

in all its aspects – developments over time as well as their role in the reaction networks at

individual time points. In all views, the user can interactively construct and adjust a selection

of nodes, which is then highlighted in the overview in its temporal development and in the

detail view as individual entities.

The visualization technique has been practically used to debug the implementation of a

simulator of the Attributed Π-Calculus and to check the plausibility of simulation results for

cell biological models that were represented with the modeling approach.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the challenge to handle large and complex simulation data sets of a single run

has been addressed. In the research training school, two approaches have been investigated

that generate such data: Next Sub-Volume Method and Attributed Π-Calculus. Based on

simulation data from the Next Sub-Volume Method, a systematic discussion aimed at iden-

tifying potential visualization concepts to handle all facets of the data: Space, heterogeneity

due to states and events, static and dynamic context as well as univariate and multivariate

context. Appropriate concepts have been integrated within a multiple view framework for the

visual analysis of data from the Next Sub-Volume Method. It comprises three basic views,
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each providing the visualization of certain aspects of the data. In the time view, an overview

on temporal developments is given by high level features, which have been derived from the

original data. From the overview, time points of interest can be identified. State view and event

view support the detailed visual analysis and comparison of time points of interest in spatial

context. By a close linking and coordination of views, the multiple view framework supports

the exploration of the data in its entirety.

The systematic development of the multiple view framework also provides the basis for the

visual analysis of complex simulation data from the Attributed Π-Calculus. The resulting

data, a time series of reaction networks, is different from the output of the Next Sub-Volume

Method. But the idea to combine an overview of temporal developments and details views

for selected time points is a valuable approach to handle also this complex simulation data.

The resulting multiple view framework accounts for the specific characteristics of the data by

deriving appropriate high level features to characterize the temporal developments. Further,

overview and detail view as well as the visual interface to coordinate them is tailored to the

data at hand.

The visualization concepts represent novel contributions with respect to the complexity of

the data that is considered in both approaches. The visual analysis of all facets of the data

is supported by the introduced methods. Regarding the application domain, the presented

visualization concepts provide a method to access the overwhelming data that results from

simulation and, thus, to gain insight into the black box of simulation. By this, the analyst is

given the possibility to understand the inner workings of the investigated cellular processes.
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Chapter 5

Realization of Visual Support in the

Application Domain

This work aims at bridging the gap between the potentials of visualization and their practical

application in the data analysis process. In previous chapters, this integration of visualization

into the data generating context has been discussed conceptually. The goal of this chapter is to

present how the introduced visualization concepts have been realized and integrated into the

application of modeling and simulation of cell biological systems, with respect to the process

of data generation in the research training school dIEM oSiRiS.

In Section 5.1, a visualization component library is developed, which is closely linked to the

process of data generation in the research training school. The library realizes the conceptual

integration of visualization into the process of data generation. It comprises software tools

that implement the visualization concepts developed in this work. These tools are introduced

in Section 5.2. Thus, mainly the visual analysis of simulation data is addressed. Further,

examples are presented how these tools have been applied in practice. In addition, the library

contains visualization tools that have also been developed in the research training school. To

support presentation of results, one segment of visual support that has not been addressed

so far, a presentation technique based on Illustration Watermarking is introduced in Section

5.3. The technique has the potential to facilitate the communication of findings and results via

interactive images. The results of this chapter are summarized in Section 5.4.
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5.1 Design of a Visualization Component Library

The conceptual integration of visualization into the process of data generation in the application

field has been presented in Section 2.1.2 and summarized in Figure 2.1. It has been realized

in the research training school as shown in Figure 5.1. On the left side, the implementation

of the data generating process is displayed, comprising multiple data bases. It is described in

more detail in Section 5.1.1. The implemented integration of visualization is driven by this

realization of the data generating process in the research training school. The design decisions

are discussed in Section 5.1.2, which lead to a visualization component library comprising

multiple visualization tools. The components of this library, which are shown on the right

side in Figure 5.1, implement the visualization concepts derived in this work and in related

visualization research in the research training school. They are summarized with respect to

the corresponding segment of visual support in Section 5.2. Further, examples for the practical

application of these tools are presented.

5.1.1 Process of Data Generation

In order to design the software-based realization of visual support, the existing realization of

the process of data generation in the research training school is regarded.

∙ Qualitative and quantitative data about the biological system is collected from

the literature or from biological experiments in the laboratory. As biological experiments

are elaborate and resulting data requires post-processing before it can be analyzed, the

access to the data via a data base is demanded. In the research training school, the

experiment data base eDB has been developed as a central repository of experiments

conducted by experts form biology and biomedicine. It is constantly extended to cover a

broader range of experimental methodologies. Further, information about the biological

system is contained in commonly accessible on line data bases. This knowledge about

pathways (e.g., provided by the KEGG data base [KAG+08]), proteins (e.g., [NAB+07]),

and genes (e.g., [Gen00]), is an essential part of the modeling process.

∙ Formal model structures are currently provided by two main sources. The model data

base mDB [KMHK09] mainly focuses on storing models with an underlying biological

context. In addition, large models are provided by the JAMES II modeling and simula-

tion framework, which is generally suitable for modeling and simulation and not limited

to a specific application. It is described more detailed in the context of simulation runs.
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Figure 5.1: Practical integration of data visualization into the context of data generation within

the research training school dIEM oSiRiS. On the left side, the given realization of the data

generating context is presented. It is basically provided by data bases used to store the results of

data generation. On the right side, visualization tools are named that implement visualization

concepts developed in this work (shown in white boxes) and related visualization research (in

transparent boxes), with respect to the segments of visual support and, for the focused segment

of visualizing simulation data, to the process levels. The tools are closely coupled to the data

bases shown on the left.

∙ Simulation runs are provided by the modeling and simulation framework JAMES

II [Him07], an internal development of the modeling and simulation group in Rostock.

All simulation data, which has been described and used throughout this work, has been

generated with JAMES II and made available for analysis by using the facilities of the

framework to store data in data bases.

These sources of data in the research training school are summarized on the left side in

Figure 5.1, shown in the context of the conceptual process of data generation presented in
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Section 2.1.2.

5.1.2 Design Decisions for Integration of Visualization

The results of the data generating process are provided by various sources. This includes data

bases and the modeling and simulation framework JAMES II. The integration of visual support

in JAMES II is of main interest, as the focus of this work has been set on the visualization of

simulation data, which is generated by this framework.

Conceptually, given visualization concepts that follow the idea to tightly integrate data

visualization into the data generating process, an on-line visualization of simulation data is

supported. “On-line” refers to the instant visual analysis after the data has been generated. It

should be noted that “on-line” is distinguished from “on-the-fly“ visualization, the latter related

to the visualization of streaming data, which is not supported by the developed visualization

techniques.

However, a pure on-line visualization limits the potentials of visual analysis in two ways:

First, the visual analysis is only available to users that are involved in the process of data

generation. But the application domain requires joint efforts of researchers from different fields,

which also demands for a data analysis performed by multiple users. Second, the performance

of simulation algorithms is a recent research issue in the modeling and simulation community,

especially for discrete-event based approaches incorporating stochasticity and spatial resolution,

as they are investigated in the application domain. Currently, the execution of simulation is

often time-consuming. In these cases, it is useful to separate the execution of simulation from

the visual analysis of the simulation data.

To this end, visualization generally accesses simulation data that has been stored in data

bases after generation. This circumvents both limitations of the on-line visual analysis: as

the simulation does not have to be executed every time it is analyzed, multiple users can

access results from the data bases and the temporal efforts for data generation is reduced.

Nevertheless, the strengths of on-line visualization are still provided, because the data can

be retrieved immediately after results have been generated and stored. But most of all, the

developed visualization concepts, with their focus on integrating data visually in the data

generating context, provide all necessary information about the data generation even if the

visual analysis is carried out independent from the execution of the simulation. Facilities to

store simulation data along with the context of data generation such as models and experiment

descriptions are provided as part of the JAMES II framework. These capabilities, denoted as

JAMES-DB in Figure 5.1, are used to provide the linkage between the generation of simulation
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data and visualization.

In consequence, resulting data is provided by various data bases in the application domain.

The visualization concepts necessary to deal with the diversity of data cannot be integrated

within a single software tool. Thus, the visualization concepts are implemented as independent

software tools, each supporting specific data sets, which appear at the specific stages of the

modeling and simulation work flow. The visualization tools, further described in Section 5.2,

are organized with respect to the segments of visual support from Section 2.1.2. According to

the data characteristics, each visualization tool has to be linked to the corresponding data bases

that provide the data. The tools form a component library for visual support in the application

domain, which is shown on the right side in Figure 5.1.

This framework design is suited to cope with the challenges of visual support in the applica-

tion domain: a multitude of data sets appears, provided by various data sources, and requiring

a broad range of visualization concepts. In the component library, tailored implementations are

subsumed into one framework. Further, it provides the necessary flexibility to add new visual-

ization methods and to link them to data bases as required. In this regard, the visualization

component library has the potential to provide comprehensive visual support in the application

domain.

5.2 Visualization Tools

The visualization component library comprises JAVA-based implementations of the visual-

ization concepts developed in this work. In addition, complementary visualization research,

especially related to graph visualization [Sch10], has been carried out in the research training

school, also resulting in several visualization tools. In the following, the resulting set of avail-

able visualization tools is presented with respect to the segments of visual support, which have

been identified in Section 2.1.2: the visualization of input data, of formal model structures, and

of simulation and reference data. A summary of tools in the library is given in Figure 5.1.

5.2.1 Visualization of Input Data

For the visualization of input data, comprising information about the biological system, various

visualization techniques are available from the literature, which have been implemented in

specific tools. It has not been the aim of this work to integrate them into the visualization

component library. An exemplary visualization of experimental data, which has been developed

in the context of the research training school, is the interactive visualization tool ViGeCo
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[THS07, TS08]. It supports an interactive exploration of similarities among genes determined

from micro array data by visualizing combinations of genes (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Visualization of micro array data with ViGeCo [THS07, TS08], a tool for the

visualization of gene combinations, in order to explore similarities among genes. The visual-

ization is based on heat maps, which are commonly accepted in the application domain. Each

panel shows gene combinations containing a specific number of genes. Similarity arcs, shown

in yellow, indicate gene combinations with similar values.

5.2.2 Visualization of Formal Model Structure

The visualization of formal model structures is highly related to graph visualization. In the

course of this work, a visualization technique for large models of reaction networks has been

presented as joint work within the research training school. The concepts have been realized

in the BiGraphiXplorer tool. Beyond large models, the tool is applicable to visualize other

large graphs that appear in the biological domain, as demonstrated in the following example.

Considering the thousands of biological entities of a cell, the visualization of known infor-

mation about all these entities is challenging. As one example, the human metabolic network
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[DBJ+07], as it is stored in the BIGG data base [SBRG], comprises 2764 chemical compounds

and 3311 chemical reactions. 17518 directed links between chemical compounds and chemical

reactions exist. Further, various attributes are given for compounds and reactions, ranging

from charges to bibliographical references. The BiGraphiXplorer does not only support the vi-

sualization of the reaction network including attributes. It further enables, with its interactive

selection functionality, the identification of functional subunits in the network. A screen shot

of the BiGraphXplorer visualizing the BIGG data base (SBML snapshot from 20-DEC-2007)

has been shown in Figure 3.9.

More details about the practical application of the BiGraphiXplorer are given in [Sch10].

Further, this field of visualization, especially with consideration of large graphs, is in the

focus of the dissertation by Hans-Jörg Schulz [Sch10], which has been developed complemen-

tary to this thesis within the research training school. Tools that arose from this work, e.g.,

Point-Based Visualization [SHS09] and the Treemap Toolkit, are also available in the

component library. In this regard, also CGV (Coordinated Graph Visualization) [TAS09], a

highly interactive tool for visualization of large graphs developed in the computer graphics

group in Rostock, is part of the library.

5.2.3 Visualization of Simulation Data

The visualization of simulation data has been in the focus of this work. Four different process

levels have been identified in Section 2.3 – model, experiment, multi-run, and single-run –, each

requiring specific visualization concepts. Within the research training school, the developed

visualization techniques are available as software tools. The following tools provide complete

implementations of the visualization concepts as they have been described in this work.

In addition, applied practical use of the visualization tools in the application domain is

presented.

5.2.3.1 Mosan

The tool implements the tailored visualization concepts for the process levels of stochastic

simulation data – Model, Experiment and Multi-Run Simulation Data – as described in Section

3.1. The integration within one tool supports the linkage among process levels, thus enabling

a transition from one process level to the next during the visual analysis sequence.

The tool has already been applied in several application scenarios, including:

∙ Visual analysis and presentation of biological experiments
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The visualization tool has been practically applied for the visual analysis and comparison

of biological experiments conducted in the laboratory. Especially the close coupling of

experimental results with a presumed model structure has been considered as very helpful

to confirm or reject hypotheses about the model behavior. The provided comparison of

multiple experiments has been used to communicate findings gained in the laboratory to

other researchers, as the basis for discussions about future research. The screen shot in

Figure 5.3 shows the visual analysis of multiple biological experiments with Mosan.

∙ Face validation

The process of validation, which accompanies the modeling and simulation process, re-

quires the application of both computational and visual methods. For face validation,

which refers to visual inspections of obtained results, the visualization tool has been

used. Specifically, it was used to validate a simulator for Π-Calculus models, by check-

ing whether generated simulation data corresponds to simulation data from a reference

simulator.

In addition to these application examples that have already been carried out in practice,

a future application scenario is to tightly couple the visualization with ongoing data base

research to retrieve models and experimental data. In this regard, the visualization concepts

will be used to present results of data base retrieval. This way, powerful functionality to

extract information about cell biological systems, either as simulation models or as experimental

data, is supplemented by an intuitive and easily accessible visual presentation of search results.

Current data base research aims at retrieving and ranking models based on annotations of

models, to identify model components with similar biological meaning [KMHK09]. In dIEM

oSiRiS, such functionality is implemented in the model data base mDB. Further, the goal is

to extract relevant experimental data for a model by searching for experimental data that has

been collected for one or multiple components of the model. This functionality is integrated

into the experiment data base eDB.

With its tailored concepts for the process levels identified in the application domain, Mosan

is able to:

∙ compare models by their structure

Ranked models, which are returned as the result of a data base query, can be compared

to find the best match with the user’s demands.

∙ visualization of experimental data in the context of the model
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Figure 5.3: Mosan visualizing experimental data from three biological experiments in the con-

text of a presumed model structure.

For a given model, related experimental data comprising one or multiple experiments is

visually linked to the model.

The implementation of this integration is currently carried out in the research training school

by coupling Mosan, the model data base mDB, and the experiment data base eDB.

5.2.3.2 VioNeS

VioNeS implements the multiple view framework for the visual analysis of the Next Sub-Volume

Method as introduced in Section 4.1. Thus, the tool supports the visualization of complex

single-run simulation data with spatial context. The tool has been employed for debugging
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purposes, to check plausibility of results and correctness of implementations with respect to the

Next Sub-Volume Method. A screen shot of the tool was shown in Figure 4.8.

5.2.3.3 PiXplorer

The PiXplorer is the realization of visualization concepts for the analysis of simulation data

from the Attributed Π-Calculus, which have been presented in Section 4.2. Similar to VioNes, it

operates on the process level of single run simulation data. It has been applied to debug a sim-

ulator of the Attributed Π-Calculus and to check results for plausibility, which was exemplified

in Figure 4.11.

5.2.3.4 SimVis

SimVis [DMG+05, Dol04] is an external, powerful visualization tool, which has been made

available in the research training school for visual analysis purposes. It supports the interactive

exploration of large time dependent and multivariate data sets. Originally, it has been designed

for spatial data, but can also be applied to other data that comprises multiple data items per

time point.

Resulting form the concepts developed in Section 3.3, the tool has been complemented by

a new statistical view. The view supports the analysis of statistical properties of interactively

generated subsets. Beyond, the tool is applicable for visual analysis at different process levels,

ranging from comparison of multiple experiments, over the proposed application for multi-run

analysis to the analysis of spatial, single-run simulation data.

The proposed visualization of statistical properties of interactively generated subsets has

been used to evaluate the dependence of the simulated behavior of a cellular process on an

unknown parameter of the model.

The unknown reaction rate arose from the transformation of a model given as ordinary

differential equations (ODE) into a model for discrete stochastic simulation, which requires

additional parameters. Simulation experiments were conducted for nine different values of the

reaction rate, ten runs were performed for each experiment. As a first step, interactive brushing

was applied to partition the simulation data in subsets comprising data generated for low and

high values of the reaction rate. Brushing was performed in scatter plots, which explicitly

display the unknown reaction rate on one axis, as shown in Figure 5.4. The statistical view of

these two subsets reveals significant differences in temporal developments between each of the

two subsets and the whole data set. In general, higher reaction rates lead to a higher number of

bound molecules over the complete simulated time. A more detailed comparison of the influence
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Figure 5.4: Screen shot of the SimVis system. The two scatter plots on top have been used

to generate two subsets of the data according to the value of the unknown reaction rate. The

statistical view at the bottom visualizes the impact of the reaction rate on the number of

molecules over the simulated time. Statistics for the whole data set (left) are shown as gray,

the subset derived from simulation runs with low reaction rates (middle) as blue and the subset

derived from simulation runs with high reaction rates (right) as red curves.

of reaction rates by comparing statistical properties of different low rates and different high rates

further revealed that the system is expected to be sensitive to low reaction rates (Figure 5.5(a)),

while high reaction rates do not cause strong variations of the system behavior (Figure 5.5(b)).

This valuable insight for the further modeling of the system exemplifies that the visual analysis

is not only helpful to understand validated models, but can help in the modeling of incomplete

models.
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(a) View for lower reaction rates. Red curves (in

lens): reaction rate 0.01, blue curves: reaction rate

0.05, green curves: reaction rate 0.1. In general,

lower reaction rates cause lower quantities of the

reaction product B

(b) View for higher reaction rates. Red curves (in

lens): reaction rate 10, blue curves: reaction rate

50, green curves: reaction rate 100. No depen-

dence between the reaction rate and the number

of resulting molecules B can be seen.

Figure 5.5: Statistical view for the number of B molecules for different reaction rates. The

statistics for the complete data set are shown in gray shades.

5.3 Presentation with Interactive Images based on Illus-

tration Watermarking

In this section, a concept is described to realize interactive images, which are proposed as a pre-

sentation technique in the application domain. Based on techniques from digital watermarking,

the concept is called Illustration Watermarking [SIDS03]. Interactive images supplement

the communicative power of static images, the preferred medium for presentation in the appli-

cation domain, by additional descriptive information, which is shown on user’s demand. Since

the auxiliary information is only displayed upon request, a permanent occlusion of parts of the

image content is avoided. Hence, static images are turned into media, which can be interactively

explored.

The concept to augment images with additional data is not new. Specific software such as

Macromedia Flash [RD04], Tool-Book [SS04], or MS PowerPoint [Wem03] provide integrated

data storage of complex interactive illustrations within a single data file - but the display of those

illustrations relies on the use of the software. More generally applicable, several graphics format

specifications provide storage of annotation data. This includes JPX files [JTC04, JW04], TIFF

[Ass92], PNG [SW04], SVG [Gro03] or X3D [Che04]. However, these formats do not directly

link image objects and their descriptions. In addition to integrated data storage within one

file, examples for separated storage of image and auxiliary data are Web pages, including data

with links pointing to separate files, or data base management systems, treating auxiliary data

as a collection of related data items.
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The concept of Illustration Watermarking combines several advantages of related technolo-

gies from the literature: A compact storage of image and auxiliary data is enabled within a

single file that can be easily created, distributed, and accessed. Common file formats can be

used and the file size does not depend on the volume of auxiliary data, because it is integrated

into the image content. Thus, the image can be accessed with common image viewers, although

special software is required to explore auxiliary data. As another advantage, auxiliary data is

not limited to text. Any binary data can be embedded, including for example images, anima-

tion, or audio. Most importantly, auxiliary data can be linked to specific regions of the image,

thus providing a region based annotation of the image content. Two aspects must be considered

to realize the concept of interactive images:

∙ storage of image and auxiliary data

∙ interaction techniques to explore interactive images.

In the following paragraph, a data storage technique based on Illustration Watermarking

is described, which adapts the amount of embedded data to the image content. Results of a

user study are summarized, in which it could be shown that the novel technique outperforms

a standard technique in terms of image quality. Aiming at an easy exploration of embedded

auxiliary, concepts to localize annotated image regions and retrieve properties of auxiliary data

are introduced in the succeeding paragraph, before the usability for the application domain is

discussed. The presented results have be published in [SUS08].

Illustration Watermarking for 2-D digital images The idea of Illustration Watermark-

ing is to use techniques from digital watermarking to provide local annotations of the image

content. Digital watermarking is “the practice of hiding a message about an image, audio clip,

video clip, or other work of media within that work itself” [CMB02]. It is often related to

security aspects, which does not apply for the intended use of Illustration Watermarking. In

interactive images, the auxiliary information is commonly accessible and provides additional

value for both the author and the user. Hence, other aspects then security and robustness are

important. Illustration Watermarking focuses, instead, on techniques to embed a significant

amount of data (high capacity), while perceivable modifications of the image content should

be avoided (transparency). Further, for an easy distribution of the illustration, watermark re-

covery should be carried out without the original image (blind detection). Also, to annotate

specific objects of the image, the watermark message is embedded locally (content-based).
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A simple approach (introduced in [KM92] and [TRvS+93]) is to replace the least significant

bits in the spatial domain. It allows embedding comparably large amounts of data without

perceivable image modifications. For increased robustness, various techniques embed data in

the frequency domain [CW01] or in the wavelet domain [MU01]. Similar to the intended

application, techniques that embed data by replacing parts of the image content have been

used for the annotation of image objects before, for example in [BKM+02] or [RVEP04]. In

both approaches, the auxiliary data contained within the image is very limited, restricted to

indices pointing to a data base and short text labels, respectively.

As none of the approaches supports the criteria of high capacity, transparency, blind detec-

tion, and content-based embedding at the same time, a new adaptive technique is developed

in the following. The focus is set on lossless color images in the RGB color space with 24 bits

(8 per color component) per pixel. The approach is in general based on data embedding in the

pixel’s least significant bits (LSB). To ensure blind detection, it must be known which bits of

the image content have been replaced and what kind of data is encoded. With the standard

LSB approach, bits containing annotation data can be retrieved if the annotated region and the

size of the encoded bit stream are known. To identify the annotated region, its outline pixels

are marked in the least significant bit of the blue color component. Bit stream size and data

type are stored at a prominent location within the region.

The basic LSB approach assumes a constant capacity among colors and pixels and distributes

the replaced bits equally among pixels and color components. However, prior tests have shown

that the capacity depends on image features, mainly on texture and color. To maximize the

capacity, the number of bits replaced in the color components of pixels has to be adapted to the

image features. In consequence, additional information about the distribution of embedded bits

is required in both the encoding and decoding process to ensure blind detection. This additional

information is provided in a newly introduced Capacity Map. To build the exact same capacity

map in both the encoding and decoding process, image data used to build the capacity map has

to be separated from image content data modified in the encoding process. Tests have shown

that it is a good choice to restrict data encoding to the four least significant bits of each color

component. Thus, the four most significant bits maintain the original values and are suited for

generating the capacity map. The remaining four bits of every color component are available

to encode the watermark, leading to a maximum capacity of 12 bits per pixel, four in every

color component.

In the following, it is described how the image features texture and color are used to build

an image’s capacity map.
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∙ Texture The observation can be made that the more homogeneous the texture, the

easier content modifications are visible and the less is the capacity. To account for the

homogeneity of the texture, an estimate of the capacity based on entropy values [DD02]

of small image blocks has been adapted for color images. Further, only the four most

significant bits can be used for capacity computation due to the requirement of blind

detection. Regarding every color component separately, the computed entropy values are

used to assign capacities of either four, three, or two bits of the color component to all

pixels in the image block. Thresholds, chosen as 1

2
of the maximum entropy for 4 bits

capacity and 1

4
of maximum entropy for 3 bits capacity, are based on informal test results.

∙ Color Colors are stored in the RGB color space. The embedding of data is conducted

in this color space. Hence, it has to be ensured that the modifications of the color in

RGB color space, which result from the embedding of data, cannot be perceived. But

distances in RGB color space do not correspond to distances perceived by the human eye.

These distances have to be determined in uniform color spaces, for example, CIELAB

and CIELUV [Sto03]. These color spaces represent perceived distances for similar colors

with Euclidean distance values.

A color’s capacity can be described as the maximum distance to another color in RGB,

which is still equally perceived, according to the distance in the uniform color space. To

define a given color’s capacity, the perceived distances to other colors are computed that

might result from the embedding of data. Starting with close colors, the distance in RGB

is increased as long as the resulting colors are still equally perceived. As only the four

most significant bits of the color components can be used to compute the capacity, the

same capacity is assigned to all colors sharing the four most significant bits. Here, the

smallest capacity of all colors is assigned as the capacity.

To combine texture and color analysis, both capacity values are computed for every pixel’s

color components and the higher value is chosen as the capacity.

The adaptive technique has been evaluated in a user study with two main intentions. On

the one hand, the reliability of computed image capacities was tested. To this end, computed

image capacities and empirically determined image capacities were compared. On the other

hand, it was tested whether the adaptive technique leads to higher capacities than the stan-

dard technique. For that purpose, empirically determined capacities of both approaches were

compared.

During the study, 112 participants were asked to detect watermarked regions in images.
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Images differed in image type, encoding technique, and size of encoded bit stream, in order to

determine the maximum capacity for constant image quality. Three image types were included

in the study. GreenPattern (Figure 5.6(a)) consists of large homogeneous regions with only

two colors. The computed capacity (Figure 5.6(b)) results from color information. In contrast,

the texture in Flowers (Figure 5.6(c)) is very inhomogeneous. The computed capacity (Figure

5.6(d)) mainly results from texture information. Landscape (Figure 5.6(e), capacity map in

Figure 5.6(f)) was included to evaluate whether adapting the number of replaced bits among

pixels increases the overall capacity. Thus, watermarked regions spanned both homogeneous

and inhomogeneous image regions.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.6: Image types in the study and computed capacity maps. (a) image type GreenPat-

tern, (b) capacity map for GreenPattern, (c) image type Flowers, (d) capacity map for Flowers,

(e) image type Landscape, (f) capacity map for Landscape. For better representation, values in

the capacity maps, originally one to four bits per color component and pixel, have been scaled

to a range between 0 and 255, brighter values indicating higher capacities.

From the results of the study (Figure 5.7), it could be shown that the capacity map is a good

estimate of the capacity of an image. Only for one of the three image types (GreenPattern),

few participants detected watermarks, which were expected to be transparent according to the

computed capacity. Comparing standard and adaptive approach, a statistically significant lower

number of watermark detections was observed for the adaptive approach than for the standard

LSB method for GreenPattern (standard: 520, adaptive: 415) and Landscape (standard: 263,

adaptive: 222). Thus, the adaptive distribution of the bit stream among the pixel’s color

components leads to a higher capacity especially in homogeneous regions, resulting in a capacity

of 7 to 8 bits per pixel.

Exploration of Auxiliary Data Another important aspect of interactive images is the

exploration of the interactive content by the user. First, the user needs hints about the - per
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(a) Green Pattern (b) Flowers (c) Landscape

Figure 5.7: Results of the user study: For every image type, the number of participants who

detected the watermark is shown for different volumes of encoded data (in bits per pixel). The

standard LSB technique is shown in yellow bars, the adaptive approach in blue bars. The red

dashed line indicates the expected visibility threshold.

default hidden - auxiliary data contained in the image. Upon the user’s request of auxiliary

data, an appropriate layout has to be applied.

In the following, the former of these two aspects is addressed: interaction methods that lead

the user to annotation data contained in the image. This includes the need for visual cues

to communicate existence and properties of auxiliary data. Annotation data should be easily

detectable and a clear correlation between cue and augmented region is necessary. Important

properties of the auxiliary data are location and size of regions being annotated, kind of auxiliary

data (for example, text, image, or sound) as well as amount of data and accordance to user

interest. While most of these properties can be retrieved from the encoded data, accordance to

user interest is assumed to be externally defined. Two approaches to support the viewer in the

exploration of interactive images are presented, Informative Cursor and Meta Previewer.

The prototype of an Informative Cursor is the known mouse cursor, which changes its style

to indicate that a certain action can be performed. In addition to the current position, the

Informative Cursor utilizes arrows to lead the user to regions with associated data. Graphical

attributes encode properties of annotation data, as shown in Figure 5.8(a). The type of data

is indicated by letters (I for image, T for text, A for combinations) in the arrowhead. The

lengths of the arrows indicate the distance to the annotated region. The amount of associated

data corresponds to the thickness of the arrows. A darker color of the arrow stands for a higher

correlation with the user’s interest. Further, the closest annotated image region is emphasized
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by a highlighted contour, so the user can quickly reach the region and demand auxiliary data.

The Meta Previewer displays all annotated regions of an image by small markers and shows

information about the auxiliary data in a focused region. It follows the idea of Magic Lenses

(e.g., [BSP+93]). The Meta Previewer is placed in front of the image to display additional

information associated with the covered image region. It consists of a small rectangular shape

which includes a down-scaled version of the original image with markers for all annotated

image regions. The focused region is magnified by distortion (compare with Fish Eye Views,

e.g., [LA94, CM01, GS03] or non-linear magnification [KR97]). In addition, a frame provides

further information about the meta data associated with the focused region. An example is

given in Figure 5.8(b). Within the Meta Previewer located at the cursor position, the blossom

is magnified, its contour highlighted. The right bar stands for the accordance to the user’s

interest. The small bars on top show the amount of auxiliary data differentiated by type.

Further, small spheres indicate positions of other annotated image regions.

(a) Informative Cursor (b) Meta Previewer

Figure 5.8: Exploration of annotated images. The Informative Cursor (a) points to annotated

image regions with arrows, encoding further properties of the annotation data by graphical

attributes of the arrow. The Meta Previewer (b) magnifies the focused region and displays

properties of related auxiliary data, while also indicating positions of other annotated regions.

Both Informative Cursor and Meta Previewer are permanently updated while being moved

across the image.
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Discussion With the concept of region-based Illustration Watermarking, 2-D raster images

can be turned into interactive media, providing additional information about objects in the

image on the user’s demand. This is a valuable approach for the application domain. To present

the results of a modeling and simulation project, complex findings need to be communicated.

As the amount of information that can be contained in a single static image is limited, images

only contain the most important facts to keep the presentation as clear as possible. Terms

are abbreviated; complex concepts are strongly abstracted and shown by graphical icons. To

understand these presentations, often further information about the single entities in the image

is needed. This can comprise textual descriptions as well as images providing additional detail.

Further, a major goal in the application is to understand the dynamics of cell biological systems.

These are difficult to capture within a static image. With interactive images, changes over time

can be conveyed by describing them in additional data, directly related to the entities where

change happens.

Such annotation data cannot be shipped within a few encoded bits. Hence, the proposed

approach in Section 5.3 is valuable as it maximizes the capacity of the image by distributing the

encoded data according to image features. Further, a reasonable estimate of the image capacity

is given. This is useful in the encoding process, because the user is informed about the amount

of data that can be embedded without degrading the image quality. In combination with the

presented techniques to explore auxiliary data, Illustration Watermarking has the potential to

help users in the communication of their ideas. This idea has to be further investigated by

future research.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, the implementation of visual support in the research training school has been

described. Following the conceptual integration of data visualization into the data generating

context as presented in Section 2.1.2, a visualization component library has been designed that

covers visual support at all four segments of necessary visual support: the visualization of input

data, of the formal model structure, of simulation and reference data, and presentation. The

component library is linked to the data generating context by interfaces to data bases, which

store results of data generation in the research training school. The library is flexible in the

sense that it can be extended by additional methods that will be developed in the future.

In its current state, the library contains tools that realize the visualization concepts intro-

duced in this work. With respect to presentation of results, a methodology has been introduced
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to store annotation data within an image, thus turning an image into an interactive medium.

Beyond, the library provides visualization tools that were developed in related visualization

research.

By various practical examples, the usefulness of the derived visualization concepts for the

intended application domain could be exemplified.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In practical applications, visualization is often used for presentation purposes, rather than as

a means of data analysis. Considering the overwhelming and increasing volumes of data that

appear in many domains, the process of analytical problem solving can significantly benefit

from visual support, which is the aim of the field of visual analytics. In this regard, it has been

a main motivation of this work to bring visualization closer to the demands of the application.

These demands are highly application specific.

In this work, it is investigated how visual support can be provided for the specific application

domain of modeling and simulating cell biological systems. One major contribution is the

conceptual integration of visual support into the process of modeling and simulation. Further,

novel visualizations are derived to support the visual analysis of stochastic simulation data

with respect to the underlying simulation process. This chapter summarizes the contributions

of this work and gives a perspective on open visualization problems.

The research has been conducted within the research training school dIEM oSiRiS, which

provides the environment for interdisciplinary research.

6.1 Summary

This dissertation presents four main contributions: First, visualization is conceptually inte-

grated as a means of data analysis into the application domain of modeling and simulating cell

biological systems. Second, a general taxonomy for stochastic simulation data allows the devel-

opment of visualization concepts that support the exploration of the simulation process rather

than single data sets. Further, novel concepts for the visual analysis of complex simulation

data are systematically developed. At last, a visualization component library is derived that
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realizes the integration of the proposed visualizations in the application context and is flexible

to contain future developments.

Conceptual integration of visualization in the application domain In a systematic

approach, the need for visual support in the application domain is analyzed. Using the work

flow of modeling and simulation as the basis, the process of data generation is identified, which

leads to four main segments of visual support:

∙ visualization of input data

∙ visualization of formal model structure

∙ visualization of simulation and reference data

∙ presentation of findings

As the result of an analysis of existing visual support on the one hand and visualization

requirements on the other hand for each segment, the focus of this work is set on the visu-

alization of data from discrete event based simulation. The visual analysis of the resulting

data is essential in a modeling and simulation project. From a visualization viewpoint, the

visualization is challenging because understanding the data requires its visual integration into

the context of data generation. Further, the complexity of the data is seldom considered in

existing visualization methods.

Exploration of the simulation process based on tailored visualizations for process

levels The general taxonomy of the data generating process for stochastic simulation data

comprises the four levels Model, Experiment, Multi-Run Simulation Data and Single-Run Sim-

ulation Data. Tailored visualization concepts for all process levels, explicitly visualizing data in

the context of data generation, lead to visual support at various abstraction levels: the compar-

ison of experiments at the Model Level, the evaluation of one experiment comprising multi-run

simulation data at the Experiment Level, the exploration of multiple runs at the Multi-Run

Level, and the detailed analysis of a one run at the Single-Run Level.

Basis for the visualization is a view on one experiment that integrates model structure,

experiment description and multi-run simulation data. Due to its size, the multi-run data is

highly abstracted to the most general trends over time. The global comparison of heterogeneous

local value ranges in the multivariate data and among experiments is supported by a novel color

scale, which is derived on a heuristic applied to the value ranges in the data. It is suitable for
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sequential and diverging data scales, thus being applicable to a broad range of data sets. With

its ability to convey data ranges as well as uncovered value ranges within the global range,

it communicates valuable information about the data values at a glance. The view on one

experiment serves as the basis on the model, experiment, and multi-run level. At the model

level, a visual linking of multiple experiment views allows for the comparison of experiments.

To address the analysis of multiple runs, an overview and detail concept links basic view and

one view showing the single runs as the overview with detail views on single run data.

In these concepts, the model representation is reduced to the most important aspects to

understand the simulation data. For a detailed analysis, a table-based visualization supports

the evaluation of large models in all their facets, including multiple variables. Further, aiming

at more elaborate visual multi-run analysis, a novel view for the analysis of statistical properties

of interactively generated subsets is developed and integrated into a multiple view framework.

These visualization concepts are novel contributions in two ways: First, data is visually

integrated within the context of data generation, with the necessary consideration of process

information identified from the process levels. Second, tailored visualizations for each process

level support the exploration of the complete simulation process, which goes beyond the vi-

sualization of single simulation data sets. This is expected to facilitate the visual analysis of

simulation data derived in a modeling and simulation project: all necessary information to

comprehend simulation data is presented in the visualization and multiple data sets can be

analyzed at different levels of detail. Further, the analysis process is supported for users that

have not been involved in data generation, as they can reconstruct how the data was generated

from the visualization.

Visual analysis of complex simulation data Further visualizations at the single-run level

aim at handling the complexity of simulation data in the application domain, with its het-

erogeneous, time dependent, multivariate, and spatial context. The systematic evaluation of

potential visualization concepts for each of these aspects leads to a multiple view framework. To

explore data over time, it comprises an overview on time dependent high level features. These

high level features are abstracted from spatial context to support a general impression on the

development of the simulation data over time. Low level features, comprising multivariate data

in spatial context, are conveyed in specific views for event data and state data. In these views,

single time points are analyzed or multiple time points are compared. The coordination and

linking of these views, integrated within a highly interactive multiple view framework, supports

the exploration of the data in all facets.
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These visualization concepts, developed with respect to data generated from the simula-

tion algorithm Next Sub-Volume Method, have been adapted to simulation data from a novel

modeling and simulation approach, the Attributed Π-Calculus, which results in a time series

of reaction networks. Again, time dependent high level features, in this case the structural

complexity and values of variables over time, are shown in an overview. For a single time point,

details about the reaction network are shown with a table-based visualization technique. The

comparison of time points is provided by the linking of multiple detail views. The interac-

tive framework of multiple coordinated views accounts for the specific views required for the

simulation data.

Realization as a visualization component library The visualization concepts are realized

as software tools within a visualization component library. The library is closely linked to the

process of data generation in the research training school. Interfaces to available data bases

enable the access to the results of the data generating context.

The software based realization closely follows the conceptual integration of visualization

into the application domain. In this regard, the library allows for interactive exploration at

all four identified segments of visual support. According to the focus of this work, mainly

visualization tools for simulation data are currently provided. At the other segments, exemplary

visualizations are integrated that have been derived in the context of the research training

school. For presentation purposes, interactive images are proposed. Enabling local annotations

of images, a technique based on digital watermarking supports the embedding of reasonable

amounts of annotation data within an image and the exploration of these annotations.

First examples for the practical use of the proposed visualization concepts in the research

training school indicate that the application based development of visualization methods is

beneficial for data analysts.

6.2 Future Work

Developed in the first phase of the research training school dIEM oSiRiS, this work serves

as a starting point to develop visual support for the modeling and simulation of cell biological

systems. Numerous challenges that arise in the still emerging application field have not been

addressed in this work, but need to be considered to provide comprehensive visual support.

With respect to the work flow of modeling and simulation, which has been the basis of this

work, the highly relevant validation step has not been considered in this work. Here, a further
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tight integration of computational and visual methods in the sense of visual analytics has to

be provided, as validation relies on both statistical tests and visual inspections.

The focus of this work has been set on the visual analysis of simulation data. Analogue,

the development of visual methods is necessary at the other three segments of visual support

that have been identified from the process of data generation in the application. Although

approaches have been presented at all segments, the range of visualization techniques is by far

not complete.

Also within the focused segment of the visualization of simulation data, open visualization

challenges appear. New multi-level modeling and simulation approaches require novel visual-

ization concepts. These new approaches in the application field are able to couple multiple

heterogeneous models, given at different abstraction levels. Further, the comparison of simu-

lation data and reference data generated by real-world experiments as well as the comparison

of simulation data from different modeling and simulation approaches are subject of future

research, as they help to evaluate the quality and accuracy of different methods. The ground

for these techniques is provided with the taxonomy of process levels for stochastic simulation

data, but additional research is required to bridge the gaps between heterogeneous data sets

from different sources.

The introduced visualization component library provides a single-sided linkage to the process

of data generation: Data generated in the process of modeling and simulation is handled by

the visualization techniques. Considering the generation of a multitude of complex data sets,

each requiring elaborate analysis, and further considering multiple users involved in the decision

making process, it will become more and more important to record the results of visual analysis

and make them accessible. Visual analysis usually aims at the identification of relevant pieces

of information contained in the data. In the focused segment of visualization of simulation

data, process levels provide a natural way to record such results of visual analysis as a path

through the process hierarchy. In Figure 6.1, such a path through the hierarchy is indicated by

highlighting the respective elements at each process level and the links between process levels in

red. Starting at the model level comprising stochastic simulation data, visualization concepts

supporting all process levels enables the identification of experiments of interest. From the

simulation data of an experiment, representative runs are identified from a visual multi-run

analysis. At the single run level, time points of interest are identified, indicated by dashed lines

in the time value plot at the single run level in Figure 6.1. The storage of such paths along

with corresponding visual representations and additional information provided by the users is

left to future research. In the research training school, the investigation of paths through the
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Figure 6.1: Exemplification of recording the results of visual analysis as a path through the

hierarchy of process levels. At the single run level, the path is prolonged by the identification

of time points of interest

visualization work flow is a recent issue, mainly addressed by Marc Streit. First ideas are also

presented in [Sch10].

As another aspect, the appearance of uncertainty in the visualization domain has not been

regarded in this work. Uncertainty occurs at all stages of data generation in the application

context. The available information about the cell biological system is often incomplete. Ex-

perimental data is the result of highly susceptible processes in the laboratory, followed by an

analysis sequence to transform raw imaging data into meaningful numbers. As experimental

data is the basis of the modeling and simulation process, associated uncertainty may proceed

through the work flow. In fact, one main reason for the modeling and simulation of cell bio-

logical systems is that the underlying system is not directly observable in all its facets. Hence,

uncertainty is an integral part of the application domain. This has to be communicated by

visual methods in order to enable informed decisions.

All these open problems, appearing in the context of the application domain, represent

known challenges in the field of visualization. They are summarized in the following.

∙ combination of computational and visual methods in the sense of visual analytics

∙ visual integration and comparison of data from heterogeneous data sources

∙ visualization concepts to handle complex data from multi-level modeling and simulation
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∙ appropriate recording of results of visual analysis

∙ visualization of uncertainty

Specifically the visualization of data from multi-level modeling and simulation and the visu-

alization of uncertainty are investigated in the second phase of the research training school.
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Thesis Statements

1. Information visualization provides powerful interactive techniques to support data anal-

ysis. But in practical applications, visualization is often used for presentation of analysis

results, not as an integral means to conduct data analysis. To overcome this gap, visual

analytics requires broadening the scope from specific data sets to the process of problem

solving, which is dependent on the application domain.

2. For the application of modeling and simulating cell biological systems, a systematic analy-

sis of the application work flow allows the identification of the demands for visual support.

At all steps of the work flow, data analysis can significantly benefit from visualization.

Four segments of visual support are identified: the visualization of input data, of the for-

mal model structure, of simulation data as well as the presentation of findings and results.

To conceptually integrate visualization into the data generating process, the process of

data generation and the segments of interactive visual support are closely linked.

3. For each segment of visual support, numerous visualization concepts have been introduced

in the literature. Nevertheless, the emerging application field demands the development

of complementary visualization techniques throughout the process of problem solving to

handle novel challenges in each segment.

4. A specific challenge in the application domain is the visual analysis of simulation data

from discrete event based approaches. Often, the data generation is so time consuming

that the data analysis has to be uncoupled from the data generation. To make the

visualization of simulation data comprehensible, the process of data generation has to be

communicated as well. Further, the simulation data is large and complex. Stochasticity

requires numerous runs of the simulation. The resulting simulation data contains large

numbers of time points, multiple state variables and events as well as spatial context.

5. The necessity to account for the process of data generation in the visualization is consid-

ered by a general taxonomy for stochastic simulation data. It captures the data generating



context by four process levels: model, experiment, multi-run data, and single-run data.

Each process level provides relevant information on how data has been derived. Further,

visualization goals are linked to the levels that aim at different abstractions of the data.

6. The identification of visualization goals at each process level provides the ground to de-

velop tailored visualization concepts. A basic view tightly integrates model structure,

experiment description, and highly abstracted multi-run simulation data, which conveys

the general trends over time. Adapting this concept at all process levels, multiple visu-

alization goals are supported, ranging from comparison of experiments, over analysis of

multiple runs from one experiment to the identification of runs of interest. With additional

detail concepts for the visualization of large models and for visual multi-run analysis, the

derived concepts support the exploration of the complete simulation process, which goes

beyond the analysis of simulation data.

7. Discrete-event based simulation of cell biological system results in large and complex

data sets. Data is heterogeneous due to the duality of states and events and further in-

corporates temporal, spatial, and multivariate context. A systematic analysis of potential

visualization concepts leads to the development of a multiple view framework, which can

handle the complex data in all facets. Specifically, the spatio-temporal context is broken

down into separate views. The applied concept to visualize temporal trends by high level

features in one view and details for time points of interest in other views can be adapted

for simulation data with other characteristics. In this regard, the approach has been used

for simulation data that comprises a time series of reaction networks.

8. Numerous visualization concepts are necessary to fulfill the requirements of visual support

in the application domain. To this end, a visualization component library realizes the

integration of visual support in the application. The visualization components are linked

to the data generating context via interfaces to data bases.

9. The applicability of the novel visualizations for the modeling and simulation of cell biolog-

ical systems is indicated by various practical examples. The techniques have been used to

debug implementations of modeling and simulation approaches, to check the plausibility

of results, for face validation, visual analysis and presentation of reference data generated

in the laboratory, and for the exploration of large biochemical reaction networks. Future

application scenarios include the tight integration of visualization and data base research,

thus providing a visual front end for data base retrieval.


